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Cultural Playground for Modern 
People-Museums and Art Museums 
in Gyeonggi Province 
Gyeonggi province has more museums than most 

other regions in Korea, with exhibition spaces that 

testify the region 's diversity in arts, history, and 

scientific endeavors. This book is must-have guide 

for visitors to Gyeonggi province, the life-enriching 

hub of arts and culture of the region. 

About the Cover Picture 

Suwon Hwaseong Fortress, one of the most famous historic 
sites in Gyeonggi provinoe, is listed as the UNESCO World 
Cultural Heritage : UNESCO World Cultural Heritage 
Committee decided to list Suwon Hwaseong Fortress as 
the UNESCO World Cultural Heritage site during its 21st 
conference held in Naples, Italy, on Dec.4, 1997. 
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We have here the 97 selective main museums throughout the Gyeonggi province. 

The beauty of the Korean traditional culture, the unique history and cultural 

history of Gyeonggi Province, the artists' soul-bearing works of arts, a number of 

museums and galleries operated under various themes, all of which are the ones 

we can find near our life if we pay a little more attention to them. 
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Preface 

Envision a Beautiful Future in Museums 
and Art Museums 

'Let your pure and innocent breath lay down, 

Lay down here, beautifully, 

And store up, layer upon layer, 

Until finally they overflow. 

How lonely and sorrowful Life is. 

And how beautiful, it is, as well. 

Let our eyes be open wide and clear, 

And let our heart be so.' 

This is a simple yet touching verse titled Cow and Horse that the late artist Lee Joong-seop 

wrote and bung on the wall of a small single room where be stayed in Seogwipo, Jeju Island. 

Artists are destined to experience sorrow beyond art. One can only wonder, what were they 

trying to leave for us, the ordinary people, when they chose art over their personal happiness? 

You might find a hint, if not the whole answer, when you visit a nearby museum. 

It was September 1908 when the word "Museum" was first used as an official term in Korea 

for the Lee Dynasty Museum inside Changgyeonggung. That means the history of museums 

in Korea has just marked a century this year. A country with five thousand years of history, 

Korea has museums - small, large and in between - in every nook and comer throughout 

the country. It is not unusual to find a private collector in an inconspicuous small town, who 

runs a private folk museum and devotes his or her entire life to collecting traditional Korean 

arts and crafts. What we see in museums is the long history and passion that is our country, 

with the cultural and artistic spirit of the time, or the spirit of the people, or our ancestors. 

Gyeonggi-do has a special position in Korea. It is the first province in Korea that established 

an ordinance to ensure the sustainable growth of museums, and it is one of the provinces that 

is most committed to supporting major programs that can be offered in museums. 

Recently, we witnessed the opening of an art center in Gyeonggi-do, that is dedicated to 



the world-renowned video artist Paik Nam-june. There are also two more historic museums 

under construction; Silhak. Museum and Seonsa Museum. It is our duty as a community to 

take the initiative in preserving and passing on the history, tradition, arts, and culture of our 

town. It is also our duty as a community to ensure culture for all, and art for all . Not only are 

they our pride and identity, they are priceless assets that we have to pass down to the next 

generation. 

This booklet covers all museums and art institutions that can be found in Gyeonggi-do. In 

its four chapters, the booklet lists our museums, along with tourist attractions, and includes 

information about lodging, detailed maps and nearby attractions. It also covers the museum 

highlights, such as major collections, exhibitions, history and the significance of the displayed 

articles. I encourage you to visit the numerous museums that can be found all around our 

province, and experience a memorable time as you envision the past, present, and a beautiful 

future. 

Thank you. 

Kim Moon-soo 

Governor of Gyeonggi Province 

Dec. 2008 



Preface 

Experience the Inspiration and Aesthetics of 
Culture & Arts in Gyeonggi Province 

Since its founding five years ago, Gyeonggi Association of Museums has been an integral 

part of the cultural development in Gyeonggi-do. In addition to the diverse educational 

activities that the council has developed and offered in museums, an ordinance has been 

established to ensure the continuous growth of our museums here. In organic partnership 

with our member museums, we have been able to introduce measures to safeguard our proud 

cultural heritage and artistic assets in more systematic ways than ever. Consequently, the 

museums in our province play important roles in our communities as the center of all cultural 

and artistic activities. 

This year, we are happy to present this foreign language guide to our museums. The 

promotional booklet covers all museums - both historic and artistic -that are in Gyeonggi

-do. The booklet is more than just a guide; it provides detailed information for visitors 

on transportation, museum hours and current and permanent exhibitions, as well as a 

generous number of full color photos highlighting collections and the panoramic view of 

each museum. The visually beautiful booklet will be distributed to all major tourist centers 



and cultural art institutions within Gyeonggi-do, for the convenience of visitors from other 

countries. I am confident that this booklet will serve as a major tool in promoting the tourism 

industry in our region, and for introducing our arts, cultural and historic heritage to audiences 

from around the world. 

My heartfelt appreciation goes to the museums' staff and Gyeonggi-do government, who 

spared no effort in making the production of this booklet, possible. 

Thank you. 

Jeon Bo-sam 

President of Gyeonggi Association of Museums 
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Eastern Gyeonggi I Various themes of museums are located in the eastern part of Gyeonggi 

comprehensively including the areas of Gwangju, Guri, Namyangju, Yangpyeong, Yeoju, lcheon, 

Hanam on the basis of its abundant Nature. Especially, there are full of ceramic-related things 

to look around centering Yeoju and lcheon. There are also resorts developed in good shape 

around Namyangju and Yangpyeong, so that the regions are good enough for a short weekend 

outing. 



Overview of 
Museums and Art Museums 
Eastern Gyeonggi 

Youngeun Museum 

lcheor 

~ 
Chungkang 



........._ 

ngpyeong-gun 

Hanul Theme Museum 

Bolanical 

i·fii;Ji!M 
Gyeonggi Ceramic Museum 031- 797-0614 www.wocef.com 
Dasan Memorial Hall 031-590-2481 www.nyj,go.kr/dasan 
Moran Museum of Art 031-594-8001~2 

www.moranmuseum.org 
Mok-a Museum 031-885-9953 www.moka.or.kr 
Batangol Art Center 031-774-0745 www.balangol.co.kr 
Bunwon Royal Porcelain Museum 

031-766-8465 www.bunwon.or.kr 
Seoho Arl Museum 031-592- 1865 www.seohoarl.com 
Eowocjae Art Museum 031-883-9080 
Museum of Face 031-765-3522 www.visagej,org 
Yeoju World Ceramic Livingware Gallery 

031- 884-8844 www.wocef.com 
Youngeun Museum 

031-761-0137 www.youngeunmuseum.org 
Waltz' & Dr. Mahn Coffee Museum 

031-576-6051 www.wndcof.com 

lcheon World Ceramic Center 

031-645-0614 www.wocef.com 
lcheon Municipal Museum 031-644-8741~2 

www.icheon.go.kr/newicheon/org/museum 
Joseon Royal Kiln Museum 

031-797-0614 www.wocef.com 
Jockpo Museum of Art 031-881-5905 

www.jpmuseum.co.kr 
Chungkang Comic Museum 

031-639-5790 www.comicmuseum.or.kr 
Phone Museum 031-883-2103 www.phonemuseum.co.kr 
The Korean Church History Museum 

031-632-1391 www.kchmuseum.org 
Hanul Theme Museum 031-881-6319 
Haegang Ceramics Museum 031-634- 2266 www.haegang.org 
C Art Museum 031-775-6945 www.cam1.co.kr 

History & Historical Figures 

Manhae Memorial Hall 031-744- 3100 www.manhae.or.kr 
Memorial Hall of Empress Myeongseong 

031-887- 3576 www,yj21.nel 
Woman Life Museum 031-882-8100 www.womanlife.or.kr 
Yeoju Historical Museum 031-887-3581~2 www,yj21.nel 
Woljeon Museum of Art, lcheon 

031-637-0033 www.iwoljeon.org 
The Historical Museum of Sexual Slavery by The Japanese 

Military 031-768-0084 www.nanum.org 
Hanam Museum of History 

031-790-6876 www.hanammuseum.com 

i@iil¥1#!1·!.ili 
Wocseokheon Natural Hislory Museum 

031-572-9222 www.geomuseum.org 
JocPil Spider Museum 

031-57&-7908~9 www.arachnopia.com 
Haeyeorim Bolanical Gardens 

031-882-1700 www.haeyeorim.co.kr 
Museum of Slraw Craft 031-717-4538 



- Eastern Gyeonggi 

Gyeonggi Ceramic Museum 
Address 26-9 Silchon-eup, Gwangju-si Tel . 031-797-0614 

The museum located in Gwangju-si, Gyeonggi-do, to 

which the Royal kiln run by the Royal family in the Joseon 

era has been succeeded for about 400 years. In the museum 

proceed the studies on the Korean traditional ceramics, such 

as researches on Joseon white porcelain, excavation and 

academic research project for the Joseon Royal kiln mins, 

education on traditional ceramic culture, etc. In addition, 

the museum holds the 'Contest of Our Beautiful Ceramics' 

every other year in a bid to foster and develop the Korean 

traditional ceramics, and shows the country's own ceramics 

in accord with today's Korean trends through the contest. 

~' 
I 

It has 2 large-sized exhibition halls, a planned exhibition hall, and a multipurpose showroom with 

accessory facilities such as a large outdoor sculpture park, a firewood Kiln, a Korean style garden, a 

tea ceremony demonstration place and ceramic ware shopping mall. 

14 

EXHIBITION HALL 

Ceramic Culture Room It provides visitors with information such as the concept, 
history and techniques of ceramics. Its selective information intends to be of great 
help to visitors during their tour of ceramics. Outdoor Sculpture Park It consists of 
77 pieces of works collected through sculpture contests for domestic artists and 20 
pieces created by invited artists. Korean Style Garden It's the restoration of the 
traditional garden in the Joseon era. Tea Ceremony Demonstration Place It is rent 
out for those who want to demonstrate their tea ceremony, and is the place for 
visitors to feel the traditional tea culture. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections It holds 218 pieces of the cer ic works from the Royal Kiln in the Joseon 

era purchased through open collection, not to mention 620 pieces(as of 2007) of remains 

and modern traditional ceramics. First Opened 2002 Museum Hours 09:00"-'18:00 Closed 

Every Monday, New Year's Day Admission 2,000 won for adults(1,000 won for groups), 

1,000 won for students(500 won for groups) Address 26-9 Silchon-eup, Gwangju city, 

Gyeonggi province Telephone 031-797-0614 Homepage www.wocef.com Transportation 
Public Transportation Take bus No.1113-1 at East Seoul express bus station, bus No. 500-1 

at Jamsil metro station, bus No. 500-2 at the Nambu bus station, the airport shuttle for 

Gwangju at lncheon international airport. Get off at Joseon Royal Kiln Museum. By Car Take 

the Seongnam I.C. on the Seoul circular highway, or Gonjiam I.C on the Jungbu expressway_ 

Make a right-hand-side turn in front of the Gonjiam Crossroad Nearby Attractions Gwangju 

Porcelain-Manufacturing Sites of Joseon White Porcelains, Namhan Hill Fort, Aengjabong, 

Cheonjinam Holy Site, Chimguaejeong, MI. Tahwasan, etc. 

Regular Showroom White Porcelain Lion-Figured Incense Burner 

NOTE 

Contest of Our Beautiful Ceramics It is the contest planned to succeed the 
Korean ceramic history and tradition, as well as seek the directions where the 

Korean ceramic arts should go by expressing the Korean emotions in line with 
the modernized sense. As known by the contest title, the participated work in 
the contest should bear its technical perfection as a craftwork, and the works 
being selected in the contest are those to be of use to our life today the 21C and 

tomorrow, as well as those made of ceramic materials with practical availability_ 

15 



Eastern Gyeonggi 

Dasan Memorial Hall 
Address 85-2 Neungnae-ri, Joan-myeon, Namyangju-si Tel. 031-590-2481 

Dasan Memorial Hall sits in the Site of Dasan Relics 

(Gyeonggi provincial monuments No .7). The porch of 

the memorial center is decorated with a copperplate on 

which the phrases from Dasan's typical work of <Mokmin 

simseo> are engraved. Inside the center Dasan's own 

letters, correspondence, landscape paintings and the 

copies of <Mokminsimseo>, <Gyeongseyupyo> and 

<Heumheumsimseo> , his representative works for 

awakening the public. Among them, the quarter-sized model 

of 'Geojunggi' the crane and the half-sized model of a pulley 

arrest people's eyes. The potters wheel made up from the 

principle of Geojunggi and pulley used for lifting up the 

heavy loads with the dynamic principles being of great help to the people when they constructed 

Hwaseong Fortress(Suwon Fortress), which was selected and listed as a world heritage by UNESCO 

in 1997 was a machine produced by the design ofDasan based on the spirit of practical science. 

16 

EXHIBITION HALL 

Study Material Room Every piece of materials is comprehensively prepared for 
helping people understand Dasan Publication Material Room All materials from 
Dasan-related books to research papers on Dasan by years are on display 
Newspaper Material Room Every diverse piece of articles shown in each press 

media is available for your reading 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections The remains related to Dasan such as his works, Geojunggi, etc. 

Museum Hours 09:oo~19:00(Mar.~Oct.) 09:00~18:00(Nov.~Feb.) Closed Every Monday 

Admission Free Address 85-2 Neungnae-ri, Joan-myeon, Namyangju City, Gyeonggi 

Province Telephone 031-590-2481 Homepage www.nyj,go.kr/dasan Transportation 

Public Transportation Take bus No. 2228, 8 at Cheongnyang-ri, bus No. 2000-1 at 

Gangbyeon metro station and get off at the Site of Dasan Relics. Take Jungang railway 
at Cheongnyang-ri train station and get off at Neungnae train station. By Car Drive across 

the Paldang bridge, advance 500 meters straight from Paldang toward the Paldang 

Dam passing by Neungnae train station, and turn to the right at the overpass Nearby 

Attractions 'Joseon King Sejo's Gwangneung, Korea National Arboretum, Namyangju 

Cinema Complex, Biguem Valley, Sudong National Tourist Destination, Sujongsa Temple, 

Ungil Mt., Chungnyeong Mt, Natural Forest Resort, Hongneung of Emperor Gojong, etc. 

Suwon Fortress Construction Model (Mokmin Simseo) 

NOTE 

Dasan Memorial Hall When you enter into the 1 story Dasan Culture Center with 
an underground level standing next to Dasan Memorial Center, you can view the 
painting of 'Royal Visit to the Ancestral Tomb in Hwasong' depicting the scene of 

King Jeongjo's visit to Prince Sado's grave in Suwon through the Dasan-designed 
bridge of boats. In addition, Dasan's letters to his two sons are written on the front 

part of the round-shaped pillar. 

17 



- Eastern Gyeonggi 

Manhae Memorial Hall 
Address 912-1 Sanseong-ri , Jungbu-myeon, Gwangju-si Tel. 031-744-3100 

It is a museum in remembrance of Manhae Han Yong

un (1879-1944). The museum was established in order to 

hand down his patriotic spirit, ardent wish for the nation's 

independence, deep affection for literature and philosophy 

to later generations, and to infuse the spirit of the nation 's 

self-existence into them. At the museum in Narnhan Hill 

Fort, there are books Manhae enjoyed reading during his 

lifetime such as <Eumbingsilmunjip> <Yeonghwanjiryak> 

which were banned during the Japanese colonial rule, 

not to mention his works such as the first publication of 

<The Silence of Love>, <Joseon Buddhism Revolution 

Hanam-si 

Theory> and his materials for resistance during his imprisonment, all of which are arranged neatly 

in the museum. fu addition to this, because various cultural programs are ongoing, many groups of 

families are visiting the museum. 

18 

EXHIBITION HALL 

Planned Exhibition Hall A place where visitors can have an overview of Han Yang 

Wun's life. Outdoor Showroom Cultural events are taking place and permanent 

exhibitions of sculptures including the torso of Manhae by Artist Min Bok Jin are 
also being held. Experience & Learning Room Manhae school is operated for 
adults and families, and Manhae literary composition contest for youth is being 

held for children and teenagers. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Manhae Han Yong Wun's own works and his preferred books, references 
and books amounting to 2,700 pieces, which sums up into a total of 3,740 pieces. First 
Opened November, 1997 Museum Hours 09:00rv18:00(Mar.rv0ct.), 09:00rv17:00(Nov.rvFeb.) 
Closed Every Monday Admission 2,000 won for adults(1,600 won for groups), 1,000 won for 
youth(BOO won for groups), 1,000 won for soldiers or the Disabled Address 912-1 Sanseong
ri, Jungbu-myeon, Gwangju City Gyeonggi Province Telephone 031-744-3100 Homepage 
www.manhae.or.kr Transportation Public Transportation Get on bus No. 9 at Sanseong 
station on Metro Line No. 8, get off at the bus station and then advance 100 meters from 
South Gate parking lot. By Car Take Gyeongbu expressway, pass through Yangjae I.C. and 
go through Naegok-dong and Daewang bridge to Yakjin-ro from Heoninneung, go through 
South Gate, and than arrive at Sanseong Rotary. Nearby Attractions Namhan Hill Fort 
Provincial Park, etc. 

Manhae's own writing of 
(On the Backyard of the Zen Room) 

NOTE 
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SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Manhae School The school is 

operated in a bid to practice the 

basic idea of heightening the 
thoughts of Manhae Han Yang Wun. 
The school goes on for a day by 
inviting 40 applicants to the school 

on first-come-first-served basis. It 
goes on very shortly, but it is also 
a good opportunity for applicants 

(Joseon Buddhism Revolution Theory) to share their precious dreams with 
Manhae. 

(The Silence of Love) 

Manhae Literary Composition 
Contest for Youth It began with 

the purport of making our cultural 
identity known to our chi ldren, the 
country's future leaders and helping 

them bear in mind the meaning 
of loving the country. Its main 
contents consist of children's verse 
composition, expression of one's 
own patriotism into poetry and 
paintings, etc. 

3.1 Independence Movement There are many materials concerning the movements 
for the nation's independence unfolded during the Japanese colonial rule at the 
Manhae museum. One of the typical materials is the documentary painting on the 
33 people's national independence declaration at Taehwagwan. However, looking 
into the documentary painting closely, you will discover that there are not 33 
people shown but are only 29 people appearing in it. They say four of them just 
stamped their seals to the declaration without presenting themselves at the place. 

19 



- Eastern Gyeonggi 

Memorial Hall of 
Empress Myeongseong 
Add ress 250-2 Neunghyeon-ri, Yeoju-eup, Yeoju-gun. Gyeonggi-do Tel. 031-887-3576 

Empress Myeongseong was the empress of Emperor 

Gojong, the 26th ruler of Joseon. Defending the country's 

independence while promoting its opening and revolution 

with her skillful diplomatic abilities in the period of the 

country's progress to modernization, she was brutally killed 

by the Japanese at Geoncheon Palace(Okhoru) at dawn on 

October 8, 1895(on August 20 by lunar calendar). After 

her death , she was revered as Empress Myeongseong, 

and her grave is Hongneung(Geumgok, Namyangju City, 

Gyeonggi). This bi1thplace of hers and her museum are 

valued as a living spot of education for history. At the 

exhibition hall in the museum, the portraits of Empress Myeongseong and Emperor Gojong as well 

as related materials are on display. 

20 

EXHIBITION HALL 

Exhibition Hall Remains related to Empress Myeongseong and Emperor Gojong as 
well as vestiges related to the Min clan originated from Yeoheung, who lived along 
the same time with the royal couple. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Remains such as portrait of Empress Myeongseong, the empress'own writing 

autographs, etc. Museum Hours 09:QQ.-v18:QQ(Mar.'""Oct.), 09:00'""17:QO(Nov.'""Feb.) Closed New 

Year's Day, Chuseok, Lunar New Year's Day Admission 500 won for adults(300 won for groups), 

400 won for youth(200 won for groups), 200 won for students(100 won for groups)(the group fees 

applied for 30 and more people) Address 250-2 Neunghyeon-ri, Yeoju-eup, Yeoju-gun, Gyeonggi 

province Telephone 031-887-3576 Homepage www_yj21.net Transportation Public Transportation 

Take the bus bound for Yeoju from Gangnam Express Bus Station(East Seoul Express Bus Station), 

Get on the bus leaving for Jeombong-ri, Neunghyeon-ri, Anseong, Janghowon, get off at Jeombong 

Primary School, and than take a 5 minute walk to the destination. By Car Take Yeongdong 

expressway, turn to the right after arriving at Yeoju toll gate, and make another turn to the right at 

the 150m location after the first right-hand-side turn, and then advance another 800 meters on to 

the destination Nearby Attractions Godalsaji, Deer Village, Sejong Observatory, Sinreuksa Temple, 

Yeoju Ceramic Art Complex, Yeongweullu Pavilion, etc. 

The Portrait of Empress Myeongseong The Birthplace of Empress Myeongseong 

NOTE 

Royal Letters of Empress Myeongseong They are 20 letters written by Empress 
Myeongseong bound up into a book all together. All of them are the replies to 

the letters from her ant(Mrs. Lee whose place of origin is Hansan). Looking over 

the details, you may find out the empress had the both sides of her aspects as a 
cordial woman and as a shrewd politician. The letters also clearly reveals her own 

country defending philosophy of the 'Invader-to-invader policy', which means an 

alien invasion will be defeated by another alien power. 

21 



- Eastern Gyeonggi 

Moran Museum of Art 
Address 246-1 Weulsan-ri, Hwado-eup, Namyangju-si Tel. 031-594-8001~2 

It is the museum of art located in the middle of the pleasant 

and beautiful scenery of Nature in Maseok, Gyeonggi 

Province. As collecting the superb modem works of arts 

from the inside and the outside the country, Moran Museum 

of Art has positioned itself as a space for comprehensive 

modem arts displaying and introducing such works of 

arts. It fully plays its role of the link of regional culture 

connecting Seoul and Gyeonggi Province to Chuncheon, as 

well as contributes to the development of modem sculpture 

more than anything else. Especially, it has administered not 

only Moran international sculpture symposium but also 

N 

<D 

Moran sculpture grand prize, and the school of Moran museum of art which has been well received 

both by artists and the public. It is the museum of art giving a relaxing walk and fragrance of arts to 

visitors. 

EXHIBITION HALL 

22 

Exhibition Hall Permanent and planned exhibitions are 
administered. Outdoor Showroom Works of arts created by 
well-known domestic and international artists are on display, 
and the experience class is ongoing. Sujanggo There is a 
Pagoda called 'Singing Moran Pagoda', equipped with modern 
preservation facilities. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Domestic and international modern works of arts First Opened April, 1990 

Museum Hours 09:30rv18:30(Mar."-'Oct.), 09:30-17:00(Nov."'Feb.) Closed Every Monday 

Admission 3,000 won for adults(2,500 won for groups), 2,000 won for youth(1,500 won for 

groups), 1,500 won for children(1,000 won for groups) Address 246-1 Weulsan-ri, Hwado

eup, Namyangju City, Gyeonggi Province Telephone 031-594-8001"-'2 Homepage www. 
moranmuseum.org Transportation Public Transportation Get on bus No. 1115 at Jamsil metro 
station, bus No. 1119, 1-4 at Cheonho-dong, a city bus bound for Maseok or bus No. 1330 

leaving for Cheongyang-ri at Cheongpyeong and get off at Moran Museum of Art. Take 

Gyeongchun railway line(Running 7 times everyday) at Cheongyang-ri train station and get off 

at Maseok train station, and then take a 10 minute walk to the destination. By Car Drove to 

Guri and Namyangju from Seoul, pass by Pyeongnae from Geumgok on Gyeongchun Road 

46 toward Chuncheon and move another 4.5Km on for Machi Tunnel. Nearby Attractions 

Gwangneung, Korea National Arboretum, NamyangjuCinema Complex, Bigeum Valley, etc. 

Works Created by Kim Jeong-suk Outdoor Showroom 

Outdoor Showroom 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

(Coliseum in Gyeonggi Province) by Go Myeong-geun(1996) Go Myeong Geun 
has put the different genres of photos and sculptures together making them into 
a working tool of his. He himself used to work on 3-dimensional structures with 
coating photos on them. Cyber space existing in the area in discord with Nature 
and fictions lying in the opposite point of the actual existence are able to be 
indentified from the structure revealed in reverse through images on the surface.
Cho Eun Jeong. from (Nirvana, the boundary between life and death) 

Works by Choi Man Rin 
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- Eastern Gyeonggi 

Mok-a Museum 
Address 3g6-2 lho-ri Gangcheon-myeon, Yeoju-gun Tel. 031-885-gg53 

A private museum specialized in Buddhism opened for 

succession and development of the country 's traditional 

wooden craft and Buddhist arts . Commencing the 

construction of the museum in February in 1989, they 

completed the exhibition hall of the museum the next year 

and opened the museum as a traditional craft museum. 

Subsequent to this, they continued to complete the 

construction of the annexes such as att & science research 

room, Sobanjeongsa, outdoor showroom, and fonnally 

opened the museum as completing the eyes of the grand 

Buddha of Mireuksamjondaebul at the outdoor showroom 

in 1993. It is the museum for making the country's 

excellent culture of traditional crafts known to our later generations while preserving the carving 

crafts ofKorean traditional Buddhism. 
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EXHIBITION HALL 

The Hall of Judgment of the Dead An exhibition hall sitting on underground level 
1 of the museum displaying relics related to the hall of judgment of the dead. The 
Hall of Arhat Of the Buddhist relics, Arhat-related sculptures and remains are on 
display. Wooden Sculpture Showroom Statues of Buddha, individual Buddhist 
gods, 12 Zodiac Animals, Beopsang, other various Buddhist saints are on exhibit. 
All of them are the works created by Director Mok-a Pak Chan Su. Relic Storage 
Room The place not open to the public where displays precious remains such as 
(The Flower Ornament Sutra), (The Lotus Sutra), etc. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collect ions Various pieces of the wooden Buddha and Buddhist sutras such 

as the grand Buddha of Mireuksamjon, the Bodhi-sattva of Mercy in white dress. the 

Boddhi-sattva of Mercy, 3-Story Pagoda, etc. Fi rst Opened June, 1993 Museum Hours 

09:00~18:00(Apri i~Oct.), 09:30~ 17:00(Nov . ~Mar.) Closed No Holidays Admission 3,000 

won for adults, 1,500 won for youth, 1,000 won for children Address 396-2 lho-ri, Gangcheon

myeon, Yeoju-gun. Gyeonggi province Telephone 031-885-9953 Homepage www.moka 

or.kr Transportation Public Transportation Take the bus to Yeoju at Gangnam, East Seoul, 
Sangbong express bus stations. After arriving at Yeoju general bus station, get on the 

bus bound for Gangcheon, and then get off at Mok-a Museum. By Car Take Youngdong 

expressway, advance on to Yeoju toll gate entering into Yeoju-eup, drive 7km straight 

ahead on national road No.42 toward Wonju, and then turn to the right hand side. Nearby 

Attractions Deer Village, Sejong Observatory, Sinreuksa Temple, Godalsaji, The Birthplace of 

Empress Myeongseong, Seokbong Ceramic Art Museum. The Tomb of King Hyojong, etc. 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Experience & learn ing of wooden 
carv ings Prec ious intangible 
cultural asset No.108 Place for 
wooden carvings Under the 
guidance of Mok-a Pak Chan 
Su, visifors can learn about the 

traditional wooden carvings. 

The Room for Enshrining Buddha The Flower Ornament Sutra 

The Lotus Sutra 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

Mok-a Sc hoo l o f Tradit io nal 
Arts Visi tors can learn about 

the traditional arts and obtain 

a degree through the Credit 
Acknowledgement Program for 
Proteges engaged in learning 
precious intangible cultural assets. 

Arhat A Shortened word of 'arahant' generally indicating those who are in the 
highest level of ascetics bearing the virtue. Arhats in this museum are expressed 

relatively in the manner of carrying natural poses and shapes. Some of them show 
grotesque or comical appearances. which is to express the easiness radiating from 
those who have achieved the spiritual enlightenment. Arhats are usually expressed 

in the form of sculptures, but there are still many Buddhist paintings. 
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- Eastern Gyeonggi 

Batangol Art Center 
Address 368-2 Unsim-ri, Gangha-myeon, Yangpyeong-gun Tel. 031-774-0745 

The outset goes back to the plays or art exhibitions held 

mainly for children by Western Painting Artist Pak Ui Soon 

as his opening of Batangol theater on College Street in 

Dongsung-dong, Seoul in 1986. Later the year longing for 

the better space to share, he opened Batangol Art Center 

with the open space of museum, ceramic studio, workshop, 

gallery cafe and so on accommodating a 300-seat-sized 

theater and 2 exhibition halls in Yangpyeong-gun. The art 

center holds exhibitions under characteristic themes about 

N 

(l) 

6 times every year. So far the art center has held various !'.a~ "11~ 

exhibitions such as Nam June Paik show, Yangpyeong 

r 

lounge show, Video-Video show, Collection show, Exhibition of Korean traditional arts, Exhibition 

of Chinese character-200 1, etc. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Art Center 1 The spacious and cool design of exhibition hall 

having themes. Mainly planned exhibitions take place. 

Art Center 2 A permanent exhibition hall for Korean arts 

displaying wooden furniture and traditional paintings 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Wooden furniture, traditional paintings, modern arts, etc. First Opened July, 1999 

Museum Hours 11:00~17:00(Wednesdays, Thursdays), 11:00~18:00(Fridays, Sundays, Holidays), 

11:00~19:00(Saturdays) Closed Every Monday, Tuesday Admission 3,000 won for adults, 2,000 

won for youth & children, 1,000 won for Yangpyeong citizens over age 65 Address 368- 2 Unsim

ri, Gangha-myeon, Yangpyeong.gun, Gyeonggi province Telephone 031-774-D745 Homepage 

www.batangol.co.kr Transportation Public Transportation Take bus No. 13-2 at Gangbyeon metro 

station on Metro Une No. 2, and get off at Toechon Nonghyeop. Get on bus No. 12-9 bound for 

Hanggeum-ri, and get off at Batangol Art Center. By Car Enter into Jungbu Expressway at East 

Seoul toll gate, and get off the expressway entering into Gyeongin I.C. at the first tunnel, and then 

turn to the right hand side toward Cheongjinam temple & Toechon(on Road No.45). After this, turn 

to the right hand side toward Toechon on Doma 3-way Crossroads(on Road No. 88), and drive 9 

km ahead on the Crossroads at the mouth of Cheonjinam temple valley(make a left-hand-side turn 

toward Yangpyeong) Nearby Attractions Yongmunsa Temple, etc. 

(Jeonseolgi) by Lee Se Deuk 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Group package 

Lei's go on a picnic A program de
signed lo perform activities for artistic 
experiences and is available for the 
application of 10 people and more. 
Culture Lunch Party A 'chat under 
the theme of culture' available for the 
application of more than 10 people. 
Oh Happy Day A culture party 
available for the application of more 
than 20 people. 

General package 

Exciting Jungle One-day culture 
experience course during summer 
vacations 
Happy Art Center Programs with 
shows 
Yangpyeong amusement mall 
Entertaining room in the middle of 
Nature 

(lnsa-dong 2) by Glen Kaufman An artist who expresses his intense impression 
of the Eastern architecture on his own way. The grid frame shown in his work is 
described as the word of 'Window' in the title. which is seemingly to intentionally 
deliver the distance he feels as an alien in the East. In his works often appear his 
praise and mystic feelings for jades. 
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- Eastern Gyeonggi 

Bunwon Royal Porcelain Museum 
Address 116 Bunwon-ri, Namjong-myeon, Gwangju-si Tel . 031-766-8465 

Bunwon Royal Porcelain Museum took the opportunity of 

its establishment thanks to the excavation of the kiln site 

of Joseon white porcelain in Bunwon-ri, Gwangju city of 

Gyeonggi Province in 200 I and 2002. It is the specialized 

porcelain museum with the last Royal kih1 site of Joseon 

sitting in it. In order to protect the remains buried and 

bting the on-spot feelings to life, they gave up constructing 

new buildings on the site and opened the center by only 

remodeling a deserted school. In consideration of the 

interior design on which those aspects are reflected, the 

museum has materialized the image of Sujanggo(the 

painting storage) by surrounding the outward surfaces of the exhibition hall with steel plates. By 

doing this, it has demonstrated its film intention to protect om precious Korean cultural asset of 

Joseon white Porcelain. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Showroom on Level 1 A one-story building displaying the soil 
layer restored, ceramic parts exhibited on the floor, Buwon 

workplace site, kiln model diorama, Bunwon while porcelain 
paste, glaze materials, remains of Bunwon white porcelain 
in complete form, fragmented relics. etc. In particular, (Ah, 
Bunwon!)(10 min. running time) playing through the multi
screen installation is the must-see of the tour. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Ceramic works and historical references First Opened Sept., 2003 

Museum Hours 10:00rv18:00(summer), 10:00rv17:00(winter) Closed every Monday, Lunar 

New Year's day, Chuseok Admission Free Address 116 Bunwon-ri, Namjong-myeon, 

Gwangju City, Gyeonggi Province Telephone 031-766-8465 Homepage www.bunwon. 

or.kr Transportation Public Transportation Take the bus to Toechon at East Seoul express 

bus station, and get on the(flexible service of) circular bus to Bunwon-ri, Namjong-myeon at 

Toechon. By Car Take Jungbu express way, passing through Gyeongan I.C., and then turn 

to the left hand side at Toechon Crossroads to the destination. Nearby Attractions Joseon 

White Porcelain-Manufacturing Place in Gwangju, Namhan Hill Fort, Aengjabong, Cheonjinam 

Christian Holy Site, Chimguaejeong, Mt. Taehwa, Gonjiam, Paldang Lake, etc. 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

White Porcelain Experience The 

museum provides the programs 
such as spinning wheel molding, 

coil building, basecoat painting, and 

whoever interested in porcelain can 

take part in the programs. 

Baekie Cheonghwa Moran Munho 

NOTE 

Baekia Cheonghwa Subok 
Gangryeongmyeong Daebal 

Joseon Buncheong Blue Porcelain The porcelain created in the process of coating water-mixed white 

clay(Kaolin) on its raw basecoat of blue porcelain base dirt or dark gray-toned paste, or dipping its whole 

body into a White clay(Kaolin), and adding various crafts of patterns on its surface, then performing 
another glaze coating on the surface to bake it out. Buncheong blue porcelains make features of their 
powerful shape and thick enough texture. Joseon White Porcelain White porcelain refers to a baked 
china with transparent glaze coated on its pure white base dirt. They were produced together with blue 
porcelains as early as in the outset of the Goryeo era, but did not enter into the mainstream of porcelains 
until the Joseon ear started 
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- Eastern Gyeon 

Seoho Art Museum 
Address 571- 8 Geumnam-ri, Hwado-eup, Namyangju-si, Gyeonggi-do 
Tel. 031-592-1865 

Supported by the fmmder's extensive background as an 

artist, this museum is dedicated to providing opportunities 

for local residents and tourists to learn about and enjoy 

aesthetically beautiful and valuable artworks through 

special and permanent exhibitions, and to the development 

of the complex culture of the northeastern part of 

Gyeonggi-do, or the Namyangju-based art culture. 

EXHIBITION HALL 

Namyangju-si . 
Hwado-eup ol'!llsliltt 

The first floor of the museum is divided inlo main exhibition 

hall, which is blessed with natural lighting that brings out lhe 
displayed arlworks all the better, and a smaller exhibition 
hall. The 5m ceiling of the main exhibition hall creates a 

cozy feeling to visitors. The smaller exhibition room is mostly 
used for fun and interesting special art exhibitions, or to 
display small collections. 
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INFORMATION 

Major Collections Over 300 line arts. First Opened May 25, 2001 Mus.eum Hours 10:00-
19:00 Closed Every Monday, and Long Weekends of New Year's Day and Full Moon 
Festival Admission Adults: 2,000 won, Students: 1,000 won Address 571-8 Geumnam
ri, Hwado-eup, Namyangju-si, Gyeonggido Telephone 031-592-1865 Homepage www. 
seohoart.com Transportation Public Transportation Tiake 2000-1 at Gangbyeon Station, 
or 2228 bus at Cheongryang-ri Station, and get off at Jinjoong Samgeori By Car Drive 
past Paldang, and remain on Route45 towards Cheongpyeong. The museum is by Bukhan 
River, across from Seoul Total Photograph Center Nearby Attractions Dasan Chung Yak
yang's Tomb, Seoul Total Photograph Center, Waltz & Dr. Mahn Coffee Museum, Moran 
Art Museum, Joopil Spider Museum, Woo Seok-heon Museum of Natural History, Summer 
Solstice Namyangju Outdoor Festival 

Artwork by Kim Hyeong-hyeon Artwork by Lee Eun-ho Artwork by Han Hye-yeong 

The Front View 

NOTE 

There are many gallery concerts available these days. However, most of those concerts 
use a museum or gallery only as the stage, or background setting, instead of integrating 
music with art. The chamber music orchestra Hwaeum is different. Once a month, Hwaeum 
presents a concert under the title of 'The Music tor Art Concert for Family' that represents 
a true marriage of music and art. The concert is held at 5pm on the third Saturday(except 
tor Feb. and Aug.) at Seoho Art Museum. 
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Eowoojae Art Museum 
Address 42-1 Gwanhan-ri, Jeomdong-myeon, Yeoju-gun Tel . 031-883-9080 

Eowoojae Art Museum was built in November 2005 at the 

bottom section of Mt. Ogapsan in Gwanhan-ri, Jeomdong

myeon, Yeoju-gun, Gyeonggi-do. Mt. Ogapsam is a well

known mountain in Korea that covers three provinces of 

Gyeonggi-do, Choongcheong-Buk-do, and Gangwon-do. Museum 

The name of the museum, Eowoojae, was originated from ~ 

the name of the town Eowoosil. People named the town 

Eowoosil because it was frequented by animals including 

tigers in the past, and the name sounds similar to the roaring 

of tiger. Eowoojae Art Museum is a cozy, small sized art 

museum that particularly cherishes the family values, and it 

is evident in numerous programs that the museum has developed and offers to give more and easier 

access to arts and att education for young generations and those who otherwise would have little 

opportunities to experience and appreciate arts. 
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EXHIBITION HALL 

The First Exhibition Gallery(Fine arts) Ceramic murals, clay paintings, and western 
fine arts The Second Exhibition Gallery(Arts & Crafts) Celadon, wooden crafts, 
and many more arts and crafts collect ion Historically valuable museum collections 
Outdoor Garden Ceramics and sculptures are on display 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections fine arts, celadon, sculptures and about 200 more pieces of arts 

& crafts First Opened Oct. 20 2008 Museum Hours 10:00- 18:00(winter: closes at 

5) Closed Every Monday Admission Adults: 1,000 won, Children & enlisted soldiers: 

500 won, senior citizens: Free Address 42-1 Gwanjan-ri, Jeomdong-myeon Yeoju-gun, 

Gyeinggi-do Telephone 031-883-9080 Transportation Public Transportation Take bus 
from Gangnam Yeojoo Terminal (90 min.}, or take local 50-2 line bus By Car 23 km from 

Yeoju IC towards Janghowon Nearby Attractions Tomb of the King Sejong and Hyojong, 

Temple Shinreuksa. Birth Place of Emperess Myungseong, Peach Festival, Ceramics 

Festival, etc. 

Artworks in the Art Museum 

NOTE 

The museum hosts 1070 Somyung Festival each year to give young 

and older generations, in addition to out-of-town visitors, more access 

to art activities. This festival is contributing to the development of the 
local community by narrowing the gap in arts and culture opportunities 

between city and rural communities. 

Inside the Exhibition Hall 
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- Eastern Gyeonggi 

Museum of Face 
Address 68 Bunwon-ri, Namjong-myeon, Gwangju-si Tel. 031-765-3522 

The museum displaying face-related items collected for 40 

years by Stage Director Kim Jeong Ok. 

The fayade of the museum is a copy of a Korean traditional 

house from Gangjin in Jeolla Province, having been 

made of pine trees from Mt. Baekdu. In the showroom 

are diverse stone-carved sculptures, wooden-carved dolls, 

porcelains, ceramic dolls from all over the world, glass 

dolls, roof-end tiles, facemasks and others on display, and 

the craftsmen's sentiment and various feelings contained in 

the facial expressions of the works looks fresh. Whatever 

items related to faces are seen everywhere in the showroom 

and a diverse range of faces from other countries not to mention from Korea are on display. The 

museum also operates experience programs for students and adults. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Indoor Showroom It displays face-related works such as 

gravestones, pavilions for monuments, wooden statue idols. 

etc. Outdoor Showroom for Stone-carved Human Figures A 
gallery where Nature and stone-carved human figures are in 
good harmony. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Carved pieces, woodenwares, dolls, etc. First Opened in 2004 Museum 
Hours 10:00"-'18:00 Closed Every Monday Admission 4,000 won for adults(3,000 won 
for groups), 3,000 won for youth & Gwangju citizens over age 65 (2,000 won for groups), 
2,000 won for children(1,500 won for groups), 6,000 won for Gold tickets good for tour and 
beverages, Free for kids under age 5 & the disabled Address 68 Bunwon-ri, Namjong
myeon, Gwanju city, Gyeonggi province Telephone 031-765-3522 Homepage www.visagej. 
org Transportation Public Transportation Take bus No.13-2(05:10"-'22:50 operated with a 30 
min. interval) for Toechon at East Seoul express bus station, get off at Toechon Crossroads, 
then move on by Taxi or rental car(4,000 won of fare). By Car Get off at Cheonjinam I.C. in 
Gwangju, turn to the right hand side toward Cheonjinam to Doma 3-Way Crossroads, then turn 
to the right hand side at that 3-Way Crossroads, and then enter into Bunwon-ri to lind the 
Nongyeup Hanaro Mart on the right and Bunwon supermarket on the left at the entry to the 
town. Keep advancing 5m to the lane on the right hand side of Bunwon supermarket Nearby 
Attractions Gwangju Porcelain-Manufacturing Sites of Joseon White Porcelains, etc. 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

The Face Drawing Experience 
class The program for children 
under lhe lheme of finding Korean 
figures. It is the program enabling 
children to recognize their own 

identity as Korean through their 
activities touch ing the texture of 
pebbles drawing imagery faces. 

3 Pieces of Dolls Buried Together at Burial Stone-Carved Child Figures 

NOTE 

Stone-carved Human Figures of Korea A 'stone-carved human figure' or a 'stone 
image of a person' is one of our abundant and diverse cultural assets in Korea. 
Stone figures of a person like a civil official, a military officer, the widow in the 
ancient tale are everywhere in the country. Also, statue used to stand at the mouth 
of the ancient villages. They played the role of the mark protecting graves and 
villages as well as welcoming visitors from the outside. 
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- Eastern nggi 

Woman Life Museum 
Address 9-3 Gulam-ri, Gangcheon-myeon, Yeoju-gun Tel. 031-882-8100 

A museum located in Gangnam branch school of 

Gangcheon primary school in Gulam-ri , Gangcheon

myeon, Yeoju-gun, Gyeonggi province. The branch 

school was renovated into a museum after its closing. 

Daily commodities and acessaries that our own Korean 

mothers used to use in their actual life in the past are on 

display. Artist Lee Min Jeong specialist in natural dyeing 

established the museum, and the artist has researched 

and excavated the country's native folk cultw·e, inventing 

unique colored dyes by taking advantage of nature and 

illuminating them again in the name of culture class. 

Visitors can view not only the women-related remains but such items giving the hint of life of the 

public in the past such as furniture, clothes, accessories, living gadgets, and others in the museum. 
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EXHIBITION HALL 

The Tea Ceremony Room There are tea wares and tea kits from Korea, China 

and Japan on display, as well as the room for manners where visitors can learn 
the decent manners of the tea ceremony_ Showroom for Natural Dyeing It displays 
textiles colored with dyes extracted from plants, minerals and so on. Exhibition of 

Furniture and Household Supplies Visitors can find wool looms, bedside chests, 
medicine chests. palanquin, etc_ Showroom for Classical Clothes and Accessories 
Clothes and accessories such as official uniforms, wedding dresses, underpants, 
and others are on display_ 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections About 4,000 pieces of relics such as dresses and ornaments, references, 
materials on natural dyes, etc. First Opened June, 2001 Museum Hours 09:00"'18:00 
Closed Every Monday Admission 5,000 won for adults(3,500 won for groups), 2,000 won 
for children & students(1,000 won for groups) Address 9-3 Gulam-ri, Gangcheon-myeon, 
Yeoju-gun, Gyeonggi province Telephone 031-882-8100 Homepage www.womanlife.or.kr 
Transportation Public Transportation Take bus No.10 at the Yeoju bus station, get off at the 
Museum. By Car Take Yeongdong expressway, get off the expressway into Yeoju I.C. and turn 
to the right hand side. Keep driving straight on to downtown Yeoju, pass by Yeoju university, 
enter toward the lcheon-Wonju motor-vehicle-only lane and pass through lho bridge, then turn 
to the right hand side at Gancheon I.C., pass by the Gangcheon middle school and make a 
right-hand-side turn at the foot of hillside road. Keep advancing straight toward Gangcheon-ri 
and Gulam-n Nearby Attractions Sejong Observatory, Sinreuksa Temple, Yeojutourist Farms, 
Yeoju Ceramic Art Complex, Yeongwuellu Pavilion, Hwangpo Sailboat. the Tomb of King 
Hyojong, etc. 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Dye Program Natural dye classes 
are ongoing by seasons, periods 
and natures. The programs are 
available on fam ily basis and 

everybody is able to learn them. 
The Tea Ceremony Experience 
School It is the program for 
experience & learning, which 

Showroom of Natural Dyes enables you to learn about the tea 
ceremony and try the traditional 
green tea. 

Showroom of Household Supplies 

NOTE 

Women's Dresses and Ornaments in the Joseon Era Clothes were different from 
social classes in their colors and materials, and also changed in their length and 
designs by ears. In the past. there were customs among people to put on multiple 
layers of underwear clothes and orders they had to follow when wearing such 
underwear. Especially, the women of the Joseon era, when men and women should 
strictly keep their courteous distance from each other, had extra clothes for face
hiding purpose only such as veils, coverlets, conical wide-brimmed hats, cloaks, head
cover skirts, etc. Women's hairstyle was also different from classes or circumstances. 
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- n Gyeonggi 

Yeoju Historical Museum 
Address 545-1 Cheonsong-ri, Yeoju-eup, Yeoju-gun Tel. 031-887-3581~2 

Historical Museum located in the tourist attraction of 

Sinreuksa temple in Yeoju-gun possesses and displays the 

remains respecting Yeoju. In the permanent showroom lie 

some sort of the ancient documents such as letters, royal 

orders, royal decrees, epistles to the royal family written 

by the individuals related to Yeoju, as well as books and 

ancient maps such as Yeoju local district maps and the 

record about the remodeling ofYeoju Haynggyo(a local 

school annexed to the Confucian shrine). Also, there are 

the materials on display in the museum as follows : The 

stonewares in the Paleolithic era and the Prehistoric ruins 

in Jeomdong-myeon, Heurnam-ri, the materials on a group of the ancient tombs in Maeryong-ri 

back in the 3-Kingdom era, the materials for Buddhist remains such as Godalsaji,Sinreuksa temple, 

Wonhyangsaji, etc. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Showroom 1 The materials and remains of individuals related to 
Yeoju from Lee Gyu Bo, the literati in the mid-era of Gyro to Ryu 
Ju Hyun, the contemporary writer are on display. Showroom 2 
Visitors can look around the perpetual history and cultural relics 
of Yeoju starting from the Old Stone Age. Outdoor Exhibit Area 
the stone-carved objects such as stone figures of a civil official, 
millstones, as well as the monument of Lee Gyu Be's literature, 
and that of Lee Sak's verses are on display. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections About 1,000 pieces of the personage materials and remains from Yeoju 
First Opened 1997 Museum Hours 09:00~18:00(Mar.~Oct. ), 09:00~17:00(Nov.~Feb.) 
Closed Every Monday, New Year's Day Admission Free Address 545-1 Cheonsong-ri, 
Yeoju-eup, Yeoju-gun, Gyeonggi province Telephone 031-887-3581~2 Homepage www. 
yj21.net Transportation Public Transportation Take bus to Yeoju at Gangnam express 
bus station and East Seoul express bus station, get off at the Yeoju bus station. Now, 
get on the bus bound for Yeongdong and Gangcheon, get off at the tourist attraction of 
Sinreuksa Temple. By Car Drive for Yeoju-eup on the Yeongdong expressway, cross the 
Yeoju bridge and turn to the right hand side, after doing so, move on to the Sinreuksa 
temple tourist attraction Nearby Attractions Godalsaji, Deer village, Sejong Observatory, 
Sinreuksa Temple, Yeoju Tourist Farms, Yeoju Ceramic Art Complex, Yeongwuellu Pavilion, 
Hwanpo Sailboat, The Tomb of King Sejong, Korea Hyundai Ceramic Museum, etc . 
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Letters by Min Chi Rok 

The Map of 'Haewaieondo' The Collection of Farewell Poems of 'Songbyeolsichuk' 

NOTE 

Ssangryonggeo Tug of War It is the folklore play held on the First Full Moon Day 
boasting its 300 year history, Respective female-dragon rope and male-dragon rope 
are used in this play, There is a saying handed down that the whole village will 
enjoy abundant harvest and peace for 3 years when the female dragon side wins_ 
It is the play shared by local citizens altogether_ The people perform the rituals 
of the village's Seonang ritual, Daedong well ritual, river ritual, house ritual, and 
subsequently let those tug'of-war ropes float down the river to the cheerful rhythm 
of the instrumental music of peasants_ 
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- Eastern Gyeonggi 

Yeoju World Ceramic Livingware Gallery 
Address 301-1 Cheonsong-ri, Yeoju-eup, Yeoju-gun Tel. 031-884-8644 

The ceramic museum in Yeoju where is the main 

strongpoint of the Korean ceramic livingware production. 

As sitting at the scenic place adjacent to long history 

of Sinreuksa temple commanding the view ofNamhan 

river, the museum is a suitable place for tourists to visit 

while their touring the nearby sights at the same time. 

The museum holds World Ceramic Biennale every other 

year, as well as planned exhibitions and special shows 

illuminating the world trends in ceramic designs and the 

beauty of ceramic livingwares. It will lead the growth in 

the Korean living ceramic wares as a specialized exhibition 

hall widening new horizons of living ceramic wares through various exhibitions and programs. 

Currently it consists of 2 large-sized showrooms, a planning showroom and a multipurpose 

showroom. 
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EXHIBITION HALL 

Showroom 1 'Exhibition of world flower base 40' is ongoing. About 40 selective 
bases bearing aesthetic elements and practicality among collections of the 
foundation are on display. Showroom 2 Exhibition for new collection of works are 
ongoing. Among the works collected through the 4th biennale, the selective superb 

pieces in the part of living are on display. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Ceramic works and materials First Opened Feb., 2002 Museum 

Hours 09:00~18:00 Closed Every Monday(the Next Day of the National Holiday when it 

Fall on Monday), New Year's Day Admission Free Address 301-1 Cheonsong-ri, Yeoju

eup, Yeoju-gun, Gyeonggi province Telephone 031-884-8644 Homepage www.wocef. 

com Transportation Public Transportation Take bus to Yeoju at Gangnam express bus . 

station, Wonju intercity bus station, East Seoul express bus station, Sangbong bus station, 

Suwon intercity bus station, Seongnam intercity bus station. Get on bus No.7, 10 at Yeoju 

bus station and get ott at the ceramic gallery, By Car Get off Yeongdong expressway via 

Yeoju I.C. and drive along the roads with the road signs guiding to the gallery. Nearby 

Attractions Godalsaji, Deer Village, Sejong Observatory, Sinreuksa Temple, Pasa Hill Fort 

Site, Yeoju Ceramic Art Complex, The Birthplace of Empress Myeongseong, Hwanpo 

Sailboat, The Tomb of King Hyojong, etc. 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Ceramic Art Studio It is the place 

where visitors can look around the 
exhibition of the ceramic works and 
experience them in person. There 
are mud experience room where 

visitors can create a ceramic piece, 
Toya mud play room where children 

can meet with mud at liberty, 

basic lab equipped with kiln, pug 
mill, spinning wheel and so on for 
experts in the museum, so that 

(8 Flower Bases) by Claire MarieCoen visitors can experience diverse 

ceramic culture. 

Antonella Cimatti's Works 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

(Super Natural) by Lee Yun A It is the work of the golden prize at the part of 
living in the 4th international contest in 2007, and shows the features ancj beauty of 
ceramic light in a creative way, The lighting has as critical effects on the atmosphere 
of indoor spaces as they say that the satisfactory completion of interior designs just 
depends on what kind of lightings you use. Especially, ceramic lightings are recently 

in the spotlight thanks to their materials radiating the light close to natural light. 
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- Eastern Gyeongg· 

Yougeun Museum 
Address 8-1 SSangryeong-dong, Gwangju-si Tel_ 031-761-0137 

Youngeun Museum is the place to research, possess and 

exhibit contemporary modem works of fine arts as well 

as the complex culture facilities equipped with the studio 

for creation. Drastically casting off the out-of-date gallery 

styles only focusing on the preservation and exhibition of 

works of arts, the museum itself has changed into a vivid 

spot of creation and a space aiming for the place where 

artists and artists, artists and critics, artists and the public 

are all meeting with living arts. Gaining the features of a.n 
incorporative complex of arts and culture, the museum will 

widen the participant gr~ups and take the lead in the culture 

by housing diverse types and contents of arts such as formative arts, pe1forming arts, etc., carrying 

out multiple functions such as creation, research, exhibition, education, services, etc. 
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EXHIBITION HALL 

Showroom 1 As the museum has a high ceiling without a pillar in it, its space can 

be set flexibly according to respective contents of exhibition. Showroom 2 It is 
the place where the proportion and aesthetic sense of the space in the Korean 
architectures is expressed, and where exhibitions emphasized on traditional media 

such as paintings, photos, ceramics, etc take place. Youngeun Hall It is equipped 
with a 200 seat-sized video system and is used for multiple purposes such as 

music concerts, seminars, etc. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Paintings, sculptures, media arts, etc. First Opened Nov., 2000 Museum 

Hours 10 :00~18:00 Closed Every Monday Admission 2,500 won for adults(2,000 won for 

groups) 1,500 won for youth & children(1,000 won for groups), Free for adult groups from 

educational institutions, 1,000 won for youth & children Address 8-1 SSangryeong-dong, 

Gwangju city, Gyeonggi province Telephone 031-761-0137 Homepage www.youngeunmuseum. 

org Transportation Public Transportation Get on bus No.32 at Jamsil subway station on the 

line No.2 and get off at Yeokdong Crossroads. Take bus No.300, or No.17 at Bundang and get 

off at Yeokdong Crossroads. By Car Take Jungbu expressway toward Gwangju and Cheonjinam, 

pass through Gyeongan I.C .. then turn to the left hand side toward Gwangju and Yongin, turn 

to the left toward Gwangju at Songjeong Intersection. Now turn to the left toward lcheon at 

Milmok Crossroads, turn to the left at Yeokdong Crossroads, then pass through Gyeongan No.1 

bridge and drive 500m on after a left-hand-side turn.! Nearby Attractions Gwangju Porcelain

Manufacturing Sites of Joseon White Porcelains, Namhan Hill fort, etc. 

Showroom 1 Kim Jin Yeong's Works Exhibited Outdoor 

NOTE 

Work Creation Studio Programs It is the resident program tor supporting the work 

creation hosted by Youngeun Museum. The museum intends to foster such artists 
who can contribute to the development of the Korean tine arts circle by supporting 

creative activities tor domestic and international artists of unique individuality who 

deal with various expressive media, and who can be actively in response to the 
globalized age. The program can be provided for various artists from budding ones 

to major ones and up to senior ones inside and outside the country. 
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-

Waltz' & Dr. Mahn Coffee Museum 
Address 272 Sambong-ri, Joan-myeon, Namyangju-si Tel. 031-576-6051 

Since the director, who ran his interior design company 

then, came to visit a Japanese coffee company named 

Waltz, he has been interested in coffee and finally opened 

this museum. Currently the museum shows various 

exhibitions and projects in order to establish the Korean 

style of coffee theories and obtain the variety of coffee 

culture. Inside the museum, the voice guide gives easy

to-understand explanations on the history of the coffee, 

regions of production and the process of production, and it 

also provides the English and Japanese language services. 

Coffee beans produced from various areas around the 

I : 

world are on display in the showroom, and on the rooftop of the museum sits a greenhouse for 

growing the coffee enabling visitors to appreciate the coffee trees all the year round. 
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EXHIBITION HALL 

Exhibition Hall 1 The place where visilors can have an overview of the Western 
and the Korean history ol colfee. Exhibition Hall 2 The place where the cycle 

of colfee is on display, Exhibition Hall 3 The place where the colfee relics are 
on display and the substantial information on the drinking ol coflee is provided. 

Exhibition Hall 4 The place where the video materials relating to coffee, not to 
mention publications and coflee cup collections are on display. Exhibition Hall 5 

The place where the greenhouse sits with coflee trees growing in it. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Remains including coffee, coffee extractors, etc. First Opened August, 
2006 Museum Hours 10:30~18:00 Closed Every Monday Fees 5,000 won for adults. 
3,000 won for children Address 272 Sambong-ri, Joan-myeon, Namyangju city, Gyeonggi 
province Telephone 031-576-6051 Homepage www.wndcof.com Transportation Public 
Transportation Take bus No. 2000-1 at Gangbyeon metro station and bus No. 2228 at 
Cheongrangri train station. Get off at Jinjung 3-Way Crossroads. By Car Take 88 highway. 
Then pass through Paldang bridge and Yangsu bridge to Jinjung 3-Way Crossroads, and 
then drive straight to the destination. Nearby Attractions Gwangneung, Korea National 
Arboretum, Namyangju Cinema Complex, Bigeum Valley, Saeteo Lakeside Resort, Sudong 
National Tourist Destination, Sujongsa Temple, Mt. Ungilsan, Mt. ChukryeongsanNatural 
Forest Resort, Hongneung, etc. 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Experience of the Hand.Drip 
Visitors can have the experience of 
grinding and extracting the coffee 
in the hand-drip method in person. 
Under the guidance of a barista, 
it may be the good opportunity to 
learn the original tastes of coffee 
and how to extract coffee. 

Coffee Grinder and Various Tools 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

The Friday Concert The concert 
taking place at every 8 PM on 
Friday. It is the concert of the 
formal classical music ongoing in 
the hall teeming with fragrance ot 
coffee, so that visitors can enjoy 
the atmosphere of a salon. 

Meeting with the Coffee Trees In Waltz' & Dr. Mahn Coffee Museum where you 
may say without exaggeration that visitors can meet everything associated with 
coffee, every showroom will give such an excitement to coffee manias. Most of 
all, however, the showroom 5, the first greenhouse for coffee trees in Korea is the 
place where you should never miss. It is the rare chance to closely look around 
the whole growing process of coffee trees from the sprouts of coffee seedlings 
whose seeding has been just finished to the coffee fruits which ripen to red. 
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- Eastern Gyeonggi 

Wooseokheon Natural History Museum 
Address 587 Naegak-ri, Jinjeop-up, Namyangju-si Tel_ 031-572- 9222 

The Museum concerning about the preservation of Nature, 

the coexistence between Nature and human. It is exerting 

itself to be the stage of knowledge where to maintain the 

earth healthy by awakening the importance of the Nature 

preservation and the value of life through the natural 

history samples relating to geology such as the 30 year-long 

systematical collections of dinosaurs, minerals, rocks. In 

addition, as an institution where the National Biodiversity 

Network pays its attention and where its members' career is . 

acknowledged competently enough, the museum seeks to 

promote pure academic researches and continues to collect, 

preserve, display and research actual minerals, rocks, fossils. As far as the exhibition is concerned, it 

also provides the convenience for visitors as introducing the 3rd generational display method such 

as showcases flexibly movable and viewable from 4 sides around. 
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EXHIBITION HALL 

Showroom of History of Life It helps visitors explore the origin of life through 
standard fossils typical to each era from the Precambrian era up to the ear of the 

appearance of human beings. Showroom of Earth Science It helps visitors know 
about the history and the environments of the earth while observing about 200 
kinds of rocks, minerals, etc. Showroom of Dinosaur Ecology It helps visitors find 
out how the dinosaurs evolved and what made them go extinct by means of the 

dinosaur models and fossils. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections 2,700 pieces of the rocks, fossils, minerals, etc. First Opened Dec. 

2003 Museum Hours 10:00~20:00(April ~ Oct.), 10:00-19:00(Nov.~ Mar.) Closed Every 

Monday(Open when it falls on National Holidays, No Holidays During School Vacations) 

Admission 4,500 won for adults(3,500 won for groups), 2,500 won for children younger 

than High school students(2,000 won for groups), 11,000 won for 3-person family, 12,000 
won for 4-person family(when accompanied by parents), Free for those under age 4 & 

over age 65 Address 587 Naegak-ri, Jinjeop-up, Namyangju-si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 

031-572-9222 Homepage www.geomuseum.org Transportation Public Transportation 

Take bus No.21, 33 at Uijeongbu city. Get off at Hyeonchang village. By Car Take 

Olympic highway, pass through the Guri toll gate, passing by Toigewon on national road 

No.47 heading for lndong, and then drive to the destination on the opposite side of 

Bamseom Resort. Nearby Attractions Gwangju Porcelain-Manufacturing Sites of Joseon 

White Porcelains, Namhan Hill Fort, Bamseom Resort. etc. 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

The Program re lated to School 

Curricu lums The program proceeds 
centering on the contents of school 
textbooks, such as 'The stories 

of the earth history delivered by 

fossils' 'The mineral, the member of 
the rock family' 'Sedimentary rocks 
for today, metamorphic rocks for 
tomorrow', etc. 

Egg fossil 

NOTE 

The Program for Expanding the 
Base of Science Special science 
lectures such as 'The 21C is the 

Utahraptor 2nd Old Stone Age' for visitors and 

Mixosaurus 

youth are being provided. 
Life- long Educat ion Program It 

is for the education focused on 
practical subjects such as 'I am the 
jewelry specialist, too'. 

Break Through Obstacles with the Curator It is the program having been started 
with the intention to break the wall of the museum and provide the exhibition space 

open to the public through visitors' meeting with the curator. It is available for all 
visitors. The curator gives easy and interesting explanations to visitors about the 
items on display properly to each theme. Beside this, the museum has arranged 
the activity areas focused on the school curriculums for children, encouraging their 
active touring more than ever. 
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-

lcheon World Ceramic Center 
Address San 69-1 Gwango-dong, lcheon-si Tel. 031-645-0614 

The musewn housing 4 large-sized showrooms and various 

additional facilities for promotion of ceramic arts. 

It holds the World Ceramic Biennale Gyeonggi every 

other year, and usually introduces the works created by 

influential artists leading the stream of the world ceramic 

atis circle through planned exhibitions, invited exhibitions, 

rental-hall e_xhibitions as well as actively propelled the 

discovery project of rising artists who can propose the 

future directions where the ceramic arts circle should go. 

Of late, ceramics research & support center equipped with 

various state-of-the-art facilities newly opened in order 

to promote the ceramic industry in the center. In addition, the musewn is taking its step up into 

becoming the place of relaxation and learning for family visitors by helping them to experience and 

leam about mud and ceramic wares through additional facilities. 
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EXHIBITION HALL 

New Discovery of Ceramics of Gyeonngi 141 pieces of the ceramics are on 
display, which are from the Gyeonggi provincial areas including lcheon, Gwangju, 
Yeoju where are regarded as the center of the Korean ceramic arts. Exhibition 
of New Collections It is the exhibition to show the policy of Ceramics Expo in 
possessing such ceramic works of arts, and is exhibiting the selective works with 
the theme of the Asian castles among 120 pieces of works collected from this 4th 
World Ceramics Biennale Gyeonggi. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Ceramic works and materials First Opened March, 2002 Museum Hours 
09:00"-'18:00 Closed Every Monday(the next day when falling on holidays), New Year's Day 
Admission Free Address San 69-1 Gwango-dong, lcheon city, Gyeonggi province Telephone 
031-645-0614 Homepage www.wocef.com Transportation Public Transportation Take bus 
No.1113-1 at Gangbyeon metro station of Metro Line No.2, get off at Joseon Royal Kiln Museum 
in Gwangju. Get on the bus for lcheon bus station, get off at lcheon fire station. Take bus for 
lcheon bus station at Gangnam express bus station(East Seoul express bus station, lncheon 
intercity bus station, Suwon intercity bus station, Seongnam intercity bus station), get off at 
lcheon fire station. By Car Drive through West lcheon l.C. on Jungbu expressway, pass through 
lcheon I.C. on Yeongdong express way, Take national road No.42 heading for Suwon or Yongin 
to arrive at Seolbong Park Nearby Attractions Noseongsan Mt., Buraemi Village, Seolbongsan 
Mt., Carnelian Cherry Village, lcheon Tourist Farms, lcheon Ceramic Art Village, lcheon Spa 
Region, Cheongam Tourist Farms, Woljeon Museum of Art, lcheon, etc. 

Indoor Showroom (The Greedy) by Rudy Autio 

NOTE 

(Wall Setup) by Piet Stockmans It is the work set up on the 4m-wide and 11m
high wall on the center of the lobby penetrating level 1 and level 2. The work of 
Piet Stockmans, the Belgian artist who took part in the workshop of the 3rd World 
Ceramic Biennale, is one of the representative collections of lcheon World Ceramic 
Center. The work with the blue-slip-coated tiny pieces clustering together on the 
white porcelain draws out dramatic feelings from viewers through the sense of 
direction diagonally stretching down and the sense of rising_ 
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Eastern Gyeonggi 

lcheon Municipal Museum 
Add ress 93 Expo road, lcheon-si Tel. 031-644-8741~2 

The cultural facilities built in Seolbong Park intended to 

satisfY various cultural desires from Icheon citizens by 

providing the knowledge and information on the cultural 

heritage. Entering into the museum, visitors can have an 

overview of various exhibitions related to Icheon. 

Visitors can look around the PR room showing the 

history, culture, folklore of lcheon as well as tomorrow's 

Icheon, the agricultural history showroom exhibiting the 

agricultural history and developing process, not to mention 

various farming appliances and others from ancient 

to modem times, the Ichoen local remains showroom 

lcheon 

displaying the relics donated by private keepers, the remains excavated from Seolbong hill fort, etc. 
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EXHIBITION HALL 

Donated Remains Showroom It displays the making process of the Royal seal 

and various real items including the Royal seal donated by Artisan Min Hong Gyu 
I;.(_ .m who has succeeded the traditional craftsmanship of Royal seal making lcheon 

Local Remains Showroom Visitors can view the remains excavated from lcheon 
Seolbong Hill Fort, National historic site No.423. Agricultural History Showroom It 
exhibits the traditional farming appliances collected from lcheon areas, and helps 
visitors find out the history and the outline of the Korean agriculture. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Remains and antique works of arts around the lcheon region First Opened 

May, 2002 Museum Hours 09:oo~1S:OO(Mar.~Oct.), 09:00~17:00(Nov.~Feb.) Closed Monday, 

New Year's Day, lunar New Year's Day, the very Day of Chuseok, the Next Day of National 

Holidays Admission 500 won for adults (400 won for groups), 300 won for middle-and high 

school students(200 won for groups), 200 won for primary school students(100 won for groups) 

Address 93 Expo road, lcheon city, Gyeonggi province Telephone 031-644-8741~2 Homepage 
www.icheon.go.kr/newlcheon/org/museum Transportation Public Transportation Take bus for 

lcheon at the Gyeongbu express bus station, or take the bus for lcheon at East Seoul express 

bus station lcheon, get off at Seolbong Park. By Car Take Yeongdong expressway at Suwon, 

drive for lcheon city hall at Deokpyeong I.C., Take Jungbu e; pressway at the East Seoul, 

advance for lcheon city hall at West lcheon I.C. Nearby Attractions Seolbong Mt., Carnelian 

Cherry Village, Jachae Mill Village, lcheon Tourist Farms, lcheon Ceramic Art Village, lcheon 

Spa Region, Cheongam Tourist Farms Aeryeonjeong, the 3-Brother Rock, etc. 

Agricultural History Showroom Buncheong Porcelain Jar with Vine Patterns 

NOTE 

The Royal Seal During the Joseon era not only the kings but also the queens 

and crown princes used to have their own Royal seals to use. They called the 

craftsmen making such Royal seals as Oksaejang(Royal seal maker) who held such 
a high-ranking position of the 2nd rank on the Jr. grade and was allowed to meet 
with the king person-to-person in the Joseon era. When needing to make various 
kinds of the Royal seals, the king used to call the Oksaejang to talk with him in 
person about the matter. 
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- Eastern Gyeonggi 

Woljeon Museum of Art, lcheon 
Address 93 Expo road, lcheon-si Tel. 031-637-0033 

It is the museum with the nature of a memorial hall for 

paying tribute to Woljeon Jang Wu Seong(\912-2005), the 

virtuoso of the Korean painting. The artist was the virtuoso 

in the realm of arts, leading the Korean painting circle 

while seeking for new fonns and directions of the Korean 

painting during his entire life. Being determined to return 

his private funds to society on behalf of the Korean painting 

circle during his lifetime, he established the foundation 

of Woljeon fine arts and culture in 1989, and donated his 

own representative pieces as well as all of his lifelong 

collections of domestic and overseas antique works of arts 

• 

to the foundation. On the basis of tllis, Woljeon Musewn of Art was established in Palpan-dong, 

Jongro-gu of Seoul in 1991. 
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EXHIBITION HALL 

Woljeon Permanent Showroom Artist Woljeon's works of portraits, landscapes 

and calligraphy are on display. Showroom for Antique Works of Art(Woljeon's 

Collections) The works collected and possessed by Artist Woljeon during his 

lifetime are being exhibited. Especially, visitors can meet with the works created 

by the Korean masters like Toige, Yulgok, Songgang, Danwon, Gyeomjae, Dasan, 

Seokbong, etc. Besides, Goyreo Celadon, Buncheong Porcelain, various stationeries 

are also on display. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Artist Woljeon's own works, collections of antique works of arts, etc. First 

Opened June, 2007 Museum Hours 10:00~18:00 Closed Every Monday, New Year's Day, 

National Holidays Admission 2,000 won for adult(1,400 won per person for groups of 20 

people and more), 1,000 won for youth(600 won for groups}, 600 won for children(400 won for 

groups), 50% discount of fee for lcheon citizens, Free for those under age 6 & over age 65 

Address 43 Expo road, lcheon city, Gyeonggi province Telephone 031-637-0033 Homepage 

www.iwoljeon.org Transportation Public Transportation Take the bus for lcheon at Gangnam 

express bus station(East Seoul express bus station, lncheon intercity bus station, Suwon intercity 

bus station, Seongnam intercity bus station). By Car Enter into West lcheon I.C. on the Jungbu 

expressway, and take National road No.42 on the side of Suwon or Yongin. Then take national 

road No.3 on the side of Seongnam or Gwangju Nearby Attractions Dodram Mt., Cermic Art 

Studio in Wildflower Village, Buraemi Village, Seolbong Mt., Carnelian Cherry Village, Jachae Mill 

Village, lcheon Tourist Farms, lcheon Ceramic Art Village, lcheon Spa Region, etc. 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Cultural Class The museum is 

providing the education program in 
order to help the citizens cultivate 

their education and knowledge on 

fine arts and culture, and to fully 

play the role of a lifelong education 

institution. 

(Chusaseonmyeon) by Kim Jeong Hee 

NOTE 

Woljeon Jang Wu Seong The artist succeeded the spirit and style specific to the 
East. establishing the realm of the 'New literati painting' harmonized with modern 
formative techniques, and played the crucial role in the format ion and development 
of the new arts after the country's liberation from the colonial rule. Particularly, 
in the modern painting circle in Korea, Artist Woljeon is rated as the last literati
painting artist who mastered poetry, writing and painting all around and reached 
the stage of making the high and deep realms of his traditional literati-painting 
remain in accord internally and externally, 
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- Eastern Gyeonggi 

The Historical Museum of Sexual 
Slavery by The Japanese Military 
Address 65 Wondang-ri, Toechon-myeon, Gwangju-gun Tel. 031-768-0064 

It is the world's first human right museum with the theme 

of sex slave, which opened at the 'The Historical Museum 

of Sexual Slavery by The Japanese Military' in Wondang

ri, Toechon-myeon, Gwangju-gun, Gyeonggi-do. This 

museum was established in a bid to accuse the oblivious 

crime of war having been committed by Japan and retrieve 

the victim women's honor, as well as utilize the place as 

the stage of history education for later generations. It was 

constructed with the contribution donated by ordinary 

citizens and concerned Japanese individuals. Its exhibition 

hall is divided into respective places of witness, experience, 

~-·.' Gwangju-si ftD~2.l~ ~ 
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record, accusation and memory. History hall carries out not only the supporting project for the 

(used-to-be) comfmt women but also publishing project on the basis of documents and photos. 
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EXHIBITION HALL 

Place of Witness The witness collected and recorded from domestic and overseas 
victims used to be Japanese military comfort women is displayed and disclosed in 
the place. Place of Experience The real model of the comfort place has been 
restored, and the various items having been used in the comfort place are to 
be on display, Place of Records Materials of documents, photos, moving images 
related to Japanese military comfort women are on display. Visitors can look into 
the brutality of Japanese imperialists, history distortion and the details of truth
finding activities on the matter of comfort women. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Items, works of arts, video materials, etc. related to Japanese military 

comfort places First Opened August, 1998 Museum Hours 10:00~17:00 Closed Every 

Monday Admission 5,000 won for adults, 3,000 won for primary to college students, 
Free for the disabled & the elderly over age 65 Address 65 Wondang-ri, Toechon-myeon, 

Gwangju-gun, Gyeonggi province Telephone 031-768-0064 Homepage www.nanum.org 

Transportation Public Transportation Take bus No.1113, 113-1 or bus No.13-2 at gate No.1 of 

Gangbyeon metro station. Get off at Gwangju City Hall, and then take a taxi. By Car Make 

a left-hand-side turn(U turn) at Gyeongan I.C. Then advance 8km on for Mugap-ri Nearby 

Attractions Gwangju Porcelain-Manufacturing Sites of Joseon White Porcelains, Namhan 

Hill Fort, Aengjabong, Cheonjinam Holy Site, Chimguaejeong, Mt.Tahwasan, Paldang Lake, 

Mugapsan Mt., Gonjiam, Gwangju Kiln Site of Bunwon White Porcelains, etc. 

Place of Witness Place of Accusation 

NOTE 

The Historical Museum of Sexual Slavery by The Japanese Military About 10 
elderly women who used to be Japanese military comfort women are living 

together in the house of sharing now in 2007. At first, the place opened in 
Seogyo.dong, Mapo.gu of Seoul with the help of the donation campaign carried by 
the Buddhist community and various classes in the society. As passing through the 

days of Myeongryun-dong and Hehwa-dong and being newly constructed in the 
donator's estate, now the place has become equipped with the history hall. 
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- Eas ern Gyeonggi 

JooPil Spider Museum 
Address 528 Jinjung-ri, Joan-myeon, Namyangju-si Tel. 031-576-7908~9 

The only private museum in the world where everything 

about spiders. is collected. It was established on May 1st 

in 2004 by Dr. Kim Joo-pil, now the professor of the dept. 

of bioscience at the college of bioscience of Dongkuk 

university. The museum consists of the 2 blocks of 

buildings. On the level 1 of the annex sits the mineral, and 

various kinds of insect samples such as shellfish, rodents, 

dragonflies, mosquitoes lie on the level 2. The level 1 of 

the main hall consists of fossils, spiders, reptiles, samples 

and breeding room, and the level 2 houses the samples of 

various insects including butterflies and moths being on 

display. It is the museum where visitors can look into the spiders, which are rarely seen ordinarily, 

from various places around the world as well as references, samples, small articles. Besides, along 

with the nearby ecological arboretum, it is a good place to try experience leaming. 
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EXHIBITION HALL 

Mineral Showroom on the Annex Level 1 The rare mineral is on display for 

visitors. Microscope Observatory Room on the Annex Level 2 The place for the 

observation of the microscopic parts of the minerals unseen with the naked eyes. 
Fossil Showroom, Spider Sample Showroom, Breeding Room on the Annex Level 
1 Insect sample showroom and education room on the annex level 2 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Spider samples, fossils and minerals First Opened May, 2004 Museum 
Hours 09:00~18:00 Closed Every First Day of the Month, the 3rd Monday Admission 5,000 
won for adults, 4,000 won for youth, 3,000 won for children(lnquiry for groups) Address 528 
Jinjung-ri, Joan-myeon, Namyangju city, Gyeonggi province Telephone 031-576-7908~9 
Homepage www.arachnopia.com Transportation Public Transportation Take bus No.2228 at 
Gyeongdong market, bus No.8, 800 at Cheongryang-ri, bus No.2000-1 at East Seoul express 
bus station. Get off at the Jinjung 3-Way Crossroads, and use the shuttle bus. By Car Drive 
for lndong to the right hand side at Toigewon I.C. on Seoul circular highway. Advance toward 

Chuncheon to the right hand side at Jingwan I.C. Move on toward Yangpyeong at the terminal 
of motor-vehicle-only lane. At the 3-Way Crossroads, make a right-hand-side-turn and drive on 
another 10km. Then turn to the right at Joan I.C. for Cheongpyeong, drive down toward Joan
myeon. At Jinjung 3-Way Crossroads, advance 400m for Cheongpyeong and Daeseong-ri. 
Nearby Attractions Korea National Arboretum, Namyangju Cinema Complex, etc. 

Inside the Showroom 

NOTE 

Arachnopia Ecological Arboretum Arachnopia ecological arboretum where JooPil 
Spider Museum sits was established by Dr. Kim Joo Pit who came to be aware 
of the importance of the development in the basic science. Its purpose lies in 
experiencing the lives rarely seen in the city, It is the place where visitors can 
meet not only spider samples from Korea and from the world but also various living 

creatures like Korean wild flowers, gardening plants, arbores, Tarantula, snakes, etc. 
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- Est 

Jookpo Museum of Art 
Address 267 Hapum-ri , Sanbuk-myeon, Yeoju-gun Tel_ 031-881-5905 

Chinese fine arts of everlasting history fully displays its 

competence even today. Jookpo Museum established 

by Artist Jookpo Cho Yun-seok is on the view of the 

Korea-China exchange of arts & culture, as well as the 

changed aspects of the modem arts. 200 pieces of the 

Korean and Chinese ceramics, I 00 pieces of the Chinese 

India-ink colored paintings, 50 pieces of oil paintings 

are display permanently. In addition, the Korea-China 

cultural exchange is carried out more than 2 times 

annually. Through the exchange, the museum invites 

renowned painters from Beijing, Cheonjin, Namgyeong, 

Gangsoseong, Sandongseong, Anhwiseong, Habukseong, Gwangdongseong, etc., and holds special 

exhibitions and academic conferences. It continues on meeting with Chinese artists and collection 

of their works in the long run without stopping. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Fine Arts Showroom It carries out painting and academic 
exchanges between Korea and China, as well as holds 
invited exhibitions. Outdoor Sculpture Park Visitors can 
appreciate the sculptures in harmony with Nature. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections 50 oil paintings, 100 colored India-ink paintings, 200 pieces of ceramics, 

20 Indian works of arts First Opened Sept., 2002 Museum Hours 10:00~17:00(Mar.~Dec.) 

Closed Winter(Jan.~Feb.) Admission 10,000 won Address 267 Hapum-ri, Sanbuk-myeon, 

Yeoju-gun, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031-881-5905 Homepage wwwjpmuseum.co.kr Trans

portation Public Transportation Start at the East Seoul express bus station. Pass through 

Gonjuam. Get on the bus for Yangpyeong, and then get off at the Sangpum Crossroads. 

By Car Take Jungbu expressway. Take national road No. 98 at Gonjiam I.C., advance 14km 

toward Yangpyeong to Sangpum Crossroads Nearby Attractions Godalsaji, Deer Village, 

Sejong Observatory, Sinreuksa Temple, Yeojutourist Farms, Yeoju Ceramic Art Complex, 

Yeongwuellu Pavilion, Hwanpo Sailboat, The Tomb of King Hyojong , MunBawui Valley, 

Jangheung Resort, Jeonbukri Valley, etc. 

(Untitled) by Ryu Jong Hwan 

(Confucius Hangyodo) by Gong Yu Geuk (Cheongcheon Yuwun) by Cho Geun Seong 

NOTE 

Indian Clay Icon Jookpo Museum-The Indian Clay Figure possessed by the 
Jookpo Museum is the piece which cannot be commonly seen in Korea, and its 
unique figure is worthy to closely look into. Usually clay figure refers to a figure 
made of clay, but generally indicates everything created modeling after animals or 
living appliances or houses in large terms. The reason why such clay figures used 
to be created in the ancient times was mainly because they were used for some 
incantation purpose. In Egypt, Mesopotamia, the Aegean Sea appeared clay figure 
as early as in the New Stone Age. 
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- Eastern Gyeonggi 

Chungkang Comic Museum 
Address San 37, Haeweol-ri, Majang-myeon, lcheon-si Tel. 031-639-5790 

It has been established to collect and preserve the forgotten 

and deserted comics materials, construct the various 

research systems of mts and science on the basis of those 

materials, and take charge of the functions to educate 

comics and culture through exhibitions. Getting out of the 

existing style of museum whose format is set up centering 

on individual artists or their works, the museum selects 

themes enabling visitors effectively understand comics and 

arranges the exhibition in accordance with those themes.. 

The exhibition hall has been staged in keeping with the 3 

basic themes selected in order to help visitors understand 

comics, and collection materials as well as artist showroom have been prepared. The basic themes 

will be periodically replaced in order to efficiently deliver the research perfom1ance. 
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EXHIBITION HALL 

It is the exhibition concerning the basic method to understand comics and 
character section cartoons_ Actual existence of the main characters in the comics 
is able to be sensed through the character frames Comics & Sensibility Section 
It is the exhibition of the comics focused on the expression of the sensibility, 9 
comic book writers of emotional love stories mainly acted in the 60's and the 70's 
have been picked out for the exhibition. Comic and Moving Pose Section 'Various 
moves' are displayed in an unfamiliar cut-by-cut manner or in a way of magnified 
serial cuts. 



INFORMATION 

Major Col lections Comic materials like comic books, original cuts of cartoons, etc. 
First Opened March, 2001 Museum Hours 10 : 00~17:00 Closed Weekend, Holidays 

Admission Free Address San 37, Haeweol-ri, Majang-myeon, lcheon city, Gyeonggi 
province Telephone 031-639-5790 Homepage www.comicmuseum.or.kr Transportation 
Public Transportation Take bus No. 9800 at Gangnam metro station Line No.2, bus 
No.5600 at Gangbyeon metro station Line No.2, No.9600 at Jamsil metro station line No.2. 
Get off at Yongin bus station, then take bus No.10-3, and get off at Chungkang Collage. 
Take bus No. 10-3 at Suwon train station, and get off at Chungkang Collage. Take bus No. 
12 at lcheon bus station, and get off at Chungkang Collage. By Car Exit the Deokpyeong 
I.C. on Yeongdong expressway, and then turn to the left side toward Chungkang Collage, 
Jinsan Resort. Keep advancing toward the direction along the road sign to the destination. 
Nearby Attractions Mt. Noseongsan, Mt. Dodrimsan, Ceramic Art Studio in Wildflower 
Village, Buraemi Village, Seolbongsan Mt., Carnelian Cherry Village, Jachae Mill Village, 
lcheonceramic Art Village , lcheon Spa Region, Cheongam Tourist Farms etc. 

Major Collect ions 

NOTE 

Moving Poses in Comics Comics are in the still pose. Nevertheless, it moves. While 
movies or animations make their moving scenes visible to eyes by means of techniques 

dependent on the afterimage effect, comics make their still cuts movable at the point of 
being understood by readers. This is the aesthetic superiority of comics. Comics express 
moves within a single cut. Word balloons and expression of sound imply time and moves 
beyond the simple words and sound effects. A bead of sweat depicted at the point of 
tension suggests the violent mental moves. 
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Phone Museum 
Add ress 7-1 Dangjin-ri , Jeongdong-myeong, Yeoju-gun Tel. 031-883-2103 

One day, I went to Mia-ri looking for my friend . I got off 

at the bus stop, and went up a steep hill to get to his house. 

I was almost breathless. "Yongtae!' I called my friend 's 

name loudly, when I got there. I expected to hear "Wait, I 

will be right with you!" But I didn't. "Yongtae is not here. 

He's been gone since this morning" - that's what I was 

told. Very disappointed, I walked down the hill to catch 

the bus that took me home. lbis trip took me three and a 

half hours, and I am not talking about an episode from the 

Joseon period. I'm talking about what happened sometime 

in 1960s, when I was a student in Seoul. Whenever I bring 

Phone Museum 

up this story, me and my kids crack up. The time has changed, indeed. Today, we don 't have to take 

a trip to hear "Yongtae is not here! ". All we need is a phone. I opened this museum, because I miss 

those old days nonetheless. 
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EXHIBITION HALL 

Phone Museum has over 2,100 pieces of articles in 1,800 different kinds on 
display, They include the world's first wired and cellular phones, Korea's lirst 
cellular phone, and antique phones and switchboards that were made during the 
19th century, as well as the phones for vehicles that started to get widely popular 
beginning from 1984. There are two hundred different kinds of wired phones and 
pay phones, 20 different switchboards, 1,300 cellular phones, 400 different calling 
cards, and more than 80 pay phone booths and other communication devices on 
display as well. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Over 2,000 pieces of communication devices and relating articles. First 

Opened March, 2001 Museum Hours 10:30-17:00 Closed on Mondays and Tuesdays, and 

During the Display Rearranging Hours. Admission Children: 2,000 won, Youth(soldiers): 

2,500 won, General Public: 3,000 won, Senior Citizens: 2,000 won, Group: Children; 

1,800 won, outh(soldiers) 2,500 won , General Public: 2,700 won , Senior Citizens: 

1,800won, Ages: Chi ldren: less than 6, Youth(soldiers): between 7 and 18. General public: 

over 19, Senior Citizens: Over 65 Address 7-1 Dangjin-ri, Jeongdong-myeong, Yeoju

gun, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031-883-2103 Homepage www.phonemuseum.co.kr 
Transportation Public Transportation Yeoju Toll Gate(Towards Janghowon).Jeomdong

myeon(6km)-Dangjin-2-ri(4km)-Phone Museum(2km) 

Exhibits 

NOTE 

Every year. a few hundred different kinds of cellular phones are being introduced in the market. Unless 
keeping following up every day. it is impossible to collect all cellular phones that are made and sold 

these days. For an item that evolves almost in the speed of light. we cannot apply the same standard as 
we do lor other antiques and relics. There are a few cellular phones that were introduced to the market 
during the earliest days in Korea. but Phone Museum is anticipating that someday somebody will donate 
such phones to the museum. Phone Museum has a hands-on experience learning center and hosts an 

annual drawing contest all within the museum. 
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- EasternG 

Museum of Straw Craft 
Address 331-5 Shinhyun-ri, Opo-eup, Gwangju-si Tel . 031-717-4538 

The Museum of Straw Craft opened in 2008 in Gwangju

si, Gyeonggi-do. The founder and director of the museum, 

Chun Seon-im, decided to open the museum upon realizing 

that there was no other way to pass down the heritage of 

straw craft to the next generation, other than by word of 

mouth. Before establishing this museum and opening it 

to the public, he visited elderly people in every part of the 

country, who had the skill of straw craft. He learned their 

techniques and skills, and collected related resources and 

documents, while studying the regional differences and 

specialties, the background of straw craft development, and 

other facets of the craft, placing what he had gathered in 

the museum. 

EXHIBITION HALL 

y. .. ". 
useum of Straw Craft 

Gw""'"" ?_ 

Modern Exhibition Hall Displays of contemporary creative straw crafts that are 

based on traditional methods but have practical use in modern times. Traditional 

Folk Exhibition Hall Traditional antiques and relics are on display International 

Exhibition Hall Crafts from around the world that apply techniques similar to those 

used in Korea are on display 
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INFORMATION 

Major Collections Over 150 artworks created with straw Museum Hours 9:30-18:00(Summer), 

9:30-18:00(Winer) Closed Every Sunday Address 331-5 Shinhyun-ri, Opo-eup, Gwangju

si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031-717-4538 Homepage www.phonemuseum.co.kr 

Transportation Public Transportation 8 line subway or Bundang line train-Moran-Yatap-Get 

off at lmae Station. 119 or 17 line bus to Gwangmyeong Elementary School. About 700m 

from the school By Car From Pangyo IC, drive straight towards Gwangju, Past Urban 

Development Complex, John's Cathedral, until arriving at the Combined Heat and Power 

Plant. Take a left turn from here, and make another quick left. Drive straight (3 mins.) and 

make a left turn at Gwangmyeong Elementary School. The museum is 700m from here. 

Exhibits 

NOTE 

True to its name, the museum is run in partnership with Chogo Crafts 

Society. The museum offers diverse learning and hands-on experience 
programs for visitors in order to pass on and further advance our 

traditional straw craft skills. 
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Hanam Museum of History 
Address 426-10 Deokpoong 1-dong, Hanam-si Tel. 031-7g0-6876 

The museum containing the history and culture of the 

Hanam area. It holds permanent exhibitions displaying 

and introducing various remains and ruins of the Hanam 

region from the prehistoric eras through historic ages up 

to modem times. In addition, the museum makes efforts to 

create the cultural city Hanam while providing the citizens 

with cultural sights through donated exhibitions, planned 

exhibitions, etc. Besides, it has developed and provides 

citizen-participating programs such as training of culture 

& tourism interpreters, museum university, special classes, 

experience classes during school's summer vacations, 

experiences of brass rubbing taking in order to widen the base and understandings of cultural 

heritage in the Hanam area. 
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EXHIBITION HALL 

Showroom 1 Visitors can view the prehistoric ages and lhe Three-Kingdom era of 
the Hanam region. Mainly Misari ruins and remains excavated from lseong hill lort 
ruins are on display. Showroom 2 Visitors can look around the Hanam area lrom 

Goryeo era, Joseon ear, modern times and up to contemporary ages. Visitors can 
look around the relics excavated from Cheonwangsaji, the building site in Gyosan

dong, Dongsaji, etc., and remains related to Gwangju Hyanggyo, Sachung Seowon 

and Gusan Christian holy site. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Approx. 1000 pieces of earthenware, relic, reference, etc. First 

Opened June, 2004 Museum Hours 09:00-18:00 Closed Every Sunday Admission Free 

Address 426-10 Deokpoong 1-dong, Hanam city Gyeonggi province Telephone 031-790-

6876 Homepage www.hanammuseum.com Transportation Public Transportation Take the 

bus bound for Hanam at Gangdong metro station of Line No.5, and get off at Dongbu 

primary school. Now go 15m straight ahead. By Car Take Seoul circular highway. About 
10 min. move straight ahead at Gangil I.C. Take Jungbu expressway, and then make a 15 

min. drive from East Seoul toll gate. Nearby Attractions lseong Hill Fort, Misari Prehistoric 

Ruins, Hanam Arboretum, MI. Geomdansan, etc. 

Bronze 7 Floor Pagoda 

NOTE 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Museum University It is the program 

intended to lift the awareness of 

the history and traditional culture 

of Hanam for the public, and is 

annual ly held in the first half of the 
year. 
Special Classes Annually special 

classes are provided related to 
museum in the second half of the 

year. 
Experience Classes Experience 

Cupric Oxide Mixed Blue-white c lasses are ope n for chi ldren 
Porcelain Jar and youth during school summer 

Celadon Bowl with Parrot Design 

vacations. 
Program to Participate In connec

tion with National Folk Museum, the 

program is provided in the manner 
that the who le family can be 
enjoyable together, such as 'Outing 

to museum with family', etc. 

Copper Vajra Originally 'Vajra' referred to a kind of weapon from India, but 

Vajra has turned into the symbol of the aspiration for Buddhahood which 

breaks away the human agonies in esoteric Buddhism, and was believed to 

be what Buddhists must pass through in order to complete their practicing of 
Buddhahood. By the number of branches stretching out from the both tips of a 
Vajra, they can be classified into single-pointed Vajra, 3-pinted Vajra, 5-pointed 

Vajra, etc., and this one falls under 9-pointed Vajra. 
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- Eastern Gyeonggi 

The Korean Church History Museum 
Address 474-2 Choji 1-ri, Daeweol-myeon, lcheon-si Tel. 031-632-1391 

The Korean Church History Museum takes its root in 

the Christian Literature Press established in 1955 for the 

purpose of the development in the Korean church culture. 

The Christian Literature Press has published the <Christian 

Encyclopedia (16 vol.)> in remembrance of 40 years of the 

publication history, and most of all, in celebration of the 

1 OOth anniversary of the Korean church missionary work, 

and beside this, it has published the books containing the 

theology and religion, as well as the history and culture of 

the Korean church. In the course of such publications, it 

was able to collect as many as about 100 thousand pieces 

of documents and materials related to the Korean church history. Director Han Yeong Je established 

Hyangsan Christian Culture Center in 1997 in order to disclose such precious materials to academic 

circles and the church community. 
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EXHIBITION HALL 

Exhibition Hall on Level 1 The permanent showroom where visitors can have an 
overview of the Korean church history_ Seminar Room on Level 2 The place 
where various programs and classes are provide. Storage on Underground Level 
1 Various materials and valuable documents are in storage_ Special Showroom on 
Rooftop The place available for multiple purposes such as planned exhibitions, etc. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Girisidan(Christian) biblical paintings, apocalyptic paintings, doomsday 

paintings, the screen of Youngge Gil Sun Joo, etc. First Opened Nov., 2001 Museum 

Hours 10:00~17:00 Closed Every Sunday Admission Free Address 474-2 Choji 1-ri, 

Daeweol-myeon, lcheon city, Gyeonggi province Telephone 031-632-1391 Homepage 

www.kchmuseum.org Transportation Public Transportation Take the bus for Amiri at 

East Seoul express bus station, get off at Hynix Semiconductor Inc. Then Take the bus 

for Choji-ri. Get off at Choji-ri Daewol Nonghyeup. Take a 5-minute walk_ By Car Take 

Jungbu expressway or Yeongdong expressway for Janghowon and make a way toward 

Janghowon at lcheon toll gate. Move ahead to Daewol 3-Crossroads from the Hynix 

Semiconductor, and then make a right-hand-side turn toward Daewol, now drive 3km 

straight ahead along the wide road. Nearby Attractions The Centennial Anniversary of 

Martyrs Memorial Hall, Seolbong Park, lcheon Municipal Museum, Geunguk University 

Sports Center, etc. 

(Fifteen Years Among the Top-Knots) by Mrs. Underwood 

NOTE 

Rare Materials in the Museum Among materials of collections, (The Gospel of Matthew 
in the New Testament) published in Japan in 1884 with ldu suffixed in the Bible in 
Chinese by Lee Joo Jeong who became a Protestant Christian, and (Korean Translation 
of the Gospel of Mark) jointly translated into Korean and published by Underwood and 
Appenzeller in 1887 are regarded as very rare volumes. In addition, there is (The Korean 
Grammar)(1881) written by French priest, Coste, (Korean to English Dictionary){1894) and 
(The Korean to English Grammar)(1915) jointly published by Underwood, Gale and others. 
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Hanul Theme Museum 
Address 830-1 Okchon-ri, Daesin-myeon, Yeoju-gun Tel . 031-881-631g 

The museum opened by Hanul Traditional Culture 

Preservation Association at a shut-down school in Daesin

myeon, Yeoju-gun, Gyeonggi-do. 

Taking advantage of the closed-down school building, 

14 cars of electric trains and other trains, the museum 

displays various remains as dividing them by themes into 

antique documents, science, industrial design, books, 

camera, medical science, etc. By themes, it consists of the 

showrooms, such as Hanul antique document relic hall, 

Hanul science & culture hall, Hanul industrial design hall, 

Hanul book relic hall, Hanul Camera relic hall , Hanul 

Theme science hall, Hanul medical science hall, etc. The electric trains whose 12 out of 60 cars are 

used for the exhibition halls are the ones started their first operation in Korea on August 15, 1974. 
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EXHIBITION HALL 

Hanul Antique Document Relic Hall Various antique documents and references, 
remains, etc are on display, Hanul Science & Culture Hall Visitors can meet 
with the various apparatuses used in the past like Germany-made microscope, 
broadcasting equipments and computers, medical equipments, etc. Hanul 
Industrial Design Relic Hall Visitors can see the course of how the Korean 
industrial design has developed and the related articles prepared. Hanul Book 
Relic Hall Historical materials equivalent to the National Treasures in their values, 
such as a printed book of (Simcheongjeon) etc. are on display. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Approx. 500 thousands pieces of camera, antique documents, medical 

appliances, various science devices, etc. First Opened October, 2000 Museum Hours 

09:00~18:00 Closed None Admission tor adults 2,500 won, tor children 2,000 won 

(advance reservation required) Address 830-1 Okchon-ri, Daesin-myeon, Yeoju-gun, 
Gyeonggi province Telephone 031-881-6319 Transportation Public Transportation Take 
the bus tor Yeoju at East Seoul express bus station. Use the city bus running in Daesin

myeon. By Car Take the Yeongdong expressway. At Yeoju toll gate, drive straight ahead to 

Yeoju bridge(National road No.37). Drive to Goksu via Daesin-myeon Nearby Attractions 

Godalsaji, Deer Village, Sejong Observatory, Sinreuksa Temple, Yeojutourist Farms, Yeoju 

Ceramic Art Complex, Yeongwuellu Pavilion, Hwanpo Sailboat, The Tomb of King Hyojong, 

The Birthplace of Empress Myeongseong, Pasa Castle Ruins, etc. 

Hanul Camera Relic Hall Collections Hanul Antique Document Relic Hall Collections 

NOTE 

Another Joys in Hanul Theme Museum Inside the museum, the science appliances such as microscope, 
camera, telescope, phonograph, radio, television, etc.. the Eastern and Western medical apparatuses 
in the modern times, the books and antique documents like various ancient official documents, census 

register notices, royal ordinances, inheritance sharing records are exhibited. Not only exhibitions of the 
relics but also visual education for visitors with the help of audio and video equipments, microscope 
observation program, broadcasting equipment operation practice, outdoor movie watching program and so 

on are available in the museum. Visitors can also watch the outdoor movies inside each train car, and 
also enjoy some light teas and beverages in the lounge inside the train. 
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- Eastern Gyeonggi 

Haegang Ceramics Museum 
Address 330-1 Sugwang-ri, Sindun-myeon, lcheon-si Tel. 031-634-2266 

The ceramic art specialized museum, carrying out the 

research expertized in ceramic quality. The articles on 

display are the forefather's ceramic remains collected 

by the father and son of Artist Haegang Yu Geun 

-hyeong( 1894-1993) who was designated as Intangible 

Cultural Asset No.l3 . In a bid to make the excellence in the 

Korean ceramic culture known to the public, the museum 

holds the planned exhibition and provides education 

programs. In addition, the museum discloses its collections 

and the works created by Artist Haegang on the Website in 

step with the rapidly changing information age, too. The 

museum consists of the 3 exhibition halls of ceramic culture hall, Haegang memorial hall, relics 

showroom, the souvenir shop, etc. Besides, visitors can e~oy the exhibitions and take a break in the 

outdoor space. 
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EXHIBITION HALL 

Ceramic Culture Hall From the classification of ceramics, the distribution chart 

of the Korean porcelain-manufacturing sites, the types and the process of the 
porcelain making and to the pattern decoration techniques, related materials are all 

arranged here. Relics Showroom About 1,400 pieces of the relics such as Blue 
porcelains, Buncheong ceramic wares, White porcelains, Black-glazed porcelains, 

and fragmented ceramic parts are on display. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Ceramic relics in the Goryeo and Joseon era First Opened May, 1990 
Museum Hours 09:30~17:30 Closed Every Monday, New Year's Day, Lunar New Year's 
Day, Chuseok, Admission 2,000 won for adults(1,500 won for groups) 1,000 won for 
middle-and high-school students & soldiers and policemen(SOO won for groups), 500 
won for primary & preschool students(400 won for groups) Address 330-1 Sugwang
ri, Sindun-myeon, lcheon city, Gyeonggi province Telephone 031-634-2266 Homepage 
www.haegang.org Transportation Public Transportation Take the bus for lcheon at East 
Seoul express bus station, Gangnam express bus station. Use the bus operated between 
lcheon general bus station and Sugwang-ri in Sindun-myeon. By Car Take national road 
No.3 at Gonjiam toll gate on Jungbu expressway and advance 10km for lcheon. Nearby 
Attractions lcheon Ceramic Art Village, lcheon Spa Region, etc. 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Ceramic Art Class Visitors can 
learn the ceramic arts from the 
basic part and peruse va rious 
b ooks an d materials o f the 
museu m. When completing the 
making of your ceramics. you will 
get your own creating work put into 
a box made of the empress tree, 
wh ich may give you very fresh 
feelings. 

Blue-white Porcelain, the Tombstone and the Brass Bowl with a Lid 

The 4-eared Blue Porcelain Jar with 
the Sanggam Techn 

ique of Reed and Crane Patterns 

NOTE 

The Iron-brown Porcelain 
Jar with Dragon Patterns 

Haegang Celadon The celadon techniques having cut off for 500 years since 
the Goyreo era came to be newly illuminated through the late Artist Haegang 
Ryu Geun Hyeong's tenaciousness and experimental spirit in the 20 century, 
Artist Haegang restored the ancient celadon going through various hardships and 
incessant experiments during the years when the understanding and information 
on the celadon was rarely found, and he pursued the world of his works without 
restrictions like a free crane in his later years. 
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- Ease G 

Haeyeorim Botanical Gardens 
Address San 30-1, Sangpum-ri, Sanbuk-myeon, Yeoju-gun Tel. 031-882-1700 

The botanical gardens established by Yerimdang, 

the publishing house specialized in children's books. 

Haeyeorim means the 'Beautiful forest in Yeoju where 

the sun stays over there all day long' . The garden is in 

possession of about 2, 700 kinds of herbage including 

herbaceous flowers, medicinal, gardening, marsh plants 

and others, around 1 ,300 kinds of woody plants including 

rare kinds of floras, trees under protection, and tropical 

vegetations. Its inside is made up of 5 different theme parks 

such as 'Hill ofthe dream', 'Hill of the hope', 'Hill oftlie 

future', 'Hill of the happiness' , and 'Hill of the worth' . 

.v 
(l) 

Yeoju-gun 

In the botanical gardens, diverse seasonal festivals take place such as the carnelian cherry festival 

in spring, the lotus flower festival, the roses of Sharon festival , the rose festival in summer, the 

chrysanthemum festival, the maple festival in autumn and the snow flower festival in winter. 
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EXHIBITION HALL 

Hill of Dreams It consists of the 3 ponds of wisdom pond, love pond, natural fond, 
the yard of dream and the garden of dream, Haerim garden and Yeorim garden, 
the grand theater, etc. Hill of Hope There are the maze woods filled with Thujas, 

the national flower garden with about 250 kinds of the roses of Sharon growing, 
the moonlight garden, the starlight garden, the restaurant and the playground, 
etc. Hill of Future It is the artistic sense tinted place with the sunset garden, the 
garden of arts, the secret garden, etc. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections About 2,700 kinds of herbage, 1,300 or so kinds of arbores First 

Opened May, 2005 Museum Hours 09:00~18:00 Closed Check Out the Information 

Admission 2,000 won for adults(1,500 won for groups), 1,000 won for students & soldiers 

and policemen(800 won for groups), 500 won for primary school and preschool kids(400 

won for groups) Address San 30-1, Sangpum-ri, Sanbuk-myeon, Yeoju-gun, Gyeonggi 

province Telephone 031-882-1700 Homepage www.haeyeorim.co.kr Transportation Public 

Transportation Take bus No.1113-1 at Gangbyeon metro station, bus No.500-1 at Jamsil 

metro station, bus No.500-2 at Yangjae metro station, then get off at Gonjiam intercity bus 

station, and take the bus for Yangpyeong, get off at Sangpum-ri. By Car Use the Gonjiam I.C. 

on Jungbu expressway No.1. Take road No.98 at the Gonjiam Crossroads for Yangpyeong, 

then make a right-hand-side turn at 3-Way Crossroads in Sanbuk-myeon, and then make 

another right-hand-side turn at 3-Way Crossroads in front of the Yang museum Nearby 

Attractions Sejong Observatory, Sinreuksa Temple, The tomb of King Hyojong, etc. 

NOTE 

The Effects of Green Shower The pleasant aroma in the forest comes from the 
substance of Terpene, which includes Phytoncide. Phytoncide is the word combined 
with Phyton and Cide respectively meaning plants and sterilizing power, collectively 
referring to all substances having the nature of sterilization which is produced by 
floras in the woods. Phytoncide has fragrant aroma which helps people become 
relaxed and mentally stable, and actually gives a lot of benefits to humans when 

being breathed in or exposed to. 
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- Eastern Gyeon 

CArt Museum 
Address 40-1 Danseok-ri, Yangdong-myeon, Yangpyeong-gun 

C Art Museum was opened in 2005 by the sculptor, Prof. 

Chung Gwan-mo(the Emeritus Professor of Sungsin 

Women's University) for the purpose of bridging the gap 

in the level of fine arts and culture between cities and 

local areas, seeking the development in modem arts and 

establishing the advanced status of Korean arts. It is also the 

private museum with the spirit and the aim of creating the 

cultural heritage through exhibition and preservation of the 

collections. The C of the C Art Museum has the meaning of 

'Contemporary', 'Creativity' , 'Christianity' and 'Chung (set 

up by Chung Gwan-mo)' . It is the complex cultural space 

available for appreciation of fine arts, relaxation, learning of Nature, indoor and outdoor education, 

contemplation and prayer, walk and exercise in the woods, etc. 
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EXHIBITION HALL 

Memorial Hall Visitors can appreciate the sculpture works by Prof. Chung Gwan 
-mo categorized under the initial, middle and later periods. Planned Exhibition 
Hall There are about 400 sculptures and about 60 paintings including (Totem) by 
Kim Jeong Sook on exhibit. The Woods of the Cross In the open space of the 
woods, the Christian perspective of the sculptures crated by Prof. Chung Gwan Mo 
are on display. Outdoor Sculpture Garden It is the place where visitors can meet 

with various sculptures such as the animal sculptures, the hill of verses, etc. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Sculptures, paintings, etc. First Opened Jan .. 2005 Museum Hours 
09:00~18:00(May~Oct.), 10:00~17:00(Nov.~ April) Closed None Admission 7,000 won for 
adults(6,000 won for groups), 5,000 won for children(for groups 4,000 won) Address 40-1 
Danseok-ri, Yangdong-myeon, Yangpyeong.gun, Gyeonggi province Telephone 031-775-
6945 Homepage www.cam1 .co.kr Transportation Public Transportation Take the train for 
Yangdong(Wonju} at Cheongrang.ri train station. Get off at Yangdong train station, and then a 10 
min. taxi ride to the destination. By Car Take Yeongdong expressway, get off through Yeoju exit, 
and pass through Yeoju bridge. At the Crossroads, make a right-hand-side turn to Yangdong 
and go straight ahead, and then make a left-hand-side turn at the road sign indicating Buknae, 
Yangdong. After this, advance straight to Juam Crossroads. On the Crossroads, turn to the 
right-hand side toward Yangdong, and then drive 5 km straight on. At the road sign indicating 
Museum and Little Prince Pension, turn to the right hand side to advance BOOm on. Nearby 
Attractions Yangpyeong Wildflower Arboretum, Yongmunsa Temple, etc. 

Outdoor Sculpture Garden 

NOTE 

(Jesus Christ) by Chung Gwan Mo The huge face sculpture of Jesus Christ rising 
up to 22.5m in total. In the background of the work appears the aura representing 
the glory of Jesus Christ, as well as the 4 edges representing the end of the world 
in the 4 directions and the ladder of angels are also expressed. The pedestal 
supporting the work represents the Catacombs. Inside the sculpture lies a place 
prepared with seats for prayer. 
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Mt.Yungil Sujongsa Temple 
I 
I 
I 

II is called Sujongsa because the sound ol J 

water dropping sounds like a faint bell ring_ The 1 
Confucianist scholar Seo Geo-jeong said 'It has 1 

the best view among all the Buddhist temples in I 

the Orient', and the view which unfolds below the J 

temple is magnificent. 1 
Nearby Museums & Art Museums Jupil Spider 1 

Museum(p_ 56), Wu Seokheon Natural History I 
Museum(p_ 46) / 

-~E~-__:':1=~~~~1-----------------1/ 

-!__.!_ ______ _ 

I 

KOFIC Namyangju Studios 

This is Asia 's largest film studio consisting of 

30,000 pyeong of outdoor sets and 6 blocks of 

film-shooting studios. The sets for 'Joint Security 

Area JSA'. 'Painted Fire' along wi th the recent 

movie 'Hwangjini' captures the attention of visitors. 

Nearby Museum & Arl Museum Dasan Memorial 

Hall(p_ 16). Moran art museum(p. 22). Waltz & Dr. 

I Mann Coffee Museum (p_ 44) 
IIi/ TEL. 031-579-0605 studio.kofic.or.kr 

---------------------------

' /I 
/ I 

"'~~~[7~~~~~~,~---------------------------( I 

@ loJrl•Juli],i 

I 
I 

Nam Han River which crosses Yangpyeong is fa- : 

mous for its riverside driving route. Start your drive 1 

by taking Dumulmeori. where Buk-Han River and J 

Nam Han River intersect, as the starting point of 1 

you r drive. You can enjoy some leisure time for a : 

cup of tea at Cafes along the riverside. I 

Nearby Museum & Art Museum Batanggol Art Center(p_ 26) 1 
I / 

TEL. 031-770-3106 tour_yp21.net I / 

---------------------------~ 

The main hiking trail is Madang Rock course 

and the course that passes through Sangwonsa 

Temple which ends up at Janggunbong_ Since 

Mt. Yongmu n area is des ignated as a tourist 

resort. it is perfect for a family outing. 

Nearby Museum & Art Museum 

1 / Batanggol Art Center(p_ 26) 

I / TEL. 031-773-0088 li______________ ------------
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Namhansanseong 

A mountain fortress on Mt.Namhan, Sanseong. 
r i, Jungbu-myeon, Gwangju. Currently. there 
are 4 gates(East , West. South, North) and 5 
fortificat ions, and defense pole remaining. A lot of 
people who want to jog around visit the mountain 

fortress. 
f 
I 

I / TEL. 031 - 743- 6610 namhansansung.or.kr 1 / 

---------------------------~ 

' "I 
/' I --,---------------------------

1 
I 
I 

: The Catholic holy ground of Korea. This was the 
1 place where young Western scholars who studied 
I theology during the 2nd year ol King Jeongjo's 
: reign like Gwen Cheol-shin. Lee Byeok. Jeong Yak-
1 jean. Jeong Yak-yang, and Lee Sung-hoon gathered 
I around to study and discuss Catholic doctrine. 
1 Nearby Museum & Art Museum 

) Gyeong gi Ceramic Museum(p. 14) 
/ TEL. 031- 764-5994 chonjinam.or.kr 
~-----------------------------~--------------~~------~~ 

' "I 
~-L-----------------1 I 

' Birthplace of Empress Myeongseong 

Silleuksa Temple 

A Buddhist temple located on the riverside ol 
Nam-Han River. It is also the place where the 
wangsa of Goryeo King Gongmin, Naonghwasang 
c losed his days. There are ma ny natio nal 
t reasure-leve l cultura l proper ti es such as stone 
scrolls, stone lanterns, and towers, and the multi
story stone tower in lront of Gukrakbojeon is 
worth taking a look at. 
TEL. 031-885-2505 si lleuksa.org 

/ 
-( 

" , 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

The house where Myeongseong, lhe Empress of 
Emperor Gojong used to live until she was 8 at 

,. ..,, -- .._. -

I Memorial Hall provides an opportunity for children 
: to learn about Korean history_ 

the end of Joseon Dynasty. Empress Myeongseong ,·-.....:, ~'lAW# l1iliiiliiiiiii~ 

- ~:<::.,:jjl• · • _u~.:~•- !IJ -,. _. 
I Nearby Museum & Art Museum Memorial Hall of 
: ,. Empress Myeongseong(p. 20) 
I / TEL. 031-887-3578 
~----------
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Sagimakgol Ceram1c Art Village 
I I 
I 
I 
I 

The important location of Joseon white porcelain. 1 

There are over 300 porcelain plants here. Since I 

ceramic production and sales is done here. you : 

can buy ceramic living ware at a cheap price. 1 

and there is also a hands-on learning course for I 

making pottery. : 

Nearby Museum & Art Museum 1 
lcheon World Ceramic Center(p. 48) : / 

--~-=~.:.~.:.:~~-~~~----------------1/ 

L-L---------------------------

The hiking trail is not to tough to climb since it is 

elaborate. Around the 7th ridge of Mt.Seolbong, 

there is Seolbong mountain fortress built during 

the Baekjae Dynasty. It takes 1 hour and 30 

minutes to get to the top. It is most beautiful 

during spring when azaleas are in lull bloom. 

Nearby Museum & Arl Museum 

I / lcheon Municipal Museum(p. 50) 

I 1 tour.icheon.go.kr 
~---------------------------

" /I 
I I 

---------------------------( I 

•• j.j,j,\.!d 

A lake within Seolbong Park. It is an artificial 

lake that is 1.05km in diameter with an area 

spanning over 30,000 pyeong. Around the lake, 

there are sculptures of world's prominent artists, 

which is good for viewing whi le taking a walk. 

Nearby Museum & Art Museum 

Haegang Ceramics Museum(p. 72) 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I / 
I I 
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I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

Tomb of King Sejong and Hyojong 

There is Yeongnung where Great King Sejong 

and Queen Soheon lay in peace and the twin 

tomb of Nyeongnung where King Hyojong and 

Queen lnseon lay in peace with a ridge between 

them. Yeongnung thoroughly shows the tomb 

: ) system of Joseon Dynasty. 

I / TEL. 031-885-31234 yj21 .net 

~-----------------------------
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Festival alendar -

lcheon Baeksa Sansuyu Flower Festival 

Let 's walk on the beautiful flower-laid path of Sansuyu flowers. The service 

for wishing for a fruitful year, tradilional wedding, Pungmulnori. seesaw. 

and li terary contests are also held here. 

Location lcheon-si Sansuyu Village 

Inquiries 031-644-8482 

Guri Donggurung Geonwon Cultural Festival 

Location Donggurung area. Guri-si I Inquiries 031-557-6383 

Guri Han River Rape Flower Festiva l 

Location Terrace land on the Han River, City Hall Auditorium, Guri-si 

Inquiries 031-550-2065 

Yangpyeong Clear Water Ar t Festival 

Location Yangpyeong-gun I Inquiries 031-770-2472 

Yeoju Gumsa Melon Festival 

This is an event with the specialty product of Yeoju, Gumsa melon as its 

theme. You can watch military band parade. Taekwon dance. farm music. 

and a sports dance contest. 

Location Neighborhood sports part, lpo-ri , Gumsa-myeon, Yeoju-si 

Period early June ! Inquiries 031-770-2472 

Twaechon Tomato Festival 

Location Jeongj i-ri area. Twaechon-myeon ! Inquiries 031-760-4959 

Hanam lseong Culture Festival 

Location Hanam-si city ha ll ! Inquiries 031-790-6063 

Yeoju Sejong Culture Fest ival 

Location Yeoju-gun Yeongnyeongnung area ! Inquiries 031-887-20645 

Yeoju Roya l Luxury Present Exhibition 

Location Yeoju-gun, Sinruksa temple tourist complex area 

Inquiries 031-887-37112 

Guri Han Rive r Cosmos Festival 

Location Guri-si Han River Citizen's I Inquiries 031-550-2065 

lcheon Rice Culture Fest ival 

Location lcheon Seolbong Park ! Inquiries 031-644-26067 

Yangpyeong Gingko Tree Festival 

Location Yangpyeong-gun Mt. Yongmun, County Inhabitant's Hall 

Inquiries 031-770-2069 

Namyangju Dasan Culture Festival 

Location Dasan relic area. Nungnae-ri. Namyangju-si 

Inquiries 031-590-2472 
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Western Gyeonggi ~ 



Western Gyeonggi I The Western Gyeonggi area which links Gwacheon, Gwangmyeong, Bucheon, 

Seongnam, and Ansan is a place where you can experience new town culture. There are art 

museums al lowing visitors to see where the art of today stand beyond space and time, along 

with a museum that introduce nature and ecology in-depth like the Natural History Museum, 

and diverse theme museums also wait for visitors with its solid contents. Especially, you cannot 

leave out the fact that visitors can encounter the charming sights of the West Sea as well. 



Overview of 
Museums and Art Museums 
Western Gyeonggi 

N - .IW31'nsan Fishing Village Folk 
Museum 



hi:HIM 
Gyeonggido Museum of Modern Art 

031-481-7000 www. moca.go.kr 

National Museum of Contempora ry Art 

02-2188- 6000 www.moca.go.kr 

Water Museum 032-320-3566 www.bucheon.go.kr 

Bucheon Museum of Education 

032-661- 1282 www. bcmuseum.or. kr 

Bucheon RoboPark 032-621-2090~1 www.robopark.org 

Bucheon Museum of Suseok 

032-655- 2900 www.bcmuseum.or.kr 

Bucheon Museum of Bow 

032-614- 2678 www.bcmuseum.or.kr 

Seonbawi Museum of Art 

02-507-8588 www.seonbawi.com 

Anyang History Museum 031-389-5252 

European Porcela in Museum 032-661-0238 

Jebiwool Museum 02-3679- 6000 www.jebiwool.org 

Housing and City Museum 

031- 738- 3903 museum.jugong.co.kr 

Railroad Museum 031-461-3610 www.korai l. com 

Korean Comics Museum 

032-320- 3745 www.comicsmuseum.org 

Korea Camera Museum 02-502- 4123 www.kcpm.or.kr 

KRA Equine Museum 02-509- 1283 company.kra.co.kr 

History & Historical F1gures 

Seongho Memorial Hall 

031- 481-2574 seongho.iansan.net 

Choi Yong-shin Memorial Museum 031- 481-3040 
Chunghyeon Museum 

02-898-0505 www.chunghyeon.org 

Pearl S. Buck Memorial Hall 

032- 668-7563 www. pearlsbuckhall . or. kr 

i@llilj.!Mf¥N 
Play with Butterfly Museum 

02- 2682-4520 www.playwithbutterfly.com 

Bucheon Natural Ecology Museum 

032- 678-0720 www.ecomuse.go.kr 

Ansan Fish ing Village Folk Museum 

032-886- 0126 www.ansancs.net 

Changjo Natural History Museum 

031- 435-1009 www.cjmuseum.net 

Land Museum 031-738-8995 www.landmuseum.co.kr 



- . estern Gyeonggi 

Gyeonggi Museum of Modem Art 
Address 667-1 Choji-dong, Danwon-gu, Ansan-si Tel. 031-481-7000 

Gyeonggi Museum of Modem Art opened on October 

2006 provides a wide range of cultural services along 

with exhibition works of domestic and foreign artists, 

and collecting artworks while operating programs such 

as research, education, and PR projects. Especially, it is 

establishing itself as a popular site for experiencing the 

modem art culture through various planned exhibitions 

which is in harmony with the professionalism, artistic 

quality, regional quality and internationalism. The art 

museum building with ecological lake within the park as 

its background was entirely built with glass which gives 

off a clear and pleasant feel. In addition to that, it is fulfilling its role as a museum of modem arts 

based on the exhibition room on upper floors where various exhibitions are held. Gyeonggido 

Art Museum is growing as an art museum with quality programs, a future oriented art museum 

presenting new experiences and visions. 

EXHIBITION HALL 

86 

The exhibition center was designed to make the walls 
movable with a circulaling passageway to enable the space 
to change according to the exhibition. In the 8.5 meter high 
ceiling, you can adjust the natural sunlight by adopting a 
system where you can open and close the ceiling. Lobby 
Gallery A wide and high lobby is used as a space for 
exhibitions. This is a space that plays the role of expanding 
the art museum to the outside. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Korean paintings, Korean calligraphy, photographs, prints, clay models, 

industrial artworks, and media art etc. First Opened Oct. 2006 Museum Hours 

10 : 00~18:00(Winter), 10:00~19:00(Summer) Closed Every Monday, New Year's Day 

Admission Adults 700 won(group 550 won), 13 ~24years and Military 300 won(250 won), 

Children, Elderly over age 65, and the Disabled: Free of charge(admission tee tor special 
exhibition may vary) Address 667-1 Choji-dong, Danwon-gu, Ansan city, Gyeonggido 

Telephone 031-481-7000 Homepage www.gma.or.kr Transportation Public Transportation 

Get ott at subway line No.4 Gongdan station and take a 15 minute walk. Get ott at Ansan 

Gongdan station and walk tor 15 minutes towards Choji sports arena. Take bus No.11, 

No.22, No.30, No.30-2, No.30-3, No.30-7, No.52, No.99, No.707, and No.909 at Ansan 

station and get off at the district office. By Car Use Singai-Ansan Expressway and exit 

at Ansan I.C. Then, make a right and go towards Hwarang elementary school from the 

intersection at Ansan driver's license examination center. Nearby Attractions Daebudo, 

Nuae Island Lighthouse Observatory, Byeolmangseongji, Seongam Village, Seongho Park, 

Sihwa Lake, Ansan Botanical Garden, Grave of Yi ik, Phoongdo etc. 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Hands-on Experience Program It is 
a program in connection with the 

special exhibition which provides 
information and experience to 

enable visitors to understand 
modern arts more easily to promote 
the participation of visitors in 
exhibitions. 

Work of Seok Cheol-iu 

NOTE 

Presentation Meeting for Teachers 
Every time a specia l exhibition 
is held , the museum invites 
teachers within Gyeonggido to 
hold a presentation meeting for the 

exhibition. Through this meeting, the 
museum intends to share opinions 

on ways to utilize the exhibition in 

an educational manner. 

Traveling Art Museum-Connecting Path Gyeongg1do Art Museum's 'Traveling Art 

Museum' is an annual exhibition tour of collections from Gyeonggido Art Museum 
and a project for networking provincial cultural spaces. This tour promotes the 

mutual communication between artworks and the audience, and plays the role 
of ensuring the right to enjoy culture to provincial residents by permanently 
exhibiting the collections of the art museum without keeping them in dead 

storage. 
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- Western Gyeonggi . 

National Museum of Contemporary 
Address MI. 58-4, Makgye-dong, Gwacheon-si Tel. 02-2188-6000 

This is a national art museum which accommodates 

the trend of Korean modern art as well as the global 

trend. It was first opened at the small exhibition hall at 

Gyeongbokgung in 1969, which remodeled and used 

Seokjojeon of Deoksugung in 1973 . It was relocated 

to the present location in 1986. Afterwards, in 1998, 

it opened in the Deoksugung art museum which was a 

detached building within Deoksugung. The art museum is 

researching modem art, collecting and preserving artworks, 

and hosting exhibitions of Korean and foreign artists. At 

the same time, it helps visitors understand the artworks by 

_v 

<l) 

providing comprehensive and specialized information. Besides this, it tries to be an art museum 

that lives and breathes with the general public through operating a children's art museum, hosting 

cultural events, and providing education programs. 
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EXHIBITION HALL 

Lamp Core It is a cone shaped ceiling located at the center of the art museum. _ 
The exhibition rooms are connected with this serving as the central axis of the 
structure_ Circular Exhibition Room It selected and displayed works of artists 
representing the trend of modern art from mid 20th Century to the present_ 

Exhibition Room No.3 It introduces the figurative trend of Korean modern art from 
the 1950s to the present. Exhibition Room No.4 You can see the origin of Korean 
modern abstract art, and how it unfolded at a glance_ 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Modern paintings, sculptures, Objet, Installation Art etc. Firsted Opened 

October 1969 Museum Hours 10:00"-'18:00(Mar."-'Oct.), 10:00"-'17:00(Nov."-'Feb.) Closed 

every Monday, New Year's Day Admission General ticket(19"-'64years) 1,000 won(group 

800 won), planned exhibition 3,000 won(group 2,000 won), discount tickets(7~18 years) 

Permanent exhibition individual 500 won(group 400 won), planned exhibition individual 

1,500 won(group 1,000 won) Address 58-4, Makgye-dong, Gwacheon.si, Gyeonggi

do Telephone 02-2188-6000 Homepage www.moca.go.kr Transportation Public 

Transportation Use shuttle bus alter getting out of exit No.4 of Subway Line No.4 Seoul 

Grand Park station or Use elephant train at exit No.2 of Seoul Grand Park station By Car 

Head towards Seoul Grand Park after passing Namtaeryeong hill at Sadang-dong Use 

Seoul Grand Park parking lot or entry road to the art museum on the left side of the Seoul 

Grand Park parking lot Nearby Attractions Gwacheon Confucian Academy, Bogwangsa, 

Seoul Racecourse Park, Seoul Grand Park. Seoul Land, Yeonjuam Hermitage, Ononsa 

Guesthouse, Grave of I Hang-Bok 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Nati onal Museum of Modern Art 

Social Educat ion Professional 

Education-Internship, Lecture of Art 

Museum Studies 

Inside the Exhibition Hall 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

General Education-Saturday Open Art 

Class, Senior Art Class, Understanding 

Modern Arts through artworks 
School related Education-Introduction 
of Modern Arts to Youth, Youth's 
Appreciation of Modern Arts 

Children's Educat ion Children's 
art exploration, fun art stories, art 
museum is my friend, our family's 
art tour, experiencing art with artists, 
field trip to art museum for disabled 

children, imaginative art tour 

Online Education Social Education, 
School Related Education, Children's 

Education etc. 

'The More the Better' by Paik Nam June The birth of video art was the most 
dramatic moment of modern art. 'The More the Better' installed at the lamp core of 

the National Museum of Contemporary Art shows the art world of Paik Nam June. 
This artwork made in 1988 symbolizes the 3rd of October, the National Foundation 

Day of Korea, and is an installation of 1,003 TVs in a round shape measuring 7.5m 
in diameter with a height of 18.5. Visitors pass through this artwork after going 
around the tower like some· kind of ritual before heading towards the exhibition room. 
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- Western Gyeonggi 

Play with Butterfly Museum 
Address 908, Noonsa-dong, Gwangmyeon-si Tel. 02-2682-4520 

This is the first museum specializing in butterflies and 

insects which serves as a place for hands-on experience 

of the environmental ecology. You can see information 

and specimen regarding butterflies all over the world, and 

this museum runs various hands-on programs for students. 

The museum is constantly updating its specimen, and 

also holds unique events for each season. Especially, what 

stands out the most is that the museum has given careful 

consideration so that visitors can enjoy studying and 

exploring objects and natural phenomenon that surrounds 

them. 
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EXHIBITION HALL 

Butterfly Specimen Exhibition Room This is a space where you can see butterflies 
and details explanation about them. Living Butterfly Hall This is a hall where you 
can observe live butterflies. Butterfly Hands-on Learning Class Room There are 
programs for making butterfly specimen and drawing butterflies. Outdoor Ecology 
Experience Hall This is a garden where you can grow various vegetables like 

cabbage, radish, lettuce, and kale. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Butterfly specimen, data etc. First Opened October 2005 Museum Hours 
10:00~18:00 Admission Adult 4,000 won(group 3,000 won), Children 3,000 won(group 2,000 
won) applied group fee for group with over 30 people 908, Noonsa-dong, Gwangmyeon-si, 
Gyeonggi-do Telephone 02-2682-4520 Homepage www.playwithbutterfly.com Transportation 
Public Transportation Get off at subway line no.7 Gwangmyeong crossroads Station or subway 
line No.1 Gaebong station and take bus No.11 to Hakon-dong Agricultural Cooperative By Car 
Go 1.8 km towards Ansan from Gwangmyeong I.C., and then, make a P turn across the street 
from the Agricultural Cooperative at Gwangmyeong Hakon-dong Nearby Attractions Noonsa 
Reservoir, Cheolsan-dong Dolmen, Yeongheewon, Chunghyeongji, lsunsinmyo etc. 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Butterfly Specimen Production This 
is a program for actually making a 
butterlly specimen. 
Butterfly Drawing An award ceremony 
is held in the first half and second 
half of the year to award prizes for 
butterfly drawings by visitors. 

Outdoor Ecology Hall 

NOTE 

Ecology of Butterflies Most adult butterflies are active during the day but some 
have varying behavior according to their type. Fritillary or swallowtail butterflies 
lly around sunny places, and satyr flies around forests. Then, there are the green 
hairstreak butterflies !lying around twigs. Swallowtail butterflies are known to follow 
a specific path on a sunny day. So specimen collectors catch them by waiting for 
them around the corner of their path. The butterfly's behavior is like this because 
they feel polarized lights and rellections from tree leaves they encounter on their path. 
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Address Mt. 60-8, Jak-dong, Ojeong-gu, Bucheon-si Tel. 032-320-3566 

The museum is located inside the Kachiwool purification 

plant at Bucheon-si, and was first opened to attract attention 

of the people and help them have an understanding about 

water. It is a space for hands-on experience where you 

can learn about common knowledge about tap water and 

see the production process at a glance since there is a 

purification facility nearby. In the indoor exhibition room, 

a video monitor that shows you the birth and disappearance 

of water, water and humans, and the circulation process 

of water, and corners helping you understand various 

knowledge related to water is arranged systematically. 

Besides this, there is also an outdoor exhibition room where you can accumulate understanding 

about water, and actually see and touch water related facilities. 
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EXHIBITION HALL 

Indoor Exhibition Room Over 30 relics such as rain gauge, water pump, water 

bucket, and water clock are on display. Video Corner You can watch a video 
that systematically explains the nature of water, how it was born, and its circulation 

process. Space for Hands-on Experience You can observe microorganisms inside 
the water through a microscope, and operate water weight, Pascal chair, and 

water piano. Outdoor Exhibition Room There are equipments related to water 

purification, and water pumps and water mills. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections water related relics and experiential instruments Museum Hours 9:30~17:00 

First Opened open year round Admission Free Address Mt. 60- 8, Jak-dong, Ohjeong. 

gu, Bucheon-si Telephone 032-320-3566 Homepage www.bucheon.go.kr Transportation 

Public Transportation Take bus No.5 at Yeokgok(Bukbu station) and get off at Kachiwool 

crossroads. Take village bus No.019-2 at Sosa station and get off at Kachiwool crossroads. 

By Car Take Seoul Ring Expressway, and go straight in the direction of Bucheon market 

and Bucheon sports complex Nearby Attractions Citizen's River, Grave of Han-Gyu, 

Seongjusan, Dodangsan, Wonmisan, Rose Festival. Sangdong Lake Park etc. 

Inside the Exhibition Hall 

NOTE 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Water Love Drawing Contest The museum 
holds a drawing contest for loving 

water on elementary, middle, and 

high school students in Bucheon-si 
every October. Participants have to 
draw with the theme of how to save 

water or the value of water, and 

prize-winning works are displayed 
in the museum. 
Classroom for Hands-on Experience 
of the Production Process of Tap 

Water Anybody can participate 
in the process of experiencing 
firsthand all the process in 
which tap water is produced in a 

laboratory. Furthermore, you can 
also take a tour of the production 

process of tap water at the water 
purification plant just outside the 

museum. 

Rain Gauge This is an instrument used to measure the amount of rain since the 

reign of King Sejong. In 1441, the 23rd year of King Sejong's reign, Hojo suggested 
installing the rain gauge. So in May of the following year. a new legal system 

regarding rain measurement was enacted, and rain gauges were made and 
installed in Seoul and Gunhyeon of each province. The rain gauge during the reign 
of King Sejong in Joseon Dynasty was the first water measuring instrument in the 
world, which is scientifically significant. Don't forget to have an opportunity to take 

a close look at the rain gauge. 
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Bucheon Museum of Educatio 
Address 8 Sports Complex, Chunui-dong, Wonmi-gu, Bucheon-si Tel. 032-661-1282 

Bucheon Museum of Education, established based 
on the donations of bibliographer Min Gyeong-nam, 

displays historical documents regarding education that 

constituted the root of our history from Seodang(private 

school for studying Chinese classics) education to the 7th 

education curriculum after liberation. 1brough relics and 
photographs such as 'Saseosamgyeong'(Four Books and 

Three Classics)' of Joseon Dynasty, the sword, the symbol 
of education during Japanese colonial rule, textbooks 
during US military government administration, student's 
ID card during the Korean War, and school uniform during 
the 1960s, the museum has easily explained the education 
environment and history of education in Bucheon by each era. By making the most use of the local 
characteristics, the exhibition on how Bucheon is depicted in textbooks also draws attention of 
visitors. 
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EXHIBITION HALL 

Exhibition Hall At the entrance of the exhibition hall, there is the teacher in charge 
of discipline, and senior students, and if you look to your left you can see the 

National Charter of Education. The reproduction of the sight of study room by 

each era is also very colorful. The scene of B~cheon depicted in the history and 
textbook of Bucheon education seems interesting as well. It shows you in detail 
how students used to study in periods such as the Joseon dynasty, new opening 
period of ports, Japanese colonial rule, US military administration in Korea, and 
the Korean war along with modern relics, and the difference between Korean 
education and foreign education. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections 1,728 textbooks, reference books etc., 2,987 education related supplies 

First Opened April 2003 Museum Hours 10:oo~18:00(Mar. ~Oct.), 10:00~17:00 (Nov.~Feb.) 

Closed Every Monday, New Year's Day, Lunar New Year's Day, Chuseok, and the Day Alter 

National Holiday Admission Free Adults 1,000 won(group 800 won), middle & high school 

students, military 800won(group 500 won), Elementary students, kindergartners 600 won(group 

300 won), elderly over age 60 and disabled Free of charge(applies to over 20 people for 

group fee) Address 8 Sports Complex, Chunui-dong, Wonmi-gu, Bucheon-si, Gyeonggi

do Telephone 032-661-1282 Homepage www.bcmuseum.or.kr Transportation Public 

Transportation Take bus No.3, No.8, No.75. No.606 at subway line No.1 Bucheon station, take 

bus No.95, No.60, No.56 at Sosa station, or take bus No.23-5 at Jungdong New Town and 

get off at Bucheon sports complex By Car Take Sinwol I.C., pass Seobu Freight Truck Terminal 

and Jakdong Tunnel, and arrive at Bucheon Sports Complex crossroads. Take Jungdong I.C. 

on the Seoul Ring Expressway, and pass GS department store, and arrive at Bucheon Sports 

Complex crossroads Nearby Attractions Korea Comics Museum, Bucheon Natural Ecology 

Museum, Bucheon Fantastic Studio, and Aiins World etc. 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

Daehanjij i Elementary geography textbook during the new opening period of 
ports written by an unknown author at an unknown period. These are two books 

in two volumes written with a mixed style of Korean with Chinese characters. It 
was collected by Heon Chae, and its first edition was published in 1899(1901-5th 
year of King Gwangmu's reign, owned by Bucheon Museum of Education). In the 
opening pages, there is a foreword by Lee Gyu.Hwan and at the end of the book, 
there is an epilogue by Heon Chae. It was prohibited by the textbook authorization 
regulation of the Japanese Residency-General in 1909. 
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Bucheon RoboPark 
Address 401 dong, Bucheon Technopark, 193, Yakdae-dong, Wonmi-gu, Bucheon-si, 
Tel. 032-621-2090~1 

It was established to promote and foster the intelligent robot 

industry, the future industry which would serve as the next 

generation growth engine selected by Bucheon city as its 

specialized industry. Moreover, it instills dreams and hopes 

about robots to the growing generation, and also provides 

an opportunity for learning. The museum is comprised 

of an area which introduces the latest robots as well as 

the history and types of robots, and a space for hands-on 

experience to enable visitors to experience a life in the 

future. Robots in industries, toys, families, medicare, and 

games have already become a daily necessity to modem 

people. The section that shows you how art and science is grafted together is also very interesting. 

The warm and friendly humanoid you can meet up with at the museum will soon become itself as a 

new trend in the 21st Century. 
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EXHIBITION HALL 

1st Floor Exhibition Hall There is a 40 robot video hall, and a shop that sells 

robot toys and game software. 2nd Floor Exhibition Hall There is a museum 
which looks into the birth, history, types, and use of robots, a robot sports center, 
and a space where you can watch robots doing a techno dance. Especially, in 
the 'My friend, the robot' corner, you can see a wide range of robots from pet 
robots to robots for combat, micro robots, robots for R&D, and robots for extreme 
work conditions. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Robot & related high tech equipments First Opened December 2005 

Museum Hours 10:00~18:00(Mar. "-'Oct.), 10:00"-'17:00(Nov.~Feb.) Closed Every Monday, 

New Year's Day, Lunar New Year's Day, Chuseok and the day before(2 days) Admission 

Fee Adult 5,000 won(group 4,000 won), middle school~college students · 4,000 won(group 

3,000 won), 4 year"'elementary school 3,000 won(group 2,000 won) etc. Address 

401 dong, Bucheon Technopark, 193, Yakdae-dong, Wonmi-gu, Bucheon-si, Gyeonggi

do Telephone 032-621-2090~1 Homepage www.robopark.org Transportation Public 

Transportation Take bus No.7-1 at Bukbu Square alter getting out of exit No.2 at Bucheon 

Subway Songnae station, and get off at Bucheon Technopark By Car Get out of the Seoul 

Ring Expressway Songnae I.C. and head towards Seoul. Then, after going through the 

Songnae underground passageway, go straight ahead for 3km, and make a right. Or Get 

out at Jungdong I.C. and head towards City Hall for 200m and make a left underneath the 

overpass. Then, follow Jungdongdaero and go straight for 1km and make a left turn. Get off 

at Gyeongin Expressway Bucheon I.C. and head 200m towards City Hall, then, at Naedong 

crossroads, make a right and go straight for 300m, and then, make another left. Nearby 

Attractions Wonmi Park, Central Park, Bucheon Fantastic Studio, Aiins World etc. 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Robot Academy(Participation Fee required) 
It provides the top level curriculum to 

students interest in robot science. 
It is divided up into short term 
hands-on learning for children and 
elementary school students, and 
regular curriculum for middle school 

and high school students 

NOTE 

Mentor Program(Participation Fee free 
of charge) It runs Hands-on Robot 

Making Class, and online science 

Inside the Exhibition Hall education activities, and preparing 
some programs for alienated social 

classes as well. 

Living Science Class(S week course, 
participation fee 5,000won) This is 
a program for elementary school 

students, and enables you to 
experience science stories in life. 

Robots in a Ubiquitous Environment Our lives are already changing due to 

ubiquitous technologies. Not only PC networks but all information devices such as 

cell phones, TVs, game consoles, mobile terminals, car navigation, and sensors are 
networked, and you can send and receive information you want anywhere anytime. 

Household appliances have their own artificial intelligence, and even children's toys 
have state-of-the-art technologies built into them. The future life we dream of is a 

world which is convenient and comfortable 
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- Western Gyeonggi 

Bucheon Natural Ecology Museum 
Address 381, Chunui-dong, Wonmi-gu, Bucheon-si Tel. 032-678-0720 

Cheongwon Jo Gyeong-yeol has donated 335 types of 

over 8,000 pieces of natural history related collection 

which he has collected for 20 years, and this museum was 

established based on these donations. This is a museum 

for children with a 3D movie theater with 150 seats, and a 

dinosaur exploration hall, and exhibition hall. As a social 

education organization that helps elementary students 

learn about nature, it is being used as a place for learning 

about natural ecology by not only Bucheon city but also 

Seoul, Incheon, and metropolitan areas. Unlike museums 

that display only drawings or artworks, this museum uses 

a dynamic exhibition media such as displaying the real thing, and is engaging in a differentiated 

museum policy by developing educational programs for not only students but also parents and adults. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Exhib ition Hall No.1 It consists of insects in evolution, 

types of insects, and insects in the world based on insect 
specimen. You can see living and observe living insects 

firsthand. Exhibition Hall No.2 It display plants of the Korean 

peninsula, the relationship between humans and plants, 
and the relationship between insects and plants. Dinosaur 

Exploration Hall You can see models, bones, and fossils of 
dinosaurs, and observe even organisms that lived at the time. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections plants, insects, and dinosaur models by climate First Opened September 

2000 Museum Hours 10:00"-'18:00(Mar."-'Oct., admission deadline 17:30), 10:00"-'17:00 

(Nov."'Feb. admission deadline 16:30) Closed Every Monday, New Year's Day, Lunar 

New Year's Day, Chuseok, and the Following Day after a National Holiday Admission 

Natural Ecology Museum : Adult/Exhibition Hall 1,200 won(group 1,000 won), Movie theatre 

3,000 won(group 2,500 won), middle & high school and military/Exhibition Hall 1,000 

won(group 800 won), Movie theatre 2,500 won(group 2,000 won), 4"-'12 years Children/ 

Exhibition Hall 700 won(group 600 won), Movie theatre 2,500 won(group 2,000 won) 

Address 381, Chunui-dong, Wonmi-gu, Bucheon-si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 032-678-

0720 Homepage www.ecomuse.go.kr Transportation Public Transportation Take bus 

No.5, No.23-5, No.013-1, No.017 at Yeokgok Station or take bus No.9 or No.56 at Sosa 

station, or take bus No.700 at Songnae Station and get off at Kachiwool crossroads By 

Car Get off at Sinwol I.C. and pass Seobu Freight Truck Terminal, Jakdong, Tunnel, and 

arrive at Kachiwool crossroads. From Gyeongin Expressway, get off at Bucheon I. C., pass · 

GS department store and sports complex crossroads, and arrive at Kachiwool crossroads 

Nearby Attractions Wonmi Park, Central Park. Bucheon Fantastic Studio, Aiins World etc. 

Dinosaur Model at Dinosaur Exploration Hall 

NOTE 

Bucheon Botanical Garden There are 294 types and 7,858 specimen living in 
the botanical garden as a part of the museum. It is a botanical garden equipped 
with a total of 5 plant halls, central garden, and 2 exhibition halls with spaces 
constituted by themes. In 'Fun Plant Hall' you can see moving plants, insect-eating 
eating plants, and plants with a unique fragrance. In 'Aquatic & Fern Plant Hall' there 
are aquatic plants and fern plants. In addition, 'Tropical Fruit Tree Hall' has tropical 
plants bearing fruit, and 'Fleshy Plant Hall' created an artificial desert with cactuses. 
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Suseok culture is an area of traditional culture which 

appreciates the profoundness created by nature. Its history 

dates back to the Three Kingdoms of Korea. According to 

the 13th Century document, 'Hwaeomjongsahwaejeon,' the 

first Suseokin was Wonhyo and Uisang. While currently, 

150,000 people enjoy Suseok culture in 600 nationwide 

Suseok associations, Jeong Cheol-Hwan has donated 

Suseok which he has collected for 30 years, and based on 

this, Bucheon Museum of Suseok was founded. Suseok, 

fossils, and tourmaline collected in the country and abroad 

including Nam Han River is on display at this museum. All 

information related to Suseok such as its history, forming 

condition, types and characteristics, excavation site, and appreciation method is displayed here. It 

not only exhibits but also runs hands-on learning classes every year to enhance the understanding 

and appreciative eye of citizens about Suseok 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Exhibition Hall It tells you everything about Suseok through actual Suseok and 
documentations. You can appreciate Korean suseok as well as suseok from China 
or Indonesia. It provides various information through a touch screen. and you can 

even view the exhibition and collections through a video image. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Over 2,400 suseok and suseok data First Opened October 2004 

Museum Hours 10:00rv18:00(Mar. rvOct.), 10:00rv17:00(Nov. "-'Feb.) Closed Every Monday, 

New Year's Day, Lunar New Year's Day, Chuseok, and the.·Following Day after a National 

Holiday Admission Adults 1,500 won(group 1,300 won), Youth 1,000 won(group 700 won), 

Children 700 won(group 500 won), Elderly over age 60 and Disabled Free of charge(group 

fee applied to over 20people) Address 8 sports complex, Chunui-dong, Wonmi-gu, 

Bucheon-si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 032-655-2900 Homepage www.bcmuseum.or.kr 

Transportation Public Transportation Take bus No.3, No.8, No.75, No.606 at Bucheon 

station, or take bus No.95, No.016-2, No.019-2 at Sosa station, or take bus No.90 at 

Jungdong New Town and get off at Bucheon Sports Complex. By Car Exit Gyeongin 

Expressway at Bucheon I.C. and head towards Sports Complex intersection. Get off at 

Sinwol I.C. and head towards Sports Complex crossroads after passing through Seobu 

Freight Truck Terminal and Jakdong Tunnel. Get off Gyeonin Expressway at Bucheon I.C. 
and pass GS department store to head toward Sports Complex crossroads. Nearby 

Attractions Wonmi Park, Central Park, Bucheon Fantastic Studio, Aiins World etc. 

Various Suseok 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Making Seokbujak Bucheon Museum of Suseok runs a hands-on learning class 

for making Seokbujak every quarter. Seokbujak is inserting fern or wild flower 

on a rock and growing it, which is an indoor gardening method passed down 

from the old days. Its advantage is that you can grow your own plant in your 
room as a nature-friendly program. Besides this, there are programs like rock 
exploration, Jwadae(seat) making, and Suseok classes currently underway. Visit 
the museum if you are interested in Suseok. 
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Tbis is a museum opened on December 14, 2004 to learn 

~he spirit and wisdom of our ancestors instilled in our 

traditional bow, kukgung, and preserve and pass down 

our bow culture to the next generation. From the old days, 

the Bucheon area is a place that has been following in the 

footsteps of archery and manufacturing bows for almost 

200 years, and is a perfect place for a bow museum. In 

the exhibition hall, there are bows, arrows, and Hwacha(a 

two wheeled cart that fired numerous arrows) on display, 

and you can find out about the history and production 

process of bows and arrows. Especially, it owns over 240 

articles from the deceased Kim Jang-Gwan, the intangible cultural asset no.47 and bow and arrow 

craftsman, and also holds over 400 bow related materials. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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General Exhibition Hall It displays relics like bows, arrows, and arrowheads by era. 

Donation Exhibition Hall It displays the scene of the late Kim Jang-Hwan working 

on bows during his lifetime, and his articles after his death. Hands-on Learning 

Center It is a space for making bamboo bows, and holding lectures. Video Room 

It displays videos that show you how bows are made, and the material it uses. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Over 240 arrow, arrowheads, related relics Museum Hours 10:00~ 
18:00(Mar . ~Oct.), 10:oo~17:00(Nov.~ Feb.) Closed Every Monday, New Year's Day, 
Lunar New Year's Day, Chuseok Holidays, and the Following Day after a National Holiday 
Admission Adult 1,000 won(group 800 won), Youth & Military 800 won(group 500 won), 
Elementary school students & Kindergartners 600 won(group 300 won) etc. Address 8, 
Sports Complex, Chunui-dong, Wonmi-gu, Bucheon-si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 032-614-0720 
Homepage www.bcmuseum.or.kr Transportation Public Transportation Take bus No.3, No.8, 
No,75, No.606 at Bucheon station, or take bus No.95, No.016- 2. No.019-2 at Sosa station, 

or take bus No.90 at Jungdong New Town and get off at Sports Complex Get off By car 
Gyeongin Expressway at Bucheon I.C. and head towards Sports Complex crossroads. Or 
Get off at Sinwol I.C. and pass Seobu Freight Truck Terminal and Jakdong Tunnel and head 
towards Sports Complex crossroads. Get off at Bucheon I.C. from Gyeongin Expressway 
and pass GS department store to Sports Complex crossroads. When using Gyeongbu 
Expressway, get off at Singal I.C. and head towards Suwon on Local Route no.42. After 
going straight for 15 minutes, make a left at Suwon Nambu Police Station crossroads 
Nearby Attractions Wonmi Park, Central Park. Bucheon Fantastic Studio, Aiins World etc. 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Ma king Ba mboo Bows Nat ional 
bow craftsman Lee Su-ja supervises 

making bows. This program was 

designed to help children feel the 
excellence of our traditional bows 
during the process. 

Various Bows and Hwacha 

NOTE 

Gakgung{Korean Bow) This is the most representative bow of Korea, which is 
a composite bow made out of different materials. As a mangung pulled after 
overturning it, it is classified into Hugung and Janggung according to the length 

of the bow angle. Furthermore, it is classified into bows for exhibition, for practice, 
for Yeonak{palace music?). and for practice according to its use. The bow used 
for battles or hunting was made out of six materials such as Gunggansang, horns, 
tendon, glue, yarn, and lacquer. 
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- Western Gyeonggi 

Seonbawi Museum of Art 
Address 445, Gwacheon-dong, Gwacheon-si Tel. 02-507-8588 

This is an art museum built inside a pleasant environment 

at Gwacheon, which was established by the genre painter 

Lee Seo-Ji to revitalize the disappearing traditional 

customs and preserve records. There are over 1000 works 

of miist Lee Seo-Ji who takes the lives and customs of 

our ancestors, and nature as his theme. It also owns and 

displays traditional dolls and miniature village models of 

doll artists Kim Si-on. Moreover, the art museum holds 

exhibitions, lectures, and hands-on education to enable 

visitors and local residents to see, feel, and experience 

traditional culture and arts. 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 
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Five Friends of Traditional Culture It is a social education program sponsored 
and participated by Seonbawi Art Museum and 4 local children's center in the _ 

Gwacheon area. This is a program for experiencing our culture in a total of 5 
areas. Cultural Lecture This is a cultural lecture held in a season when it is 
convenient for you to take cultural studies course during winter vacation and the 

spring semester. It holds lectures on various topics such as animation, book art, 
western art history, photo academy, and silk dyeing. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Traditional dolls and models along with genre painting of artist Lee Seo

Ji First Opened 2004 Museum Hours 10:00~1B:OO(Mar.~Oct.), 10:oo~17:00(Nov.~Feb.) 

Closed Every Monday Admission Adult 4,000 won(group 3,000 won), Youth 3,000 

won(group 2,000 won), Children 2,000 won(group 1,500 won), Children under 3, Elderly 

over age 65, and the Disabled Free of charge Address 445, Gwacheon-dong, Gwacheon

si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 02-507-B588 Homepage www.seonbawi.com Transportation 

Public Transportation BOrn from Subway line No.4 Seonbawi Station By Car When using 

Gyeongbu Expressway, get off at Yangje I.C. and head in the direction of Gwacheon, BOrn 

from Seonbawi Station Nearby Attraction Gwacheon Confucian Academy, Bogwangsa, 

Seoul Racecourse Park, Seoul Grand Park, Seoul Land, Yeonjuam Hermitage etc. 

Inner View 

NOTE 

Genre Painting This refers to paintings with the theme of lives and customs our 

ancestors in the past. Genre painting warmly depicts the scene of traditional 

customs and living, and sights of all the cultures from the Joseon Dynasty to 
modern times. It is a genre with a realistic sense and a characteristic of a record, 

which gives the older generation thoughts of home and sentiments of the past, and 

also serves as a good material for helping the younger generation understand how 

our ancestors used to live. 

Sandfish 
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Seongho Memorial Hall 
Address 163, Seonghogil, Sangrok-gu, Ansan-si Tel. 031-481-2574 

This is a memorial hall that have collected, stored, and 

is exhibiting the academic achievement and historical 

material of the great Silhak Philosopher, Yi lk(1681-

1763) who was born in Ansan. Tllis place was founded 

based on the donations from the late Yi Don-Hyeong, the 

descendent of Seongho. Inside the memorial hall, there is a 

pennanent exhibition hall that displays the poems, letters, 

and books of Seongho, a planned exhibition hall that 

explained his representative work, 'Seonghosaseol' in an 

easily understandable manner, and a video theater showing 

the life of Yi lk. The memorial hall owns major works 

Ansan-si 

~ .. 
· ' 

of Seongho, and collection of works by Sung Confucianists like Toegye Yi Hwang, and a diverse 

range of collections such as Silhak related books. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Permanent Exhibition Hall II displays poems, letters, and 
books by masler Yi lk. Planned Exhibition Hall It explains 
lhe representative work of Yi lk, 'Seonghosaseol' in a easily 
understandable way. Video Theatre It displays the life of 
Master Yi lk in video format. Hands- on Learning Center It 
runs a hands-on learning class for learning the representative 
Silhak thought of master Seor.gho. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Books and related documents of Master Seongho etc. 
May 2002 Museum Hours 9:00"-19:00(Mar. "-Oct.), 9:00"-18:00(Nov. "-Feb) 

Frist Opened 
Closed Every 

Monday, New Year's Day, Lunar New Year's Day, Chuseok Admission Adult 500 won(group 
300 won), Youth & Military 300 won(group 200 won), Children 200 won(group 100 won), 
Children under 7, Elderly over 65. The Disabled. National Man of Merit. Group with over 
100 Students Free of Charge Address 163, Seonghogil, Sangrok-gu, Ansan-si, Gyeonggi
do Telephone 031-481-2574 Homepage seongho.iansan.net Transportation Public 
Transportation Take bus No.11, No.11-2, No.76, No.71, No.99-1, No.125. Use bus No.301 at 
Yeongdungpo Station. Get off at Subway Line No.4 Sangroksu Station and head towards 
Seongho Park. By Car Take Suin Industrial Road No,42 and head towards Seongho road. It 
is right next to the botanical garden. Nearby Attractions Daebudo, Nuae Island lighthouse 
Observatory, Byeolmangseonji, Seongam Village, Seongho Park, Sihwa Lake, Ansan 
Botanical Garden, Grave of Yi lk, Pungdo etc. 

Works and Autograph of Master Seongho 

NOTE 

Seonghosaseol When Master Yi lk was almost 80 years old, his nephew, Yi 
Byeong-hyu compiled his writings which was written for 40 years. It is a book in 
the form of an encyclopedia with diverse in-depth knowledge about current affairs 
as well as astrology, history, legal system, economics, sacrificial rites, customs, 
Western Learning, and literature. The master tagged the meaning of modesty to a 
thing called heretical doctrine in a sense that it is minute and useless. The best 
pupil of Master Seongho, Master An Jeong-bok reedited about one third of the 
entire book, and published 'Seonghosaseolyujeon' before he died. 
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Anson Fishing Village Folk Museu 
Address 717, Seongam-dong, Danwon-gu, Ansan-si Tel. 032-886-0126 

It is exhibition hall located on Tando of Daebudo, which 

was established to discover, preserve, and exhibition the 

traditional folk customs and fishing culture of Ansan 

fishing village that is gradually disappearing, and inherit 

and develop the fishing village culture. In the exhibition 

hall, there are explanations on the historical background 

of the Daebudo area, and its foreshore, the important site 

of the life of fishing villages, and the unique folk culture 

of fishing villages on display. Furthermore, on weekends, 

the museum runs hands-on learning program for families 

in which the whole family can learn and enjoy the 

diverse folk culture of Korea. The Tando area where the exhibition hall is located has the West Sea 

foreshore, which is one of the 5 major foreshores of the world, and is perfect for a family outing 

willing to have hands-on experience. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Exhibition Hall No.1 It displays marine relics with Ansan 

history and ecological environment as its theme. Furthermore, 
you can see dinosaur footprint fossils found at a stone pit 

in Tando and dinosaur egg fossils discovered in Sihwa lake. 
Exhibition Hall No.2 It holds an exhibition taking fishing 

culture as its theme. You can take a look at the foreshore, 
the site where Ansan fishermen make a living, salt farm 

diorama, and the history of various fishing gear and boats. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Fishing village related relics in Ansan area Museum Hours 9:00~18:00 

Closed Every Monday, New Year's Day, Chuseok, Lunar New Year's Day Admission 
Adult 2,000 won(group 1,500 won), Youth & Military 1,500 won(group 1,000 won), Children 

1,000 won(group 700 won), National man of merit. Disabled. Children under 6. Elderly 

over 65 Free of Charge Address 717, Seongam-dong, Danwon-gu, Ansan-si, Gyeonggi

do Telephone 032-886-0126 Homepage www.ansancs.net Transportation Public Trans

portation Get off at the terminal of bus No.123 from Gojan New Town By Car Take 

Yeongdong Expressway and get off at Wolgot I.C., and head towards Sihwa sea wall. 

When you approach Daebudo, head towards Youth Training Center, English village, 

and Tando port. Take Seohaean Expressway and get off at Bibong I.C., head towards 

Songsan past Namyang and Sagang to approach Daebudo. Then, head towards Youth 

Training Center, English village, and Tando port. Nearby Attractions Daebudo, Nuae 

Island lighthouse Observatory, Byeolmangseonji, Seongam Village, Seongho Park, Sihwa 

Lake, Ansan Botanical Garden, Grave of Yi lk, Pungdo etc. 

NOTE 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Weekend Family Education 
Program It runs diverse program 

that the entire family can enjoy. 
It provides programs such as Big 
Catch festival-making paper boats, 

Daebudo The Gold Mine of Fishing Villages In Korean traditional culture. there is a custom of making 

pine trees stand on both side of the gate and hanging a gold chain if you give birth to a child. If it is a 
boy, you insert a charcoal and red pepper, and if it is girl, you insert a charcoal and a pine tree. The 

red pepper symbolizes a man, and the charcoal plays the role of disinfecting the gate, the entrance to 
the house. On the other hand, a pine tree symbolized a woman, which has a symbolic meaning to keep 
one's fidelity and live a long life. 
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- Western Gyeonggi 

]1 

Anyang History Museum 
Address 1112, Galsan-dong, Dongan-gu, Anyang-si Tel. 031-38g-5252 

It holds exhibition with the history and culture of Anyang 

area as its major theme. The museum consists of folk 

history document room, movie history room, traditional 

craft room, and planned exhibition haiL It is also equipped 

with a storage room, morgue, and video room. When you 

enter the exhibition space, it will be a good opportunity 

for you to look at the history and cultme of Anyang from 

a diverse perspective since you can see what it was like 

dlll'ing the prehistoric age, also view its unique product and 

modem living appliances. It helps the visitors understand 

the history of Anyang through video and sound facilities. 

Another interesting sight was the model of Anyang city during the 1960s. Since it was first opened, 

it is being used extensively as an onsite learning center for youth, and is receiving a good response 

from local residents as a hands-on learning classroom. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Folk History Document Room You can see Anyang city 

through a chronological table, its prehistoric relics, Buddhist 

culture, traditional housing, Anti-Japanese patriots, folk 

customs, and tangible cultural properties. Anyang Movie 

History Room You can view the history of Korean movies 

and Anyang film studio with a video. Planned Exhibition 

Hall Since its opening, il has opened planned exhibitions of 

a diverse genre from traditional culture to modern arts. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections earthenware, craftwork, living appliances etc. First Opened September 
2004 Museum Hours 9:00~18:00 Closed Every Monday, New Year's Day Admission 
Free Address 1112, Galsan-dong, Dongan-gu, Anyang-si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 
031-389-5252 Homepage www.ayac.or.kr Transportation Public Transportation Take 
village bus No.3 or intracity bus No.3 at Subway Line No.4 Beomgae Station, and 
get off at Freedom Park By Car Approach Gilsan-dong and Uiwang-sit from the Seoul 
Ring Expressway, and make a left, it is inside the Freedom Park. Nearby Attractions 
Manangyo, Sammaksa, Samseongsan, Anyang Waterland, Anyang Resort, Hakuicheon 
walk etc. 

Traditional Craftwork Room 

NOTE 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Traditional Living Culture Hands-on 
Learning Class You can listen to a 
lecture on our traditional culture. 
Art Appreciation Class This is a 
program where you can experience 
diverse drama genre and watch 
performances. 
Children's Creativity Hands-on 
Learning Class We have structured 
the program so children can enjoy 
and have interest in art through art 
play. 
Hobby Development Class This is 
a program where you can learn 
how to play instruments such as 
the flute, saxophone, and drums. 
Special Program You can experience 
various areas such as performance, 
dance, and Ko rean traditional 
percussion quartet. 

Anyang Film Studio It was founded by Hong Chan in 1g57, and was the largest 
film studio in the Orient in Seoksu-dong marking its second heyday as it was 
acquired by director Shin Sang-ok in 1963. Although it was a place where many 
stars and directors of a brilliant silver screen used to work in, it has been worn 
down by the passing of time. However, due to the recent establishment of the new 
film art center in 2003, it is receiving the spotlight again. 
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European Porcelain Museum 
Address 8, Chunui-dong, Wonmi-gu, Bucheon-si Tel. 032-661-0238 

This is a specialized theme museum consisting of 

European porcelain along with crystal(glass) works, 

antique furniture fi·om 18th Century to modem times. lt 

was first opened in 2003 as the cunent musewn Curator, 

Bokjeon Yeon-ja donated European porcelain collected for 

several decades. You can witness works such as Meissen 
from Ge1many which developed white porcelain for the 

first time in Europe, Sevres of France with a gorgeous 
decoration, and the British Royal Wooster that instills the 
grace of the Royal family, and the porcelain picture frame 

directly drawn by the top artists in Europe all in one place. 

In addition to that, the musewn is introducing new works 

through continuous cultw-al exchange with foreign counhies, and is developing education and 

hands-on experience programs in which you can expe1ience various cultt.u·es and arts. It is an open 

musewn that is being reborn as a composite cultt.u·al space where citizens can appreciate and enjoy 

collections comfortably like their home. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Exhibition Hall It displays porcelain works such as porcelain 
flower vase, decorations, dinner service, and porcelain frame 
from every European nation from 18th~20th Century, In 
addition to that, you can find out how Europeans live since 
there is a Meissen space arranged with Meissen works from 
Germany, and a space reproducing a 19th Century European 
dining room. Video Room It shows a video introducing the 
origin and reputation of European porcelain. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Over 900 European Porcelain, Glass(Crystal), Table ware etc. First 

Opened May 2003 Museum Hours 10:00rv18:00(Mar."'0ct.), 10:00rv17:00(Nov.rvFeb.) 

Closed Every Monday, New Year's Day, Chuseok, and the Following Day of a National 

Holiday Admission Adults 1,500 won(group 1,300 won), Youth 1,000 won(group 700 won), 

Children 700 won(group 500 won), Elderly over 65 Disabled Free of charge Address 8, 

Sports Complex, Chunui-dong, Wonmi-gu, Bucheon-si, Gyeonggi- do Telephone 032-661-

0238 Homepage www.bcmuseum.or.kr Transportation Publ ic Transportation Take bus 

No.3, No.8, No.75, No.606 at subway line No.1 Bucheon station, take bus No.95, No.60, 

No.56 at Sosa station, or take bus No.23- 5 at Jungdong New Town and get off at Bucheon 

sports complex By Car Get off at Sinwol I.C. and pass Seobu Freight Truck Terminal and 

Jakdong Tunnel to Sports Complex crossroads. Get off at Jungdong I.C. from Seoul Ring 

Expressway and pass GS department store to sports complex Nearby Attractions Bucheon 

Fantastic Studio, Aiins World, Korea Comics Museum, Natural Ecology Museum etc. 

Meissen Room Din ing Room 

NOTE 

These are decorative dolls displayed in Meissen room, which depicts the scene 
where three pairs of lovers exchange gifts under a tree and check their affection 
for each other. Especially, porcelain dolls excellently depict the social atmosphere 
that used to be in fashion at the time. You can read different stories from poses or 
expressions from such as the scene of noblemen on an outing, and dolls depicting 
the dating customs of noblemen and common people. 
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Jebiwool Museum 
Address Mt. 38-1, Galhyeon-dong, Gwacheon-si Tel. 02-3679- 6000 

Jebiwool Museum was founded by Sinchang Construction 

CEO Kim Yeong-Su, who has been living in Gwacheon for 

14 generations, as a part of an education project for children 

and youth. The art museum at Jebiwool village located on 

the outskirts of Mt. Cheonggae is working hard to make 

sure children and the youth have a healthy human nature by 

providing planned exhibitions and education programs with 

educational value. Furthermore, another goal of the art 

museum is to have a smooth communication and an easy 

explanation about modem arts from the perspective of the 

audience who is being alienated day after day in the diverse 

flow of modem arts. To do this, the art museum is expanding meaningful planned exhibitions 

centered around Korean modem arts. In addition to this, it is planning a program for supporting 

young artists and an international exhibition reflecting the overseas art trend. 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 
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Hands-on Learning Program It is running programs focusing 
on hands-on learning such as making ecology plant diary 
with ecology researchers. 
Art Museum Club Activities There are diverse activities like 

summer art school, art club, and drawing club. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Modern art works such as paintings, media art First Opened 2002 

Museum Hours 10:30~18:00(Mar.~Oct.), 10:30~17:00(Nov.~Feb.) Closed Every Monday, 

New Year's Day, Chuseok, and During the Period for Exhibition preparation Admission 

Free(Admission may be different for planned exhibitions) Address MI. 38-1, Galhyeon

dong, Gwacheon-si. Gyeonggi-do Telephone 02-3679-0011 Homepage www.jebiwool. 

org Transportation Public Transportation Take intracity bus in front of Gwacheon city hall 

and use Galhyeon Oktapgol line(Check for times in homepage, and you must say you'll 

to the bus driver that you will get off Jebiwool Art Museum when boarding the bus), 

Take bus headed for Gwacheon or Sadang at Subway Line No.4 lndeogwon station and 

get off at military unit. Then, walk 25 minutes towards Gwacheon recycling center, Get 

off at Subway Line No.4 Government Complex Gwacheon. By Car Head straight towards 

lndeogwon from Government Complex Gwacheon. and at the intersection in front of the 

military unit, make a left in the direction of Gwacheon recycling center. Nearby Attraction 
Gwacheon Confucian Academy, Bogwangsa, Seoul Racecourse Park, Seoul Grand Park, 

Seoul Land, Yeonjuam, Ononsa. and Grave of Yi Hang-bok 

(Autumn of Woopo) by Lee Ho-Jung (Unbongwasong) by Min Jeong-Gi 

NOTE 

'Double Click' Exhibition This is an exhibition about technology art. As you can see from the 25 works 
exhibited as a new art genre of the 20th Century, technology art refers to a real-time in-progress work 
that is not ultimately complete if it does not breathe with the audience with the expansion of the Internet, 
interaction, and promptness. There are many works that is easy to see and understand in the 'Beautiful 
Software' created by technology artists participating in this exhibition. The artists used technology as a 
material or tool for artistic creation, and want their aesthetic values to draw near to the audience like a 

fun game they can enjoy when they turn on the computer. Jebiwool Art Museum looks forward to 
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Housing and City Museum 
Address 175, Gumi-dong, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si Tel. 031-738-3903 

Korea National Housing Corporation is a specialized 

museum established with housing culture history and 

urban history as its theme. From it was atTanged to have 

a bird-eye view of the history of housing from the Old 

Stone Age to the present, and the history of the city fi·om 

ancient colonies to the modem city. Inside, you can find out 

about the order in which a house is built and the structure 

of traditional Korean housing with a touch screen and 

magic vision, and you can have hands-on leaming about 

wood structure through the joint and fitting. In the planned 

exhibition hall, tr·aditional wood tools like inkpad case, 

adze, saw, sand paper, chisel, and hammer, and relics like Joseonhwaneosunglam, and Cheonha 

map is on display The musemn is planning to introduce various planned exhibitions and educational 

programs with housing and city as its theme. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Introductory Section There is a guide map and sculptures. Past Madang You 
can see the prehistoric age, chronological table of housing history, documents, 
lealures of Korean architecture, traditional Korean-style housing, and joints and 
fittings. Present Madang It consists of changes in our village, architecture in the 
world, and traditional housing in the world. Future Madang It introduces the future 
residential life in 3D panel. Korea National Housing Corporation Madang You 

can see major complexes of Housing Corporation apartments, the footsteps of the 
Korean National Housing Corporation, and a PR video of the corporation. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections housing model, relics related to housing and the city etc. First Opened 
1997 Museum Hours 10:00"-'17:00(weekdays), 10:00"-'13:00(Saturday) Closed Every Sunday, 
National Holiday, Labor Day Admission Free Address 175, Gumi-dong, Bundang-gu, 
Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031-738-3903 Homepage museum.jugong.co.kr 
Transportation Public Transportation Get off at Subway Bundang Line Ori station exit No.1 
and head to the 2nd floor of the annex building of the Korea National Housing Corporation 
building By Car Take Gyeongbu Expressway at the southern part of Hannam Bridge, and 
approach Bundang from Pangyo I.C. Nearby Attractions Manggyeongam Maae Yeorae 
Jwasang, Maengsan Nature School, Bongguksa, Seohyeon-dong Matgoeul, Sunae-dong 
gaok. Shingu Botanic Garden, Yuldong Park. Central Park, Hyojachon Food etc. 

Inside the Exhibilion Hall 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

lnkpad Case Sculpture At the entrance of the museum exhibition, you can see 
sculptures of inkpad case. lnkpad case is a tool used when a carpenter draws 
lines, and becomes the most basic construction work. There are 3 types of 11 
displayed inkpad cases which are made to move up and down. On the upper 
part of the case, there is a Samtaeguk which symbolizes the ultimate reality of 
the universe in harmony with the inkpad case. 
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Changjo Natural History Museum 
Address 184-1 , Shincheon-dong, Sihung-si Tel. 031-435-1009 

1bis is a natural history museum centered on creationism, 

which was established to historically and scientifically 

prove the creation of God. There is a display of relics which 

includes over 20 types of moving dinosaurs and dinosaur 

skeleton, large scale crinoid fossi l along with minerals, 

fishes, shellfish, butterfly insect, birds, dipping specimen, 

plants and trees . In addition, it has been constantly 

collecting information on natural history and creation 

science, and is running a hands-on learning program 

through professional lecturers. The museum consist of tree 

space, playground, fossil excavation experience, Mongol 

tent, tree fossil park, and outdoor rabbit cage, and provides the best environment to visitors. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Main Hall It displays relics based on creationism such as dinosaurs and the 
universe. Inside there is a multimedia hall and an exhibition hall of various 
organism and animals. Fossi l Excavation Experience This is a place where 
you can experience excavating a fossil firsthand. Mongol Tent It has restored 
the tents used by Mongolians in the past. Ecology Hands-on Learning 
Center This is a space where you can study about ecology of nature. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Fossils, dinosaur models, birds, insect specimen etc. First Opened Mar. 
2005 Museum Hours 10:00"'17:00(Tues. "'Sat.), 13:00"'17:00(Sun.) Closed Every Monday, 
Sunday Morning, Following Day of National Holiday, New Year's Day, Lunar New Year's Day 
and Chuseok Holidays Admission Adults 7,000 won(group 6,000 won), Students. Children 
6,000 won(group 5,000 won), 5,000 won per family with 3 or more members(Family fee), 
Siheung citizen 2,000 won discount Address 184-1, Shincheon-dong, Siheung-si, Gyeonggi
do Telephone 031-435-1009 Homepage www.cjmuseum.net Transportation Public Trans
portation Get off at lncheon Subway Sosa Station and take bus No.1. Get off the bus at 
Shincheon-dong, Hanshin APT and make a right at the first traffic signal in the direction 
of Shincheon elementary school. Then, after going straight for 150m, make a left. By Car 
Take Seoul Ring Expressway(in the direction of llsan) and get off at Shincheon l.C., and 
head 700m towards Bucheon. Then, make a right and go straight for 1km. Afterwards, 
pass Shincheon elementary school and head straight for 200m in the direction of City 
Hall, Then, make a right, go straight for 50m, and make a right again. Nearby Attractions 
Getgol Ecology Park, Okku Park, Gwangokji Sorae Port etc. 

Fossil & Constellation Display 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Free Creation Science Seminar 
Both individuals and groups can 
take the course. and received 
applications on a first-come-first
served basis. It consists of a 
program that specifically explains 
the theory on creation science. It is 
provided on the fourth Saturday of 
every month. 
Creation Science Camp This is 
a program which holds seminars 
or science experiment concert by 
inviting current science teachers or 
science related professors. 
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Crinoid and Dinosaur Land Hands-on Experience Center Crinoid is an ultra big 
fossil of echinoderm like sea urchins or starfish. The Crinoid currently owned by the 
museum boasts being the world's largest fossil. Over 20 different types of dinosaur 
models are also reproduced in detail. Although you cannot actually see a real 
dinosaur, you can imagine the sight of the earth in the past through these models. 
Besides this, you can experience falling into a black hole, and can find a cool 
fossil when you pass a stalactite cave. 
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Railroad Museum 
Address 374-1, Weolam-dong, Uiwang-si Tel. 031- 461-3610 

The history of the Korean railroad is surpassing 1 00 years ~~" 

since the first opening of the railroad between Noryangjin 

and Jemulpo on September 18th 1899. The railroad 

museum is a space for preserving and displaying the 

history, collections, and various historical docwnents of the 

railroad. With the Railroad high school railroad memorial 

hall at Yongsan, Seoul in 1981 serving as its migin, it has .. ~,. 

reached the present as it expanded and relocated into the 

railroad education complex at Uiwang-si , Gyeonggido in 

1988. Especially, from 2000, it is having a good response 

from visitors by providing more collections and space for 

hands-on experience through starting a private commission. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Exhibition Hall No.1 It consists of central hall, history room, and vehicle room. 
Exhibition Hall No.2 It consists of electricity, signal, and communication room, 
facility maintenance room, transportation, operating room, and future railroad room. 

Outdoor Exhibition Hall It displays steam locomotives, VIP passenger cars, diesel 
locomotives, and metro electric cars. Since the vehicles actually used in the field 
is on display, visitors can board the cars. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections 5,000railroad related museum collections & historical documents First 

Opened January 1988 Museum Hours 9:00~18:00(Mar.~Oct.), 9:00~17:00(Nov . ~Feb. ) 

Closed Every Monday, The Following Day of a National Holiday, New Year's Day, Lunar New 

Year's Day & Chuseok Holidays, Other Days Designated by Korail President Admission Adu lt 

500 won(group 400 won), Children. Youth 300 won(group 200 won) Children under 6. Elderly 

over 65 Disabled Free of charge(Group fee applied to group with over 30 people), Free 

limited to 1 person accompanied by Korail member(Faci lity fee separate) Address 374-1 , 

Weolam.dong, Uiwang.si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031- 461- 3610 Homepage www.korail. 

com Transportation Public Transportation Get off at Uiwang Station(formerly Bugok Station) 

and walk 10 minutes. By Car When using Gyeongbu or Yeongdong Expressway, get off at 

Bugok I.C. and make a right in the direction of Bugok. When using Seoul Ring Expressway, 

head towards Uiwang Station from Gocheon sageori, and it is 300m from directional sign for 

Railroad Museum Nearby Attractions Baekun Lake, Cheonggyesa, Mt. Cheonggye etc. 

NOTE 

The Oldest Co ll ect ion in the 
Museum This was the autographed 

letter of Kim Gi.su, which was a letter 

for inquiring the recipient's health in 

1881. Mr. Kim Ki-Su wrote about his 

impression of riding a train for the 

first time through 'lldonggiyu'which 
he wrote after coming back from 
Japan as a diplomat. By doing this, 
he introduced the railroad for the 

Mika Steam Locomotive and Diesel Locomotive first time in Korea. 

VIP guest car Train Operating Room 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Korail Children's Train Drawing Contest This is a drawing contest for children, 
the future railroad customers. Submissions are received from May 1st to October 
31st every year, and prize-winning works are displayed along with prizes. The 
craftwork using natural material like straw and grass is a program for helping children 
experience how our ancestors used to apply materials from nature in their daily living. 
Meanwhile, making natural soap is a hands-on learning program where visitors can 
make soap in a desired shape and material. 
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Choi Yong-shin Memorial Museum 
Address 56 Haebitnagil, Sangrok-gu, Ansan-si Tel. 031-481-3040 

The Choi Yong-sin Memorial Museum opened Nov.22, 

2007 inside Evergreen Tree Park, which is located at 56 

Haebitnagil, Sangrok-gu, Ansan-si, where her Saemgol 

Teaching Center used to stand. This two-story museum 

building has exhibition halls and a visual room on the first 

floor, and an office and education center on the second 

floor. Founded by one of her former students, Hong Seok

pil, the museum is a true manifestation of his love and 

respect for the late teacher. At the entrance to the exhibition 

halls stands a Diorama reproduction of Saemgol Teaching 

Center. Highlights of the museum collections include 

Choi Yong-shin's Order of Merit for National Foundation, 

the original edition of Evergreen Tree( circa 1936), the bestseller novel based on her story, Korean 

textbooks of the time, and her bible. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Saemgol Teaching Center Saemgol Teaching Center, where she taught while 
leading the agricultural community enlightenment movement, is reproduced 
as a Diorama. Visual Resource Corner Visual essays about Choi Yong-shi's 
achievements and interviews with her surviving students can be viewed. Scene 
of the Classroom The Korean textbooks and bibles that she used are on display_ 
Evergreen Tree This is where visitors can see how her spirit has been passed 
down and lives on today_ 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Over 200 pieces of memorabilia associated with Choi Yong-shin 
Museum Hours 9:00-18:00 Closed Every Monday, New Year's Day, and Harvest Moon 
Festival Weekends Address 56 Haebitnagil, Sangrok-gu, Ansan-si, Gyeonggi-do(879-4, 
Bono-3-dong) Telephone 031-481-3040 Transportation Public Transportation Take No.4 
subway, get off at Sangroksoo Station. Walk five minutes Nearby Attractions Memorial 
Center inside Evergreen Tree Park, Choi Yong-shin's Grave, Cornerstone of the Original 
Saemgol Teaching Center, Juniper Planted by Choi Yong-shin, and a Stone Monument of 
Shim Hoon's literature. The Museum is also Close to a Food Court Alley, and Evergreen 
Tree Station. 

The rose of Sharon embroidery 

NOTE 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Little Exhibition: 'New Books & 
Old Books' The Choi Yong-shin 
Memorial Museum in Ansan held a 
small exhibition in March this year 
titled 'New Books & Old Books' with 
over 60 collections including the 
first Korean textbooks printed after 
the Liberation, and old textbooks 
used during colonia l days_ The 
small exhibition. the theme of which 
is 'education' as idealized in the life 
and vision of Choi Yong-shin while 
she was alive. is chronolog ically 
classified into three sections: 
Japanese colonial days_ after 

Inside the Exhibition Hall the liberation, and the textbooks 
used by Choi Yong-shin. Visitors 
can compare the history, Korean 
language, and citizenship textbooks 
both from colonial days and later 
times. and can have a more realistic 
experience of the kind of education 
that child ren received during the 
Japanese colonial days at Saemgol 
Teaching Center. 

Small Exhibition-Connected Education Program The Choi Yong-shin Memorial Museum in Ansan has 
developed an education program in connection with the current exhibition. Titled 'Building a Saemgol 
Teaching Center', the program is designed for families to experience history in a personal way_ All sessions 
available at the museum have been created with the aim of providing better access to the life and 
educational philosophy of Choi Yong-shin. Those participating in the program sessions are briefed first on 
what they will learn, via PPT in a conference room. They will then have a guided tour of the exhibition halls, 
and a visit to the education center on the second floor for their own personal experience opportunity_ 
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Chunghyeon Museum 
Address 1085-16, Soha 2-dong, Gwangmyeon-si Tel. 02-898-0505 

This is a place where the remains and relics of Yi Won

Ik(l547-1634), a gentleman as well as a scholar, and his 
descendents are kept and preserved. The master was the 

4th generation descendent of the 12th son of Taejong, 

Ikryeong-gun, who served as the prime minister of Joseon 
dynasty for 3 tenns during the reign of King Seonjo, King 
Gwanghaegun, and King lnjo, and is well-known as 'Oti 
Ptime Minister.' The place where the museuin is located 
is a place where the master spent his last days, and has 
Gwangamdang granted by King lnjo to Yi Won-Ik, and 

also has designated cultural propetties such as the shrine, 

Oriyeonwoo, Chunghyeonji, and Jongtaek. You can feel 
the elegance of scholars since there is Tangumam where the master used to play the geomw1go(a 

Korean zitherlike instmment), a 400 year old Chukbaek tree, and the recently restored Pungyokdae, 

and Samsangdae. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Chunghyeon Hall It is displaying the portrait scroll, autograph, message, collection 
of writings of the master, and old documents, wooden furniture, and shuttlecock 
of his descendents. Through the will written by his own hands, and the poem for 
his granddaughter, you can feel the attentive side of him as the head of a family 
rather than a strict prime minister. Outside Exhibits Gwanggamdang, Oriyeongwoo, 
Chunghyeonji, Samsangdae, Pungyokdae, Grave of Yi Won-lk, and Sindobi is on 

display_ 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Over 600 remains including the portrait of Yi Won-lk designated as 
National Treasure No.1435 First Opened October 2003 Museum Hours 10:00"-'17:00 
Closed Every Monday, Big Holidays Admission Adults 3,500 won, Youth 2,500 won, 
Group over 20 people. Elderly over age 65: 20% discount Address 1085-16, Soha 2-dong, 
Gwangmyeon-si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 02-8g8-0505 Homepage www.chunghyeon. 
org Transportation Public Transportation Take bus no.5627 at Subway Line No.2 Guro 
Digital Complex Station and get off at the museum. Or Take village bus No.1 or bus No.1-1 
a,t Subway Line No.1 Seoksu Station and get off at the public parking lot. Take bus No.17 
at Subway Line No.7 Chilsan Station, and get off at Chunghyeon high school By Car Take 
Nambu Sunhwan Expressway and head towards Soha samgeori on Siheungdaero. Nearby 
Attractions Noonsa Reservoir, Cheolsan-dong dolmen, Yeongheewon, Chunghyeonji , Grave 
of Admiral Yi Sun-sin, Gureumsan etc. 

Major Collections 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Traditional Making Class It runs 

periodic programs for children that 
teaches them how to make food 
out of traditional materials or how to 
make objet. 
Traditional Craftwork It deals with 
materia ls adu lts can enjoy as 
hobbies such as making Korean 
paper. 

Ori Yi Won-lk The master who lived in difficult time left a number of achievements 
when he served in public office. He has improved the watch system of soldiers 
so that it would be spread throughout the nation, and during his time as a Anju 
moksa, he recommended mulberry tree, and earned the nickname, 'Yigongsang'. 
During the Japanese Invasion of 1592, he distinguished himself by recapturing 
Pyeongyang as the governor of Pyeongando, and have rendered distinguished 
services in overcoming the Japanese lnvation by supervising military affairs as a 
Dochechalsa of 4 provinces. 
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Land Museum 
Address 217, Jeongja-dong, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si Tel. 031-738-8995 

This is a museum established by the Korean Land 

Corporation to pursue an understanding about land and 

land development, and to create a new land culture. The 

museum which consists of exhibition halls, storage space, 

and office space holds approximately over 31 ,000 related 

materials. It not only conducts exhibitions and collects 

remains but also performs cultural relic surveys and even 

runs a Land Museum College. The Land Museum College 

which consists of high quality lectures is getting a good 

response from local residents and adults, and cultural relic 

survey is composed of details that make the best use of the 
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public features the land museum has such as excavation survey of Gaeseong Industrial Zone and 

Narnhansanseong temporary palace site. This place is being reborn as a place which functions as a 

specialized museum as well as a space where local residents can share its culture. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Exhibition Hall This shows the lives of our ancestors through 

a planned exhibition. Since the content of the exhibition 

changes periodically, it is best to check the content of the 

exhibition before visiting. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Over 31,000 Land relics First Opened July 1997 Museum Hours 
10:00"-'17:00 Closed Every Sunday, National Holiday, Every 1st of Aprii(Foundation Anniversary 
Day), Labor Day Admission Free(Admission of group with more than 30 people must be 
reserved in advance) Address 217, Jeongja-dong, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi
do Telephone 031-738-8995 Homepage www_landmuseum_co.kr Transportation Public 
Transportation Take bus No.45-2, No.1005, No.9000 at Gwanghwamun, bus No.1001 or No.116 
at Jamsil station, Bus No.2002, No.6006, No.1005-1 at Gangnam Station, and Bus No.1005 
or No.736-1 at Gan9nam Express Bus Terminal, Bus No.2000-1 and No.2002-1 at Yangjae
dong, Or Bus No,77-1 or No,700 at Suwon Station. By Car Get off at Pangyo toll gate from 
Gyeongbu Expressway and go straight towards Bundang. Make a right at Central Park, 
and make a right again at the milestone, and go straight. Then, alter passing through two 
underpasses, make a lett at the point where the road changes into a 1 lane road as it passes 
by E-mart and the downhill comes to an end. Nearby Attractions Manggyeongam Maae 
Yeorae Jwasang, Maengsan Nature School, Bongguksa, Seohyeon-dong Matgoeul, Sunae-dong 
Gaok, Shingu Botanic Garden, Yuldong Park, Central Park, Hyojachon Food etc. 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Land Museum College It started 
out from 2000 for revitalizing the 
local culture and for citizens to enjoy 
culture. It consists of a diverse range 
of in-depth lectures and survey on 
Korean culture and world culture. 
Exhibition Commentary Program 

This is an exhibition commentary 
program performed with specialists. 
It is conducted on a group of more 
than 20 people(elementary school 
students and over). 

Major Collections 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

Perpetual Calendar Year 15 Bunjaegi(1587) It is a general rule for the property 
inheritance system of early Joseon dynasty to provide inheritance by equal 
distribution to all the children. However, with the mid 17th Century as the turning 
point, this kind of rule gradually faded, and switched over to preferential inheritance 
to the eldest son. This Bunjaegi was written in 1587 before the Japanese Invasion, 
and is a valuable material for finding out about the tradition of inheritance by equal 
distribution without distinction of sex. 
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Pearl S. Buck Memorial Hall 
Address 566-9, Simgokbon-dong, Sosa-gu, Bucheon-si Tel. 032-668-7563 

This is a place for commemorating Mrs. Pearl S. Buck 

who worked for Korean half-breed children and needy 

people all her life. In the exhibition hall, Mrs. Pearl S. 

Buck's mementoes, books, and photos are on display, and 

the benevolent spirit of Mrs. Buck who worked hard to 

eliminate the social inequality and prejudice is living and 

breathing eve1ywhere. The noble spirit of Mrs. Pearl S. 

Buck who tried to give hopes and dreams to all the children 

in the world looking beyond where they are from gives 

us a good lesson as we live in a world today where multi

cultural families are growing due to international marriages. 

The memorial hall is currently operated under commission from Pearl Buck International Korea to 

Bucheon city. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Exhibition Hall You can see various remains related to Mrs. 

Pearl S. Buck here. Of special note, you can view her 

records such as the actual script of her novel, 'The Good 

Earth', her Nobel Uterature award, and her Pulitzer award. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Remains related to Mrs. Pearl S. Buck First Opened September 2006 
Museum Hours 9:00~18:00(Mar.~Oct . ), 9:oo~17:00(Nov.~Feb. ) Closed New Year's 

Day, Lunar New Year's Day and Chuseok Holidays, Mondays, and the Following Day 
of a National Holiday Admission Free Address 566-9, Simgokbon-dong, Sosa-gu, 
Bucheon-si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 032-668-7563 Homepage www.pearlsbuckhall. 
or.kr Transportation Public Transportation Get off at Subway Line No.1 Bucheon Station 
and walk 15 minutes towards Simgokbon-dong. By Car Get off at Bucheon l.C. taking 
Gyeongin Expressway, and make a right at Bucheon station crossroads, and go straight 
for 600m. Then, make a left and head straight for 200m, and it is around the rear gate 
of Lotte Apartment. When using the Seoul Ring Expressway, get off at Siheung l.C. 
and head towards Bucheon and Sosa. Then, while taking Gyeonginro, go straight until 

Bucheon Station crossroads. Afterwards, go straight for 600m, then, make a left and head 
straight for 200m, and it is around the rear gate of Lotte Apartment. Nearby TAttractions 
Wonmi Park, Central Park, Bucheon Fantastic Studio, Aiins World etc. 

Inside the Exhibition Hall 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Pearl S. Buck Multi-Cultural Creative 
Writing Contest & Concert This is a 
creative writing contest and concert 

for Bucheon-si elementary school. 
which is held every fall. 
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Pearl Sydenstricker Buck(1892. 6. 26~1973. 3. 6) Pearl S. Buck who was born in Hillsboro, West 
Virginia, US grew up in China up to 15 following her parents who were missionaries. After graduating from 

Randolph-Macon Woman's College, she went back to China and taught students at Nanjing University and 

wrote the masterpiece of the century, 'The Good Earth.' In 1949, as she founded an adoption agency 
called Welcome House for half-breed children in many Asian nations born from US soldiers during the 
war, she seriously set out on her social business for these children. In 1965, she has established the 
Pearl S. Buck Foundation Korea Branch, a welfare organization for half-breed children. 
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Korea Comics Museum 
Address 8, Bucheon Sports Complex, Chunui-dong, Wonmi-gu, Bucheon-si, 
Tel_ 032-320-3745 

This is the first musewn specializing in comics in Korea. 

It was established by receiving the support of the Ministry 

of Culture & Tourism and Bucheon city, and is being 

operated by Bucheon Comics Information Center. It has 

data room, exhibition hall, and subsidiary facilities. The 

data room displays the history and types of comics, how 

it is produced, the works of major comic artists, and rare 

comics, and the exhibition hall hosts various planned 

exhibitions for comics. Besides this, there are also spaces 

for showing animation movies, comics, and a space for 

visitors to draw up comics themselves. Major exhibited 

works include 230 comic drafts of 50 famous comic artists like 'Mr.Gobau' by Kim Seong-Hwan, 

and 665 rare comics in the 1950s and 1970s such as 'Journey to the West' by Park Gi-dang. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Data Room This is a space where you can examine the flow 
of Korean comics and its historical significance. The works that 

have brought glory to the history of Korean comics is classified 
by chronology, genre, and comic artists. Exhibition Hall It 
holds diverse planned exhibitions for comics. Experience Hall 

There is a video theater, reading room, and an old comics 
shop which restored the comics shop in the 1g70s. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Modern Korean comics and animations etc. First Opened October 2001 

Museum Hours 10:00~18:00(Mar. ~Oct.), 10:00~17:00(Nov. ~Feb.) Closed Every Monday, 

New Year's Day, Chuseok, Lunar New Year's Day Admission Adults 3,000 won(group 

2,000 won), Students 2,000 won(group 1,500 won), Children 1,500 won(group 1,000 won). 

4-member families 6,000 won, Elderly over 65 years. Basic Uvelihood Security Recipients. 

Disabled: Free Address 8, Bucheon Sports Complex, Chunui-dong, Wonmi-gu, Bucheon-si, 

Gyeonggi-do Telephone 032- 320-3745 Homepage www.comicsmuseum.org Transporta

tion Public Transportation Take Bus No.60, No.95 at Sosa Station. or Bus No.23-3, No.8, 

No.3, No.606 at Bucheon Station, or Bus No.700 at Songnae Station, or take bus No.013-1, 

No.95-1, No.23-5 at Yeokgok Station, and get off at Bucheon Sports Complex By Car Get 

off at Bucheon I.C. and make a left towards Bucheon. Then, after going straight, make a 

left underneath the overpass at Home Ever crossroads, and head straight for 5 minutes 

Nearby Attractions Wonmi Park, Central Park, Bucheon Fantastic Studio, Aiins World etc. 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Hands-on Learning It is divided up 

into group program during the week 

and family program on weekends. 
It is a training done using characters 
which is receiving a massive 

response from children. 

Restoration of a Comics Shop in the 1970s 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

Hand-on Experience Programs It 
is running a program rich with 

comic-style imagination such as 

making story character books and 

character buttons, Round-and-Round 

with Tops. making candle mascots, 
and making character picture farms 
with colored clays. 

Rare Comics Corner It displays memorable comics that have given cool adventures 
and fantasy to children when they didn't have much entertainment 50 years ago. 
This corner exhibits old comics that are really hard to find now. Especially, it is a 
corner where you can see Korean comics during the 1950s to 1960s such as 'Koiubu 
Romance of the Three Kingdoms' by Kim Yong-Hwan. '3000 Leagues in Search of 
Mother' by Kim Jong-rae, and 'Vakdoni and Yeongpali' by Bang Yeong-jin. 
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Korea Camera Museum 
Address 330, Makgye-dong, Gwangmyeon-si Tel. 02-502-4123 

It was first opened for the purpose of the area of camera 

and photography, which takes up a part in modern 

industrial society, in playing the role of a fertilizer in the 

national industrial development as well as to help people 

who are interested in photography. It was formerly a 

privately-established camera museum, which was founded 

by the photo artist and businessman, Kim Jong-Sae, and 

was independently operated by being registered on the 

Ministry of Culture & Tourism in 2002. Then, it officially 

opened its gates in line with the Seoul ICOM 2004. The 

museum has relocated to a new building to the current 

location in Gwacheon in 2007. It is a specialized museum which holds a diverse range of materials 

such as over 3,000 cameras, over 6,000 types of various lenses, the first stereopticon, photo printer, 

and various accessories. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Special Exhibition Room No.1 It is presenting a diverse range 
of special exhibitions according to different themes. Special 

Exhibition Room No.2 It is a space for permanent exhibition 
of cameras from all over the world. 



INFORMATION 

Major Col lections 15,000 cameras, lenses, accessories etc. First Opened June 2004 
Museum Hours 10:30~18:00(Mar. ~Oct.), 10:30~17:00(Nov.~Feb.) Closed Every Monday, 
New Year's Day, Chuseok, Lunar New Year's Day, Exhibition Preparation Period Admission 
Adult 4,000 won(Group over 20 people 3,000 won), Elderly over 65 3,000 won(group 2,000 
won), Youth 3,000 won(group 2,000 won), Children 2,000 won(group 1,000 won) Address 
330, Makgye-dong, Gwangmyeon-si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 02-502-4123 Homepage 
www.kcpm.or.kr Transportation Public Transportation 20m from Subway Line No.4 
Seoul Grand Park Station By Car After passing by Gwanmun crossroads from Sadang, 
use underpass and overpass. Then, after arriving at the Seoul Grand Park Station 
samgeori, make a right Nearby Attractions Gwacheon Confucian Academy, Bogwangsa, 
Seoul Racecourse Park, Seoul Grand Park, Seoul Land, Yeonjuam Hermitage, Ononsa 
Guesthouse, Grave of I Hang-Bok 

Lighter Camera 

NOTE 

Special Exhibition The exhibits currently opened to the public from the museum are 
only 10 percent of the entire collection. Undisclosed collections are circulated and 
on display through 4~6 sessions of special exhibition every year. In the special 
exhibition, the museum is planning to classify the works into functions, countries, 
and types. You can witness the masterpieces, historical cameras, and rare products 
that greatly contributed to the development history of the world camera. 
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- We tern Gyeonggi 

KRA Equine Museum 
Address Inside Racecourse Park, 685, Juam-dong, Gwacheon-si 

Although the horse is currently active in sports like horse 

riding or horse racing, in the past, it took part in transporting 

goods, transportation, and communication. It played a very 

large role as a means to expand the active range of humans. 

Like this, horses became the driving force behind human 

civilization and cultural development. The Korea Racing 

Authority has first opened the KRA Equine Museum in 

line with the opening of Seoul Olympics in 1988, and has 

opened horse culture relics and materials to the public. The 

museum is continuing its efforts to properly establish our 

past that is being forgotten, accurately interpret and suceed 

the achievements in civilization of our era today, As a part of this, it has conducted academic studies on 

horse riding culture, published series of studies on horse culture, and has introduced the restoration and 

demonstration of horseback military arts. It is also a specialized museum perfect for hands-on learning. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Exhibition Hall It displays relics and historical documents 

related to horses. You can also meet up with ancient arts 
with the horse as its theme such as Korean calligraphy or 

folk paintings. 



INFORMATION 

Major Col lections 1,500 collections retated to horse culture history and horse racing 

history First Opened September 1988 Museum Hours 9:oo~18:00(Mar.~Oct.), 9:00~17:00 

(Nov.~Feb.) Closed None Admission Free Address Inside Racecourse Park, 685, Juam

dong, Gwacheon.si, Gyeonggi-do Homepage company.kra.co.kr Transportation Public 

Transportation Get off at Subway Line No.4 Seoul Racecourse Park Station By Car Head 

straight towards Gwacheon using the overpass at Subway Sadang Station crossroads 

Nearby Attractions Gwacheon Confucian Academy, Bogwangsa, Seoul Racecourse Park, 

Seoul Grand Park, Seoul Land, Yeonjuam Hermitage, Ononsa Guesthouse, Grave of I 

Hang-Bok etc. 

Inside Exhibition Hall 

NOTE 

When did horses first appear in Korea? About 120 million years ago, when the 

first horse appeared in Korea, it was said to have been very big. However, it 
grew smaller since Korea had a lot of food for them in summer but didn't have 

anything to eat other than dried grass in winter. If you take a look at the part 
related to Buyeo in 'Samgukjiuijidongijeon', there is a record that there was a 
cavalry who used bows and swords while riding on a fine horse. In addition, there 
was a small horse in Goguryeo which was called 'horse under fruit' because it was 
so short that you can pass beneath fruit trees even if you ride on them. 
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- TRAVEL INFORMATION 

-------- --------- --------- -( 
Fantastic Studio 

The open set of SBS drama 'Vain Sidae' within the 

. Bucheon Video Complex. It is a movie set that has 

restored the streets of Jongno around the liberation 

period to tell the life story of the hero, Kim Doo-han. 

Nearby Museums & Art Museums 

Korea Comics Museum (p_ 130) 

/ 
' / 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
TEL. 032-236-2582 fantasticstudio.or.kr 1 

____ ___ ___ _________________ 1/ 

• ,."I 
L-L----------------------------------------------------1 ' 

I 
I Gaetgol Eco Park 

Gaetgol Eco Park is well-known as a Sorae salt farm 

area. 'Gael Water Seashore Learning Class_' in which 

chi ldren study animals and plants growing around 

tidewater while going around the eco park is popular. 

Nearby Museum & Art Museum 

Changjo Natural History Museum(p. 118) 

/ TEL. 031-310-3951 siheung.go_kr 

~---------------------------

·---------------------------( 
Lotus Flower Theme Park 

A la rge scale lotus flower complex right next 

to the · first plantation for lotus flowers called 

'Gwangokj i'. From July_ various lotus flowers 

such as white lotus, fragrant white lotus, and red 

lotus, and over 50 kinds of pond lil ies like Cyox 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

/ 
' / 

I / 
TEL. 031-310-2571 1 I 

and Madame Kane boast their magnificent looks. 

--------------------------~ 

• /I 

~-L---------------------------
Anyang Art Park 

An art park buill around the valley between MI. 

Gwanak and Mt. Samsung. It transformed into an 

art park as artworks of 52 prominent artists from 

home and abroad were installed into the park. 

It is popular as a date course_ 
Nearby Museum & Ar t Museum 

Anyang History Museum(p. 110) 

/ TEL 031-389-5550~2 
~----~------------------------
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Dakgogae Dang Forest 

Dang Forest won the Award for Excellence at 

'the 3rd National Beautifu l Forest Contest .' This 

is a forest that has held religious services for 

the well -being of lhe village, It is most beautiful 

during the scarlet maple season. 

TEL. 031-390-0663 

/ 

___________________________ / 

. 
,"I 

L-L--------------------------
Daeya Library Nuri Observatory 

Nuri is a genuine Korean word meaning 'the 

world.' In Nuri Observatory, another 'world of stars' 

unlike the earth world beauti fully unfolds before 

your very eyes. There are quality facilities that 

will give dreams to children such as observatory, 

astronomical universe hall, 4 Dimensional Theater, 
planetarium etc. 

/ TEL. 031-501-7100 gunpolib.or.kr/nuri 

~---------------------------

. 

Chungkeisa Temple 

A temple famous for its Udambara flower. 21 

Udambara flowers blossomed around the left 

eyebrow of the Buddhist Goddess of Mercy 

among Buddhas preserved at the Gukrakbojeon 
of Chungkeisa temple. 

Nearby Museums & Art Museums 

Railroad Museum(p. 120) 

"I 

~-L---------------------------1 I 

Sihwa Lake Reed Swamp Park I • J• -~ I 
1 ~h;-~; ·," 

' / 

/ 
I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

This is an artificial swampland created by 
afforesting aquatic plants such as reeds to treat 

' '_,' r .'~li~~~· "',~'f'' ~;":-
~ '4-~"~"J;.~~~"~z,i,.,-. ~ 1'1 ~ .... ,:.t;.: "' ·.~;3 

large amounts of polluted water flowing into 
Sihwa Lake. You can observe aquatic plants 
along the wooden boardwalk. 

I I Nearby Museum & Art Museum 

i ) Ansan Fishing Village Folk Museum(p. 108) 

I / TEL. 031-400- 1400 sihwa.kowaco.or.kr 

~---------------------------

--- _:~-- ~ ' ' . ".,. 
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• ,/I 

Mora Folk Market 

' /I 
/ I 

-------~--------------------( I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

is a mountain with a relatively steep hiking trail J 

with 650m in height. When you reach the top ot 1 

the ridge, a colony of pampass grass spreads J 

out betore you. When you stand on top of the I 

mountain. the long watercourse ot Nam-Han River J 

and Buk-Han River comes into view. 
1 

) 

TEL. 031-790-6341 1 / 

---------------------------~ 

This is a market with every thing between the 

densely crowed parasols. The sound of merry 

music made by travelling medicine salesman and 

wheat-taffy sellers brings back memories of the 

old markets in the countr yside. 

TEL. 031-721-9905 

----------------------------( 

'*"·lf¥11 
It is called 'Mt.Dodeok(Korean for 'morality')' because 

of a legend lhal the Gods gathered on this 

mountain to discuss morality and virtues. The major 

hiking trail is 1.5km long from behind Gwangmyeong 

7 dong Jungang Heights to Haan 1 dong drainage 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

/ 
' /I 

1 I 

TEL. 02-2680-2339 1 I 
pump center. which takes about 1 hour. 

__________________________ 1/ 

(---t-------------------------- -.---~-""'"-------------. 
I I 

/ 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Hanam Arboretum 

This place brings in trees to be thrown away 

and revives them to healthy trees by treating its 

wound. Over 5,000 trees such as pine trees. 

willow trees, and gingko trees receive the ca re 

I of the arboretum. 

: TEL. 031-790-6413 
/ 

~----------------------------
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Festival Calendar -

Ansan Cross Culture Festiva l/ International Street Play Festival 

Location Ansan-si area I Inquiries 031-481-4022 

Gwangmyeon Ori Culture Festival 

Location Ori Yu Won-ik relic at Gwangmyeong-si I Inquiries 02-2680-2063 

Uiwang Children's Fest ival 

Location Wangsong Lake, Nature Learning Park I Inquiries 031-345-2069 

Bucheon International Fantastic Movie Festiva l 

This is a movie festival recognized by not only movie manias but also 

citizens for its unique works. 

Location Boksagol Culture Center at Wonmi-gu, Bucheon-si 

Inquiries 032-345-6313~4 

Gwacheon Night Horse Racing Festiva l 

Location Juam-dong, Gwacheon-si. Gyeonggido 

Inquiries 1566- 3333 

Seongnam Tancheon Festival 

Location Seongnam Art Center 

Inquiries 031-783-8000, 031-729- 2972 

Bucheon International Cartoon Festival 

Location Boksagol Culture Center 

Inquiries 032-329-2787 

Ansan Daebudo Grape Festival 

Location Daebudo area, Ansan-si I Inquiries 031-481-2317 

Ansan Byeolmangseong Art Festival 

Location Ansan-si area I Inquiries 031-485-3844 

Gwacheon Hanmadang Festival 

Location Gwacheon area I Inquiries 02-3677-2755 

Paju Heyri Festival 

Location Heyri indoor & outdoor stage, Paju-si I Inquiries 031- 948-9831 

Uiwang Baekun Art Festival 

Location Baekun Lake, Hakui-dong, Uiwang-si I Inquiries 031-345-2069 

Ansan Danwon Art Festival Kim Hong-do Festival 
Location Danwon Exhibition Center, Ansan-si I Inquiries 031-413-5566 

Seongnam Culture & Art Festival 
Location Seongnam Art Center Opera House area 

Inquiries 031 - 729-4806, 2982 

Paju Gaeseong Ginseng Festival 
Location lmjingak square , Munsan-eup, Paju-si I Inquiries 031-940-4904 

L----- - ----- ----- ------------- ----- -- --- ---- ----- ----- --- ---- --
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Southern Gyeonggi ~ 



Southern Gyeonggi I encompasses districts Suwon, Anseong, Yongin and Hwaseong. In just Yongin 
alone, there are about 10 museums and exhibition halls. Centered around this area, there 
are many museums and art museums with various themes as well as museums attached to 
universities. This area is full of theme museums where history and art go hand in hand such 
as a museum where we can see the history of Korean maps as well as our traditional culture 
of filial piety, Christian culture, and brassware culture, which is renowned worldwide. 



Overview of 
Museums and Art Museums 
Southern Gyeonggi 

Yongjoosa Temple Filial 
Piety Museum 

Hwaseong-si 

The University Of 
Suwon Museum 

Biblical Archeology Museum 
of Hyupsung University 

Osan-si 

Yongin 
Universit\ 
Museum 



seum 

Dungji Museum 

Commerce 
Museum 

~ Anseong 3.1 Movement D Memorial Hall 

~ 
lachum 
•m 

Kyonggi University Museum 

031-249-8901 useum.kyonggi,ac.kr 

Gyeonggi Provincial Museum 

031-288-5400 ww.musenet.or.kr 

Kyunghee University Hyejung Museum 

031-201-2011~4 maps.khu. ac.kr 

Dungji Museum 031-333-6789 www.dungji.or.kr 
The Amore Museum 

031-285-7215 useum.amorepacific.co.kr 

Museum of Maga 

031-334-0365 www.magamuseum.co.kr 

Myongji University Museum 

031-330-607 useum.mju,ac.kr 

Nam June Paik Art Center 

031-201-8500 www.njparlcenter.kr 

The University of Suwon Museum 

031-220-2341 www.museum.ac.kr 
Suwon Art Center 

031-228-3647 www.suwonartgallery.com 
Shinsegae Commerce History Museum 

031-339-1234 www.shinsegae.com 

National Map Museum 031-210-2667 museum.ngii,go.kr 
Anseong Machum Museum 031-676-4352 
Yongin University Museum 031-8020-3001~2 

le-Young Contemporary Art Museum 

031-213-8223 ww.icamkorea.org 
Korean Deung-Jan Museum 

031-334-0797 www.deungjan.or.kr 
Korean Art Museum 031-283-6418 www.hartm.com 
Hyupsung University the Biblical Archaeology Museum 

031-292-7782 www.uhs.ac.kr 

H1story & Htstoncal Figures 

Samsung Transportation Museum 

031-320-9900 www.stm.or.kr 

Anseong 3.1 Movement Memorial Hall 

031-651-0741 41.anseong,go,kr 

Yongjoosa Temple Filial Piety Museum 

031-234-0040 www.Yongjoosasa.or.kr 
Ho-Am Art Museum 

031-320-1801 www.hoammuseum.org 

Sejung Old Stone Museum 

031-321-7001 www. stsmuseum.co.kr 



- Southern Gyeonggi 

Kyonggi University Museum 
Address San 94-6, 1-Eui-dong, Youngtong-gu, Suwon-si Tel. 031-249-sgo1 

Kyonggi University Museum first opened on Oct. 27, 1983 

and then re-opened on June 01 , 2006 after moving to a 

single building in Dec. 2005. Major museum collections 

are various agricultural machines and implements from 

Gyeonggi-do where Suwon is located, Chungcheong-do, 

Gyeongsang-do, Jeolla-do and Jeju-do and 500 works of 

folk paintings. Besides, this museum collects and exhibits 

jade craftsworks of Okjang Jang Joo-won, No . 100 

Important Intangible Cultural Asset and relics excavated 

through cultural relic survey. Along with exhibitions, 

it carries out continuous study on arts and sciences, ie 

agricultural folk customs research and excavation and survey on cultural assets, and as the result of 

such studies, publishe around 30 scientific journals. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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1st Floor, PR Room photos of 60-year history of Gyeonggi University. 1st Floor 
Special Exhibition Hall holds its own special exhibition and is open to support 

quality exhibition of students 1st floor, Jade Craftswork Gallery exhibits artworks 
of Okjang Jang, Joo-won, major intangible cultural asset no.100 chair-professor of 
Gyeonggi University. 2nd Floor, Folktale Gallery has the most folktale painting 

collections nationwide and does an exchange exhibition annually. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections relics including folk painting, agricultural folk items First Opened 

Oct. 1983 Open Hours 10:00~17:00(school months), 10 :00~15:00(holiday) Closed 

on Weekends, Public Holidays, University Anniversary Day(Nov. 08) Admission Free 

Address San 94-6, 1-Eui-dong, Youngtong-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031-

249-8901 Homepage museum.kyonggi.ac.kr Transportation Public Transportation subway 

line No.2 or 4 Sadang Sta. Bus No.7000. No.m, No.1550-3, subway line No.2 Jamsil 

Sta. Bus No.1007, No.1007-1, No.1115-1, No.1115-5, Subway Line No.2 Gangnam Sta. 

Bus No.3001, No.3007. No.1550 Subway Line No.5 Gwanghwamoon Sta. Bus No.5500, 

No. 5500-2, Subway Line No.3 Apgujeong Sta. Bus No.6800 make a right at Gyeonggi 
University By Car Gyeongbu Highway, at Singal I.C towards lncheon & Ansan, pass Dong 

Suwon(east suwon) toll gate and Dong Suwon I.C. then will arrive at Gyeonggi University 

Nearby Attractions Hwaseong, Hyowon Park, Mountain Gwanggyo, Suwon Old Pine Tree 

Belt, Woncheon Public Garden, Paldal Park Onsugol Hot Spring, etc. 

Major Collections 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Have Fun at Kyonggi University Museum! Available Mon thru Fri for lower 

grades of elementary school and kindergarten children. This program enables 
kids to better understand relics and get familiar with relics through coloring. 
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Gyeonggi Provincial Museum 
Address Sangal-dong 85, Giheung-gu, Yongin-si Tel . 031-288-5400 

It was opened to hand down and develop the history 

and traditional culture of Gyeonggi-do. It is currently 

conducting key activities including research & collection, 

excavation of provincial relics, maintenance of collections, 

promotion of societal education and cultural events 

for understanding of traditional culture. In addition, 

the museum makes an effort to meet cultural needs of 

Gyeonggi-do residents By Carrying out cultural exchange 

& partnership business and occasional events in line with 

globalization. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Natural History Room It takes an in-depth look into how earth was born. and 
how the global environment changed over the years. Antique Art Gallery 
exhibits relics and artworks through which visitors can get to know better 
about the artistry and taste of our ancestors. Documents Gallery Visitors 
can see the life of the past through letters. Folk Life Gallery How was 
the everyday life of our ancestors? Visitors can learn through various relics 
related to the necessities of life such as food, clothing and housing. Gallery 
of Paintings and Writings Relics of artistic value such as various epistle, 
folding screen. paintings of flowers and birds. etc. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections total 3,500 relics and 4,000 study & research books such as books. 
treasure and paintings of national treasure grade, 6 Gyeonggi-do tangible cultural assets, 

various paintings, relics, craftworks, ceramics, classical books First Opened June 1996 
Museum Hours 09:00~18:00 Closed Every Monday, New Year's Day Admission Free 
700 won for age 25~64(group 550 won), 200 won for age 19~24(group 250 won), Free 
of charge for age 18 or under. Elderly over age 65. the Disabled(reservation is required 
in the event of group visit 20 or more) Address Sangal-dong 85, Giheung-gu, Yongin-si, 
Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031-288-5400 Homepage www.musenet.or.kr Transportation 
Public Transportation Gangnam Sta.(via Yangjae) Bus No.1560. No.5001-1, Jansil Sta. 
Bus No.1116, Yeoeuido(via Sadang) bus No.7007-1, Gwanghwamoon(via Boondang) Bus 

No.5500-1, Nonhyun Sta. Bus No.9404 make a right at Gyeonggido Provincial Museum 

By Car Gyeongbu highway and Youngdong Highway, Singai-Ansan highway, at Singal 
five-way crossing next to Suwon IC, 10 min walk towards Korea Folk Village Nearby 

Attractions Everland, Caribbean Bay, Korea Folk Village, etc. 

Inside lhe Exhibition Haii(Gallery) 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

Various Cultural Programs Gyeonggido Provincial Museum not only provides good 
collections and exhibitions but also holds various educational programs and events 
for different generations. For children, available programs include learning of our 
culture, sketch of cultural assets, historic expedition, etc. and for family, experience 
field survey, museum tour, cultural film and performance, etc. and also for adults, 
museum academy, cultural study & training for teachers, program for housewives 
and Korean cultural experience for foreigners living in Korea. 
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Kyunghee University Hyejung Museum 
Address 4F, Central Library, Kyung Hee University, Seocheonl-dong 1, Giheungl
gu, Yonginl-si Tel_ 031-201-2011~4 

This museum was established to study academically maps 

and documentary data donated by Prof_ Kim Hae-jeong 

at Kyung Hee University and collected historical records 

and documents related to an old map such as old map and 

map book produced in the West from 16th to 20 century. 

It is the institute of arts and sciences which studies history, 

geography and culture of neighboring countries centered 

around Korea and not only experts but also adults and 

students without knowledge can view it with fun_ Special 

exhibitions include <Finding the name of East Sea>, <Jeju 

Island on the western old map> <Search for our land and 

history> and <Republic of Korea, COREA> and also hands-on leaming programs are conducted for 

children and adults. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Gallery(Exhibition Hall) 1 Everything about an old map including concepts 
and viewing methods for old map and world map, making process, etc_ 
Gallery 2 shows old maps and changes and development from the era of 
the three states, Goryeo and Joseon Dynasty_ Visitors can see old maps of 
China and Japan and inquire into Korea indicated in an old map made by 
the Western. Gallery 3 Our land and sea is displayed on an old map. The 
history of Ulleungdo and Dokdo comes into view at a glance and a new 
perspective for this area is provided. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections 3,000 items of old western map, map book, old book, old paintings 

and writings and folk relics. 300 pieces are on display now First Opened May 17, 2005 

Museum Hours 10:00"-'16:00 Closed on Weekends, School Aanniversary Day, Public 

Hholidays Admission Free(Free parking coupon distributed at Museum) Address 4F, 

Central Library, Kyung Hee University, Seocheon-dong 1, Giheung-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi

do Telephone 031-201-2011"-'4 Homepage oldmaps.khu. ac.kr Transportation Public 

Transportation Gangnam sta. Bus No.5100,. No.1550-1, Jamsil Sta. Bus No.1112, Yeoeuido Bus 

No,7007-1, Gwanghwamoon Bus No.5500-1 , Sadang Sta. Bus No,7000, Guro Digital Complex 

Sta. Bus No.900, Seongnam(Bundang) Migeum Sta. Bus No.7. No.?-2, Sangdaewon Bus No. 

116-3 make a right at Kyung Hee University By Car at yangjae I.C pass Pangyo and continue 

to Singal junction, at the traffic light of Suwon I.C. turn left for farther 3km Nearby Attractions 

Kyung Hee Astronomical Observatory, Simgok Auditorium, Everland, Wawoo Temple, Hakil 

Village, Korea Folk Village, Hantek Botanical Garden, Hwangsaewool Tour Farm, etc. 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Museum History & Culture Class 
prog ram conducted quarterly, 
consists of old map experiences. 

Inside the Museum 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

Beautiful Country, Republic of Korea-Korean Peninsula Korea started to be 
displayed on the old western map from mid 16th century and was drawn as a 
long peninsula, an island of inverted triangle shape or a round island. It was 
the beginning of 18th century when such an incorrect shape became realistic. 
Korea was marked d ifferently such as 'Korea' or 'Corea' depending upon 
which country seized its authority or sovereignty. 
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Southern Gyeonggi 

Dungji Museum 
Address 1-2, 2-1 Jookreung-li, Wonsam-myun, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si 
Tel. 031- 333-6789 

Dungji Museum shuns urban style of quick viewing and is 

rather a cultural resting place where people can take a break 

in nature. It is comprised of art & calligraphy gallery, life 

history exhibition hall, cartoon exhibition hall and spaces 

are arranged in a way that our generation can experience 

the culture experienced by older generations. This museum 

conducts parent curatortraining program called 'Mom and 

Daddy are Teachers' which induces parental education, 

recognizing the importance of parental education and 

communication in a family. 

EXHIBITION HALL 

Museum 

Life History Exhibition Hall exhibits 50,000 items of modern & contemporary history 
from Japan's colonial rule to now. It is full of various living articles such as used 
goods, antique telephone with various shape and usage, disappearing VCR, black
and-white TV, etc. and also exhibits liquor bottles from worldwide. Art Calligraphy 
Gallery the origin of Dungji Museum conducting special exhibition of calligraphy 
and artworks collected by the chief director for around 30 years. 
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INFORMATION 

Major Collections living goods used in modern and contemporary age, Korean cartoon, 
artworks and calligraphic works, etc. First Opened February 2002 Museum Hours 
10:00"-'17:00 closed on Monday and Tuesday Admission adult 2,000 won(group 1,000 
won) teens 1,500 won(group 700 won) children 1,000 won(group 500 won) Address 
1-2, Jookreung-li, Wonsam-myun, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si. Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031-
333-6789 Homepage www.dungji.or.kr Transportation By Car take Gyeongbu Highway, 
at Youngdong highway exit to Gangreung direction and pass Yangji IC, drive straight 
towards Jincheon on local state road No.17, drive farther along with Yongin Soccer Center 
signboard until Chyungryong village appears on the left. Cross the Chyungryong bridge 
and walk after checking the signboard on the opposite side Nearby Attractions Kyung 
Hee Astronomical Observatory, Simgok Auditorium, Everland. Wawoo Temple, Hakil Village, 
Korea Folk Village, Hantek Botanical Garden, Hwangsaewool Tour Farm. etc 

Life History Exhibition Hall 

Cartoon Exhibition Hall 

NOTE 

Mom and Daddy are Teachers All the galleries and halls of Dungji Museum 
show somewhat unfamiliar era to children or teenagers. Now that the importance 
of communication between family members and education for the whole person 
is stressed, the advantage of this museum is that parents can tell their children 
about joys and sorrows of life in the old days through actual articles and books. If 
there is a chance, it would be good for the father to act as a curator and visit the 
museum with kids. 

Audio Hall 
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- Southern Gyeonggi 

The Amore Museum 
Address Amore Pacific R&D center, Bora dong 314-1 , Giheung-gu, Yongin-si 
Tel. 031-285-7215 

A private museum with women and tea as its main theme 

exhibiting relics related to female accessories, makeup 

tools and tea culture used by ancestors. The museum plans 

a relevant exhibition annually since its opening in 1979 and 

also actively carries out exchange exhibitions with foreign 

countries. It has considerable numbers of collections for 

being the very first makeup I cosmetics museum. There are 

documents such as <Praise for Eastem tea> <Introduction 

to Tea> which are important for study and research of tea 

culture and relics including Goryeo Celadon tea bowl, table 

cups, celadon porcelain incense burner, white porcelain cup 

from the Joseon dynasty, and cups as well as earthenware of Gaya and Silla era. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Tea Culture Gallery exhibits tea wares used for drinking tea such as teacups, 
teapots, burners and relevant documents and paintings. It helps people understand 
the tea culture of Joseon dynasty with the portrait and research books of Buddhist 
monk Choyee who revived dying tea culture in Joseon Dynasty. 
Women Gallery exhibits ornaments & accessories, cosmetic utensils, master 
room (then mistress' room) furniture, etc. well arranged separately to highlight the 
beauty of our women in the history. Properly displayed are gorgeous ornaments & 
accessories made of previous material and impressive furniture. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections 10,000 items of furniture, ornaments & accessories, tea related relics and 
documents paintings First Opened Dec. 12, 1979 Museum Hours 9:00~17:30(admission 
closes at 17:00) Closed on Weekends, Public Holidays, Corporate(inhouse) Off Days 
Admission Free Address Amore Pacific R&D center, Bora-dong 314-1, Giheung-gu, 
Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031-285-7215 Homepage museum.amorepacific.co.kr 
Transportation Public Transportation Seoul Gangnam Sta.(via Yangjae Sta.) Bus No.1560. 
No.5001-1. No.9404, Sadang Sta. Bus No.7007-1, Gwanghwamoon Bus No.5500-1, Jamsil 
Sta. Bus No.5600,. No.1116, Suwon Suwon Sta. Bus No.37. No.10-5, Nam-Moon(South 
Gate) Bus No.58, Bundang Bus No.9404. No.5500-1 No.7007-1. No.1116. No.30 By Car 
Gyeongbu Highway at Suwon IC 10 min towards Korea Folk Village Nearby Attractions 
Kyung Hee Astronomical Observatory, Simgok Auditorium, Everland, Wawoo Temple, Hakil 
Village, Korea Folk Vi llage, Hantek Botanical Garden, Hwangsaewool Tour Farm, etc. 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

Korean Wood Furniture Women Culture Gallery displays the traditional women's 
quarters in the old days restored with things such as a paperterie, mirror, and 
etc. This furniture processed materials with care, basically sticks to the style of 
furniture in detached living room with beauty of simplicity and elegance Visitors 
can appreciate the beauty of Korean wood furniture. 
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Museum of Maga 
Address 263 Dongrim-ri, Mohyun-myun, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si Tel . 031-334-0365 

Established by Song Beon-Soo, a fabric artist as well as 

printmaker, it had been first used as a personal studio Ji"om 

year 1986 to 1993 and then was expanded to a gallery 

gallery specializing in fabric arts and print( engraving). It 

currently supports and activates local arts, acting as the 

public culture facility covering Yongin and Bundang. 

Exhibitions are divided by permanent exhibits and special 

exhibitions. The permanent exhibit displays tapestry 

and print artworks among the list of collections of Maga 

Museum whereas at the special exhibition held 1-2 times a 

year introduce various aspects of contemporary art. 

EXHIBITION HALL 

. 
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Studio is divided up into a workroom for print and various 

formative artworks, and a tapestry room. Indoor Gallery is 
divided by gallery 1 and gallery 2. At usual time, permanent 
exhibitions are held and 1-2 times a year a special exhibition 

is held. Outdoor Gallery lawn open-air gallery exhibiting 
sculpture or installation artworks. 
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INFORMATION 

Major Collections tapestry and print artworks First Opened Sep. 1998 Museum Hours 

11:00~17:30(March~October) 11:00~17:00(Nov.~Feb) Closed on Monday and Tuesday 

Admission Adults 3,000 won(group 2,000 won) age 20-14 2,000 won(group 1,000 

won), below age 13; 1,500 won(1,000 won), the disabled and the elderly over age 65 

Free(reservation required for a group of 10 or more) Address 263 Dongrim-ri, Mohyun. 

myun, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeongi-do Telephone 031-334-0365 Homepage www. 

magamuseum.co.kr Transportation Public Transportation Sadang sta. Bus No.1500-2, 

Jamsil Sta. Bus No.119, Yangjae Sta. Bus No.1500, Bojeong Sta. Bus No.57-1 Alright at 

Dongrim-ri, cross the bridge and walk for 20 min. By Car enter Pangyo on Gyeongbu 

highway 4km drive, pass Paejae hill and Upo tunnel, turn left to Gwangju direction for 

farther 2km and cross the bridge on the right at Dongrim-ri entrance and then drive 

straight for 1.4km more Nearby Attractions Kyung Hee Astronomical Observatory, Simgok 
auditorium, Everland, Wawoo Temple, Cheoin Shrine, Jeong Mongjoo Tomb, Mohyung 

fishing place, etc. 

Inside the Gallery 

NOTE 

Tapestry This is an art genre that expresses desired images or theme by weaving 
threads. While the western has a long tradition in this art field, it is an unexplored 

genre in Korea. Collections of Maga Museum has plenty of tapestry with recognized 
value including one awarded the grand prize at the international tapestry exhibition 
hosted by the Hungary Culture & Heritage Ministry in 2001. Highly recommended to 
visit since it is hard to find it elsewhere. 

Inside the Gallery 

Inside the Gallery 
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- Southern Gyeonggi 

Myongji University Museum 
Address San 38-2 Nam-dong, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si Tel. 031-330-6074 

A comprehensive museum that collects, exhibits, and stores 

extensive records and materials regarding Korea's history, 

culture, arts, folklore, archaeology, art history, and life. 

The museum opened with 100 items of home appliances 

donated by Yoo Sang-geun, founder and dean of Myungji 

Schools in March 1979. It holds continuous exhibitions 

in line with academic research and cultural assets survey 

for contributing to the recognition and enlighterunent of 

national culture. In 2006 late pastor Park Yong-gyu donated 

his collected items related to Korea church history. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Myungji Cultural Heritage Exploration(Field Trip) the experience program where 
people can explore our cultural heritage scattered overseas as well as nationwide, 
and analyze them from a contemporary perspective. As a program run by experts. 
people can be proud of our traditional culture and observe culture & arts from 
various points of view. The program is conducted periodically with a theme and 
introduced are various contents from northern Gyeonggi, Simyang China and 
Goguryeo relics in Dandong. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections living goods from prehistoric age to modern age First Opened March 

1979 Museum Hours 10:00rv16:00(school term). 10:00rv14:00(school holiday) Closed 

on Weekends, Public Holiday, School Anniversary, Temporary off Days Admission Free 

Address San 38-2 Nam-dong, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031-330-

6074 Homepage museum.mju.ac.kr Transportation Public Transportation Gangnam Sta. 

Yangjae Sta. Bus No.5001 No.5001-1 . No.5002, Gwanghwamoon. Seoul Sta. Bus No.5005, 
Gangbyun Sta. Jamsil Sta. Bus No.5600. No.5800, Suwon Sta. Bus No.6000, Migeum Sta. 

Bus No.670. No.820, alight at Myungji University By Car Gyeongbu highway at Suwon 

IC to Korea Folk Village direction. Drive along Myungji Universiry signboard. Nearby 

Attractions Kyung Hee Astronomical Observatory, Simgok Auditorium. Wawoo Temple, 

Cheoin Shrine. Hakil Village, Korea Fold Village, Hantaek Botanical Garden, Hwangsaewool 

Tour Farm. Chae Jae-gong Fret Tombstone. Mountain Bua, etc. 

Letter by Kim Jeong- hui 

I 'I • • 

Letter from King Jeongjo Cheongja Maebyeong(Celadon porcelains with 
small mouth, big shoulders and slim bottom) 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

White Porcelain Dishes(utensils) used in Religious Services Comb teeth pattern 

earthenware excavated in a prehistoric excavation site of Oido and white porcelain 

dishes used in religious services excavated in Yongin. Visitors can see the history 

of the local community and see how our ancestors lived. In this regard, Myungji 

University Museum currently runs the Myungji cultural heritage exploration group 

only for students and parents but plans to expand this program for more people. 
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- Southern 

Nom June Paik Art Center 
Address 85 Sanggal-dong, Yongin-si Tel. 031-201-8500 

Paik Nam June is a Korean-born American artist, who 

is considered to be the first video artist who worked 

with a variety of media including music, video, TV 

and performance art before passing away after years of 

illness in 2006. He was the first to use TV and video in 

art - two major communication tools with tremendous 

impact and communication network - not as a means of 

communication but as a means of creating spaces where 

rut viewers cru1 participate directly in his ruts, or spaces of 

time explosion, or of televisual mandala, where otherwise 

uncompromising different elements can make harmony 

possible. Paik Nam June Art Center is a new cultural space where his legacy is kept alive and being 

passed on, the legacy that moves the botmdary of conventional concept of time and space, and 

expands the possibility of creating ruts that are aesthetic, and sometimes even political. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Multi-Purpose Center This hall on the first floor of the Art Center is 
used for education programs, including lectures and seminars, and to 
play video and films. It has 90 seats. Education Center A variety of 
lectures on arts and culture, and learning opportunities for people from 
all generations and social classes are offered in this education center. 
Cafeteria Drinks and snacks, such as tea and sandwich, and books are 

available in the cafeteria. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Over 60 artworks by Paik Nam June First Opened Oct. 2008 

Museum Hours 10am to 10pm every day. Door closes at 8:30 pm Closed Every Last 

Mondays. Admission Elementary students: 3,000 won(Group: 2,000 won), Junior and 

Senior Highschool: 5,000 won (Group: 3,000 won), General Public: 7,000 won (Group: 

5,000 won), General Public includes college students, and those over 19 years of age. 

Residents of Yongin can have 50% discount Address 85 Sanggal-dong, Yongin-si, 
Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031-201-8500 Homepage www.njpartcenter.kr Transportation 

Public Transportation Take Singal-bound express bus, get off at Singal Ogeori Stop. Art 

Center is ten minutes towards folk village. By Car Ten minutes towards folk village from 

Singal Ogeori near Suwon IC. Art Center is next to the Gyeonggi-do museum, across from 

the Singal High School. 

Robot k-456 Three Elements 

NOTE 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

"Dance With Paik Nam June (NOW 
MOVE)" 

Contemporary Art Expressed in 
Bodily Movements 

For Who For preschoolers and 
their parents (5- 7 years of age, up 
to 15 per session) 

When Every Saturdays beginning 
from Nov.29 (for five weeks), from 
lOam to noon 

The Moon is the Oldest TV 

Program for Junior and Senior High School Students Paik Nam June Art Center has been 

offering a program where junior and high school students can view the entire displayed 
collections under the guide of an educator, and then create their own artwork along 
with an artist in a 50 minute session. The program is available for a unit of entire class. 

Teachers are required to make a reservation to participate in the program that is offered in 

December and January. 
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- Southern Gyeonggi 

Samsung Transportation Museu 
Address 292 Yuwoon-ri, Pogok-eup, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si Tel. 031-320-9900 

Transportation exclusive museum cum learning 

place where visitors can learn history and science of cD 
transportation means. The museum arranges and displays 

exhibits related to development history of transportation as 

well as historically collectible and precious cars and visitors 

can see the birth through to the future of cars at one view. 

This place is famous for rare and phenomenal exhibits 

not found elsewhere in Korea. The museum maintains 

collections and restores damaged parts expertly to keep the 

exterior and function of collections in the same condition 

as at the time of the launch. Conducted also are guide tour 

and Kids Transport Safety Experience School called Samsung Fire Transport School as educational 

programs. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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1st Floor Exhibition Hall cars from many countries in the 
world as well as Korea. 2nd Floor Exhibition Hall introduces 
major car racing competitions and exhibits vehicles(racing 

cars) participated in each competition. Outdoor Exhibition 
Hall collects '32 cars for 20the century' by Baek Nam-joon, 

airplanes, etc. 



INFORMATION 

Major Col lections cars from all parts of the world First Opened May 1998 Museum 
Hours 10 : 00~18:00(ticket office closes at 5pm) Closed on Monday, New Year's Day, 
Lunar New Year's Day, Chuseok Admission adult 4,000 won(group 3,000 won), age 18 
and below 3,000 won(group 2,000 won), below age 3 and over age 65 individual visitor
Free admission Address 292 Yuwoon-ri, Pogok-eup, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi
do Telephone 031-320-9900 Homepage www.stm_or.kr Transportation Public 
Transportation Gangnam Sta.(via Yangjae) Bus No.5002, Cheonho-dong Bus No.1113, Seoul 
National University of Education Sta. Bus No.1500, Sadang Sta. Bus No.1500-2, Suwon 
Sta. Bus No.6000. No.66. No.10-5, Suwon Manseok Park Bus No.66-1. No.66-3, Migeum 
Sta. Bus No.67, alright at Yongin Everland. Take a free shuttle bus at main entrance 
ticket counter(open from 10:00 to 16:00) Nearby Attractions Kyung Hee Astronomical 
Observatory, Simgok Auditorium, Everland, Wawoo Temple, Cheoin Shrine, Hakil Village, 
Korea Fold Village, Hantaek Botanical Garden, Hwangsaewool Tour Farm. Mountain 
Hyangso, Jeong Yoon-bok & Jeong Ho-seon Tombs, etc. 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Museum Education conducts learning 
programs about car history, 
design, technology, culture, etc. 
Youth Program conducts outreach 
programs for you th that visi t 
schools. 
Program for Children & Families edu
cationa l program w ith exhibits, 
transport safety educational 
program by Anycar transportation 
and online contents program. etc. 

Cars in Films 

Zone for Experiencing Cars 

NOTE 

W9rld Car Races the museum has information on world famous car races such as 
Formula 1, Indy 500, Le Mans 24, rally, and Millie Miglia. F1 is said to be the best 
among the world's top 3 sports events along with the Worldcup and the Olympics. 
Le Mans 24 can't be excluded in terms of thrill of which the race starts at 4 pm in 
June of every year and finishes at the same time on the following day without any 
breaks. The museum introduces major racing cars of each competition, so car fans 
can feel the adrenalin of the race game though they can't be at the event in person. 
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- thern Gyeonggi 

Sejung Old Stone Museum 
Address 303-11 Yangji-ri, Yangji-myun, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si Tel. 031-321-7001 

This museum exhibits our old stone pieces. It displays 

stone pieces not only in the museum but also in the woods 

behind the museum. The museum consist of 13 outdoor 

galleries and I indoor gallery, so visitors can feel nature 

and culture at he same time. In addition, this place acts as 

a place for learning about histmy with old stone pieces. 

Major collections are mostly stone pieces deeply rooted 

in our history, such as civil officer statues, a stone mason 

which kept and consoled the spirit of the deceased at a 

royal tomb and the gentry family tomb, a guardian deity 

such as stone statue, sottaes poles( a pole signifying prayer 

.. ,.. 
Stone 

for a good harvest), mangbuseog(the stone on which a faithful wife stood waiting for her husband 

until she perishes), Dolharubang (Standing Stone Statue), stone pagoda, stone lantern, and so on. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Exhibition Hall 1 sottae pole exhibition hall Exhibition Hall 2 stone statue exhibition 
hall Exhibition Hall 3 the gentry tomb hall Exhibition Hall 4 stone seal hall 
Exhibition Hall 5 local exhibition hall/exhibition hall for civil officer statues, military 
official statues, stone statue, boy monk Exhibition Hall 6 Jeju Island traditional 
culture exhibition hall Exhibition Hall 7 stone mason hall, exhibition hall for stone 
lamb, stone horse, lagoon Exhibition Hall 8 daily life exhibition hall Exhibition 
Hall 9 boy monk stone exhibition hall Exhibition Hall 10 folk religion exhibition hall 
Exhibition Hall 11 stone statue. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections 10,000 items of civil officer statues, military official statues, stone 

mason, Buddhism relics, living goods, etc. First Opened July 2000 Museum Hours 

09:00"-'18:00(March"-'October), og:00"-'17:00(November"'February) Open throughout 

the year Admission age 66 and over 2,000 won(group 1,000 won), adult(age 20"-'64) 

5,000 won(3,000 won), teenagers(age 13"-'1g) 3,000 won(group 2,000 won), child(age 12 

or below) 2,000 won(group 1,000 won) group admission applies to 30 people or more 

Address 303-11 Yangji-ri, Yangji-myun, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031-

321-7001 Homepage www. stsmuseum.co.kr Transportation Public Transportation Nambu 

terminal Gyungnam travel, Gyeongbu intercity bus terminal, Suwon direct(to Yeoju. lcheon), 

to Moran market, Seongnam Bundang Bus No.810. No.820(Museum bus: at Yongin terminal 

07:30, 09:00, 10:20, 13:00, 14:40, 16:30, 18:30) By Car Youngdong highway pass Yangji 

lC and turn right at overpass. At Yangji crossroads, drive straight to Asiana golf course 

Nearby Attractions Simgok Auditorium, Cheoin Shrine, Hakil Village, Korea Fold Village, 

Hantaek Botanical Garden, etc. 

Exhibition Hall for Civil Officer Statues. Stone Lantern, etc. 

NOTE 

Stone Statue common ideal and substance of stone statue are the power of life immersed in folk culture 

and exceptional beauty expressed on the style of formative sculpture. Such aesthetics of stone statue 
lies in the fact that it is the artistic creation produced not by formative principles but in the condition 

of differential religion, life, labor and art, or rather when they were all in perfect harmony. Therefore, 
stone statue is verified as an art which expresses formatively life & emotion of the people participating 
production in town community. In this regard, aesthetic sense is considered to create the distinctive 
tradition of our stone pieces including stone seal statuette. 
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The University of Suwon Museum 
Address 5F Central Library Suwon University San 2-2, Wawoo ri , Bongdam-eup, Hwaseong-si 
Tel . 031-220-2341 

The museum had held a small exhibition from the 

establishment of Suwon University until its official opening 

in 1987. Now there are 4 exhibition halls among which 3 

halls display earthenware, ceramics and folk living articles 

and 1 hall serves as a school historic archive. Considering 

the characteristics of the area where the school is located, it 

collects relics of Gyeonggi province and plans to excavate, 

collect and exhibit with a focus on folk culture. Suwon 

University plans to conduct lectures in cooperation with 

the museum if they are related to remains and relics, and to 

continously provide various research activities. Moreover, 

the museum is trying hard to share relevant documents and records receiving new spotlight with 

both the public and experts through a lecture meeting held by the museum. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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..... Exhibition Hall 1 exhibits prehistoric relics, earthenware and ceramics. Major collections 
include 70 stone implements such as stone axes stone arrowheads bronze ware such 
as the 12 earth's branch copper mirror, bronze bottle, ironware, earthenware, coins and 
keepsakes of Dong-go Lee Joon-gyung Exhibition Hall 2 exhibits letters & paintings 
and writings. Visitors can see 360 old books and calligraphy of Kim Jeong-hui as well 
as old documents of Choi lk-hyun, Jeong Yak-yong and Song Shi-yeol. Exhibition 
Hall 3 200 living articles including, rubbed copy, ornaments & accessories, lamps, 
agricultural machines and implements, etc. and 3 stuffings. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections living relics and documents from prehistoric age through to modern 
age First Opened Sept. 1987 Museum Hours 10:00~16:00 Closed on Weekends, 
Public Holiday and School Holidays Admission Free Visitors Allowed the faculty of 
Suwon University undergraduates. authorized visitors! Address: 5F Central Library Suwon 
University San 2-2, Wawoo-ri, Bongdam-eup, Hwaseong-si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031-
220-2341 Homepage www.museum.ac.kr Transportation Public Transportation subway 
line number 1 Suwon Sta. 200m, Jamsil Jugong Housing Complex 5 Bus No.1009, Suwon 
Sta. Bus No24. No24-1. No46. No46-1, Suwon Express Bus Terminal Bus No.34 Bundang 
Ori Sta. Bus No.700-2, Bundang Seohyun Sta. Bus No.720-2, alright at Suwon University 
By Car Gyeongbu highway Suwon IC, pass terminal crossroads and Yunggeonreung. At 
North Suwon IC, turn left to Bongdam IC, pass Suyoung crossroads, next to the livestock 
experiment center. Take Euwang, Gwacheon highway, pass Bongdam IC from Sadang. 
dong and drive to the direction of South Suwon, next to the livestock experiment center 
Nearby Attractions Gungpyung Village, Namyang Shrine, Yongju Temple, etc. 

Inside the Exhibition Hall 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Gyeonggi Cu l tural Assets 
University operates Gyeongg i 
Cultural Assets University in 
line with the development 
of Gyeonggi cultural assets 
archive for sharing culturewith 
local residents and in order to 
research and study academic 
value about the overall Gyeonggi. 
do cultural assets focusing on 
Gyeonggi-do designated cu ltural 
assets. Classes study Gyeonggi. 
do designated intangible cultural 
assets dividing them up into alcohol, 
industrial arts, play and music, and 
the program is 2 year' course with 
4 semesters 

Discovery of Life What tools and implements were used for daily life by our ancestors? 
The answers are in the exhibition hall 3. There are household supplies such as 
clothing, ornaments & accessories, furniture, lamp, shoes, medicine chest, various 
production tools such as loom, plow, etc. and many other folk articles. Earthenware of 
the Three Kingdoms era, celadon porcelain of Goryeo grayish-blue celadon and white 
porcelain of Joseon dynasty, bronze war are also not to be missed. 
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Suwon Art Center 
Address 409-2 Songjook-dong, Jangan-gu, Suwon si Tel_ 031-228-3647 

It had been first designed and built as a recycled goods 

hall but was opened as Suwon Art Center through public 

subscription after changing its use prior to the completion 

of its construction. It is located in Suwon Manseok park 

and on the outside, there is the scenery of a lake and Mt 

Gwanggyo. The center focuses on finding new artists and 

supporting them for development of arts in the Suwon 

area. Moreover, it helps the local community by running 

a kid academy every year by making the best use of its 

characteristics, and has firmly established itself as the place 

for Suwon citizens and all the artists in Suwon. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Exhibition Hall 1 is located on the 1st floor, and connected to the lobby on the 1st 
floor_ Exhibition Hall 2 is located on the 2nd floor, and is for personal exhibitions 
of small paintings and small-scale group exhibitions. Exhibition Hall 3 is facing the 
exhibition hall 2. Audio-video Room has beam projectors, slide projectors, screen, 
sound facilities readily available, and can accommodate 40 people. Storage Room 
It is located on the 1st floor, and is used for storing artworks. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections artworks of contemporary artists such as Gyung Su-mi, JO Jin-shik, 

Yon Han-heum, Jeong Dong-sao, Lee Yoon-yeop, etc. First Opened Dec. 1999 Museum 
Hours 10:00"-'19:00(summer season), 10:00"-'18:00(winter season) Open throughout the 
year Admission Free(in case of reservation, admission charge may apply at center or 
sponsor's discretion) Address 409-2 Songjook·dong, Jangan.gu, Suwon-si, GYeonggi.do Telephone 
031-228-3647 Homepage www.suwonartgallery.com Transportation Publ ic Transportation 

Suwon station Bus No.5, No.310, No.301, No.305, Nam-moon(South Gate) Bus No.63 No.64. 
No64-1 No.65, alright at Suwon Art Center nearby Paldal-moon; By Car take Euwang 

Gwacheon highway, pass through Euwang IC and drive straight to North Suwon direction, 

turn right at Home Plus crossroads towards Suwon Sports Complex, pass SK gas 

station and turn right at the next crossroads and drive 500m farther Nearby Attractions 

Hwaseong, Filial Piety Park, Mt. Gwanggyo, Suwon Old Pine Tree Belt, Woncheon Public 

Garden, Paldal Park, Onsugol Hotspring, Makseok Park, etc. 

Major collections 

NOTE 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Conversation with Invited Artists 

Artists talk about their art world. 
Kids Art Academy It provides a 
program for children to learn about 

art through play. 

Special lecture !This is a special 

lecture program related to art 
history and aesthetic culture. 
Practical lecture This is a program 

divided up into beginner's class 

and creative class, in which 
you can learn about various art 
techniques and trends. 

Suwon Painter(artist) Yoon, Han-heum Suwon Art Center has a collection of various contemporary 
artworks. And among them, the most impressive is the artwork of Yun Han-heum who is not a 
professional but a native of Suwon. The artist who grew up in Suwon during the early 20th Century, 
draws the old sight of Suwon where he spent his childhood. Furthermore, he draws the sight of Suwon 
in the old days based on the historical research of informants. 
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Shinsegae Commerce History 
Museum 
Address San 43, Chang-ri, Namsa-myun, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si Tel. 031-339-1234 

This museum systematically displays Korea's commercial 

history from ancient commerce to modem distribution 

industry. In addition to that, it is both a special museum 

and a corporate history museum, which deals with the 

development history of department stores as well as 

Korean commercial history. The exhibition halls are made 

up of2 floors and at the entrance is a cart (dalguji) which 

was drawn by a cow or a horse in the old days. The cart had 

been used until several years ago but now it is hard to find 

a finished product due to serious damages to its original. 

The museum has been collecting relics continuously since 

the establishment, so visitors can see the relics used by ancestors in its original condition. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Korean Commercial History Hall It Traits of each era are 

shown by various documents, relics, and models related 

to commerce. Distribution Industry History Hall exhibits 

corporate history of Shinsaegae which shares the history of 

the Korean distribution industry. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Commercial relics, historical documents of department store, etc. First 

Opened May 1995 Museum Hours 09:00~18:00 Closed on Sunday and public holiday 

Admission Free Address San 43, Chang-ri, Namsa-myun, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi

do Telephone 031-339-1234 Homepage www.shinsegae.com Transportation Public 

Transportationation Gangnam station, Yangjae station Bus No.5001. No.5000-1. No.5002, 

make a right at Yongin intercity bus terminal, take a bus to Songjeon, make a right at 

Songjeon crossroads and take a taxi. By Car Take Yongin No.45 national road to towards 

Pyeongtaek, at Songjeon crossroads drive 5 mins. more in the direction of Osan, take 

No.1 national road, at Osan Sports Complex drive farther 12km headed towards Songjeon 

Nearby Attractions Wawoo Temple, Goryeo Cheoin Shrine, Eobiri Goryeo 3-story Stone 

Pagoda, Korean Folk Village, Hantaek Botanical Garden. Seori White Porcelain Historic Site, 

Anseong Mirinae Holy Ground, etc. 

Major Collections 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

Hemp Shoulder Strap and Tightener Household supplies of the 19th century. 

Hemp shoulder strap is the strap which a peddler used to tie and carry things for 

convenience and uses a tightener to tighten the strap, The hemp shoulder strap was 
made out of an easy-to-find material and the most commonly used material was 

durable and tough hemp. Straw, paper and hair were also used. 
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National Map Museum 
Address 111 Woncheon-dong, Youngtong.gu, Suwon-si Tel. 031-210-2667 

A museum located inside the National Geographic 

Information Institute of the Ministry of Land, Transport 

& Maritime Affairs. It is the No.I museum specializing in 

geographic information in Korea where visitors can see 

transitional history of the National Geographic Information 

Institute and our ancestor's affection and passion for our 

land. The museum aims for a comprehensive geographic 

cultural center encompassing history, culture as well 

as society, and also establishing accurate geographic 

information and map production history. The museum 

consists of 3 exhibition halls and outdoor exhibition hall. 

exhibiting map related relics and operating experience programs. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Exhibition Hall 1 The central exhibition hall displaying extra-large globe and 

satellite and providing information on the earth and new mensuration technology_ 

Exhibition Hall 2 The history hall introducing the origin of a map, various 

old maps and history & method of map production, etc. Exhibition Hall 3 

Contemporary hall showing applied cases of globes, surveying implements, maps 

and modern map information from various foreign countries. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections old maps, surveying instruments, relics, etc. First Opened Nov. 2004 
Museum Hours 10:00~17:00 Open throughout the year Admission Free Address 111 
Woncheon-dong, Youngtong-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031-210-2667 
Homepage museum.ngii.go.kr Transportation Public Transportation subway line number 2, 
Jamsil Station Bus No.1007-1, Gangnam staion Bus No.3001, subway line number 2.& 4, 
Sadang station bus No.7000, alright at Dong Suwon(East Suwon) telephone office. In case 
of using an intercity bus, alright at Suwon intercity bus terminal and take a local bus; By 
Car take Youngdong highway, to Gwangju direction from East SUwon IC. Pass Suwon 
Worldcup Stadiumm Aju University and underpass and turn left. Take Gyeongbu highway, 
drive No.42 national road to Suwon direction from Singal IC for 15 minutes and turn right 
at Suwon South Police Office crossroads Nearby Attractions Hwaseong, Hyowon Park, 
MI. Gwanggyo, Suwon Old Pine Tree Belt, Woncheon Public Garden, Paldal Park, Onsugol 
Hotspring, Youngheung Park, Transportation Park, etc. 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Kids Map Sketch Contest The 
purpose of this contest is to enable 
children. the leaders of tomorrow 
to learn about the usefulness 
and importance of a map. Held 
every year between September to 
October for elementary grade 3-6. 

Center Hall 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

The Great Map of Korea The history hall, the second exhibition hall, exhibits 
a diverse range of world maps and old maps such as Joseon maps, maps of 
counties and prefectures, and capital city maps. Along with impressive maps 
reflecting historical view and perspective of each country, The Great Map of 
Korea printed in a large size is encased in a glass tube on the floor. Exhibits 
are arranged for close observation from any angle, helping visitors to see our 
ancestors' terrific sense of creating maps. 
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Anseong Machum Museum 
Address San 57, Nae-ri, Daedeok-myun, Anseong-si Tel. 031-676-4352 

The theme museum where visitors can experience 

Anseong's affluent cultural assets. It consists of a total of 3 

floors, which includes 2 ground floors and I underground 

floor with the brassware exhibition hall, video hall, special 

exhibition hall , agricultural history hall , folk history 

documents hall, seminar room, arts study I research room, 

storage room, etc. Visitors can see everything about 

brassware, the pride of Anseong such as how to make 

brassware, its history, classification method, model, and 

etc. Moreover, visitors can learn about the history of 

Anseong through the exhibition about its history, seasons 

and local specialty products. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Brassware Exhibition Hall contains information on brassware. Videos are installed 
in several places to help visitors understand better. Agricultural History Hall 
exhibits history of Anseong agriculture and seasonal farming and special products 
of Anseong to show Anseong agriculture of the past and present. Folk Historical 
Documents Hall Visitors can see the culture and history of Anseong at a glance 
with old photos of Anseong, reproduction of old Anseong, Anseong Namsadang 
group, Buddhist cultural assets, etc. 



INFORMATION 

Major Col lections brassware, folk documents, cultural assets, etc. First Opened Apr. 

2002 Museum Hours 09:00"-'18:00(MarchrvOctober), 09:00rv17:00(DecemberrvFebruary) 

Closed on Monday(if Monday is a public holiday, the following day will be off) Admission 

adults 500 won(group 300 won), the military and the police 300 won(group 200 won), 

teenagers & age 65 or over Free Address San 57, Nae-ri, Daedeok-myun, Anseong

shi, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031-676-4352 Transportation Public Transportation Bus to 

Anseong, pass Anseong IC alright at Gongdo-eup, take a bus to Joongang University; 

By Car to Anseong direction from Anseong IC, turn right at the entrance of Joongang 

University drive 50m farther Nearby Attractions Gosam Lake, Geungwang Lake, Maesan

ri, Standing Statuette of Stone Buddha, Mirinae Village, Baudeogi Tomb, Chiljangri Village, 

Cheongryong Temple, Chiljang Temple, Mountain Palbong, Rocking Stone, Seowoon 

Fortress, Mang-1 Fortress, etc~ 

The Reproduction of the Brasswares Production Process Model of the Production Process 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

Anseong Machum Anseong Brassware Just half a century ago, brassware was 
a necessity of everyday life. People used to eat food on a brass plate and 

used toots made from brass. Especially, Anseong is so famous for its brassware 
that there's even a word coined 'Anseong Machum(custom-made in Anseong)' 

meaning if brassware is custom-made in Anseong, the finished goods are always 
satisfactory. Now that the well-being trend is in full swing, brassware is regaining 
its popularity. 
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- Southern Gyeonggi 

Anseong 3.1 Movement 
Memorial Hall 
Address 2-18 Chilgok-ri, Wongok-myun, Anseong-si Tel. 031-651-0741 

The 3.1 Memorial Center is located at Mansae(Hurrah/ten 

thousand years) hill, the borderline between Yangseong

myun and Wongok-myun in Anseong, Gyeonggi, to 

commemorate martyrs sacrificed while leading the 

independence movement during Japan's colonial rule. On 

April 01, 1919, around 2,000 residents ofYangseong-myun 

resisted against the invasion of Japan, attacked Yangseong 

myun township offices where Japanese people were 

working, and then liberated the area from Japan for 2 days. 

At the time, Gyeonggi Anseong-si was listed as 3 powerful 

resistance regions together with Pyeonganbuk-do, Euiju

gun and Hwanghae-do Suan-gun. This purely civil independence movement was such an intense 

one enough to be quoted at the trial of33 national representatives. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Exhibition Hall exhibits relics and records related to Mansae movement in 

the Anseong area in 1910s. Visitors can also view historical documents and 

demonstrations held all over the country at the time. Mugunghwa(a rose of 

Sharon) Hill was created to herald our national flower and instill patriotism. The 

overall image is a meaningful torchlight shape. Experience Hall Visitors can 

experience firsthand the spirit of Anseong Mansae movement 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections historical documents and models, etc relating to 3.1 movement First 

Opened Nov. 2001 Museum Hours 09:00~18:00 Closed on Monday(lf Monday is 

a public holiday, the following day shall be off Admission adult 500 won(group of 

30 people or over 300 won) the military and the police 400 won(group 200 won) 

students 300 won(group 200 won) age 6 or below, age 65 or over, a man of merit, the 

survivors of a family burial ground with a mortuary tablet enshrined, the Disabled; Free 

Address 2-18 Chilgok-ri, Wongok-myun, Anseong-si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031-651-

0741 Homepage 41.anseong.go.kr Transportation Public Transportation at Pyungtaek 

terminal, take a bus to Yanseong, alright at Sanjang resting place By Car pass Gyeongbu 

highway Seoanseong IC to Anseong direction, turn left at Changjin mountain villa Nearby 

Attractions Gosam Lake, Geungwang Lake, Maesan-ri, Standing Statuette of Stone 

Buddha, Mirinae Village, Baudeogi Tomb, Chiljangri Village, Cheongryong Temple, Chiljang 

Temple, Mountain Palbong, Rocking Stone, Jookju Mountain Fortress Wall, Mangi Mountain 
Fortress Wall, etc. 

Inside the Exhibition Hall 

NOTE 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Liberation for 2 days on March 
1st of every year, 'Liberation for 
2 days' event is held at the 3.1 
Memorial Center in commemoration 
of Anseong 4.1 Mansae resistance. 
Around 2,000 residents participate 
in this event with Mansae parade 
along with various programs 
such as liberation for 2 days 
reproduction play, Mansae hill walk, 
Liberation experience course, self-

Yu Kwan-sun's Prison Card 

3.1 Movement Monument expresses the value of the 3.1 movement and the 
history of resistance in Wongok and Yangseong. The trigram of Taegeuk(the great 
absolute; the source of the dual principle of yin and yang) consists of heaven 
and earth, fire and water, which means the eternity of our nation. The national 
flag of Korea, Taegeukgi is the emblem for patriotic forefarthers who died a heroic 
death after restoring sovereignty. Historic resistance records of 3.1 movement are 
expressed in the embossed sculpture on the side of the monument. 
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- Southern Gyeonggi 

Yongin University Museum 
Address 470 Samga-dong. Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si Tel. 031-8020-3001~2 

Yongin University Museum overcame the limitation of 

a university museum of which functions are limited to 

collection, storage and exhibition of relics, and focuses 

on social and educational functions as a cultural space. 

Moreover, it is the only University museum which has 

facilities for keeping and handling cultural assets of 

paintings and writings, metal , stone and wood artworks, 

as well as making an effort on preservation of cultural 

assets. The museum currently has a collection of traditional 

cultural assets such as porcelain, various implements and 

tools used for religious ceremonies in the Joseon dynasty. 

Yongin-si 
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It is becoming a comprehensive museum by revitalizing the cultural and liberal lectures along with 

exhibitions of various themes. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Exhibition Hall collects and exhibits relevant relics and 

documents and holds a specia l exhibition related to 

preservation and handling of cultural assets and antique 

artworks. Library possess documents and materials related 

to antique artworks. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections 470 articles of various earthenware, porcelain, white porcelain, etc. 
200 pieces of previous rubbed copy, 6,000 books relating to antique artworks, etc. 
Museum Hours 10:00"-'16:00(permanent exhibition), 9:30"-'16:30(special exhibition) Closed 
on weekends, public holidays, a holiday designated by University, School Vacation 
Admission Free Address 470 Samga-dong, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 
031-8020-3001"-'2 Transportation Public Transportation Gangnam station Bus No.5000-1 

No.5001 No.5002, Gwanghwamun Bus No.5005, Jamsil Bus No. 5600, Seongnam Bus 
No.820, Suwon No.10. No. 66. No.6000 or take Yongin urban shuttle bus; By Car turn 
right at Suwon IC to Yongin direction, drive straight to Yongin direction from Singal five
way crossing, pass Gangnam university on the left to Yongin Silver Hospital direction 
Nearby Attractions Kyung Hee Astronomical Observatory, Simgok Auditorium, Everland, 
Wawoo Temple, Cheoin Shrine, Hakil Village, Korea Folk Village, Hantek Botanical Garden, 
Hwangsaewool Tour Farm, etc. 

Major Collections 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

Antique Artworks Related Documents The museum library has a collection of 

approx. 6,000 books related to antique artworks. Among them, around 1,000 books 
are about porcelains collected by the late An Dong-o, around 4,000 books are 

related to antique artworks donated by Dr. Hwang Sao-young, These are valuables 
which can't be found elsewhere and its data was built and a copy is provided to 

those who need the data. 
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- South 

Yongjoosa Temple 
Filial Piety Museum 
Address 188 Songsan-dong, Hwaseong-si Tel. 031-234-0040 

This museum collects and exhibits relics ofYongjoosasa 

temple. Yongjoosasa temple was first built as Wondang(the 

place of one's wish to be fulfilled when King Jeongjo of 

Joseon Dynasty moved the tomb of Sado crown prince 

to Hyungreungwon. In 1790, extensive investigation of 

Buddhist temple was conducted with the support of a 

Royal family and it was designed to protect Daewoong 

treasury, Chilseongak(Taoist shrine consecrated to the Big 

Dipper), Hyangnojeon, Jaegak lantern, and to carry out the 

Buddhist service for the deceased. The museum has filial 

piety related cultural assets such as <Buddhist doctrines> 

as well as relics related to 18th century royal families and an imperial gift of a king. This museum 

has significant meaning in that it is deeply related to filial piety, having exhibited filial piety related 

cultural assets and held relevant events since the establishment of the temple. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Permanent Exhibition Hall exhibits scores of Imperial gifts 
of a Royal family and custodial cultural assets. What is 
attractive is that visitors can view cultural assets of the late 
Joseon Dynasty which integrate Buddhism and culture of a 
Royal family. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections sculptures, documents, cultural assets, etc. First Opened Jan. 2005 

Museum Hours 10:00cv18:00(summer season), 10:00cv17:00(winter season) Open throughout 

the year Admission Free Address 188 Songsan-dong, Hwaseong-shi, Gyeonggi-do 

Telephone 031-234-0040 Homepage www.Yongjoosasa.or.kr Transportation Public 

Transportation subway line number 1; Byungjeon station Bus No.24, No.34, alright at 

Yongjoosasa temple, By Car drive straight to Osan direction from Gyungsuwon station, along 

the national road No.43, then take the local road No. 306 to Suwon University direction and 1.5 

km farther from Yung Geon Reung Nearby Attractions Gungpyung Village, Namyang Shrine, 

Osum Leisure Resort, Yongjoosasa Temple, Yunggeonreung, lpa-do, Jaebu-do, Hwaseong 

Dinosaur Egg Fossil Remains, Chrysanthemum Village, etc. 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Ex perienc ing Ru b bed Cop ies 

conducts a rubbed copy course 

with a theme of an image of a 

flying fairy and (Buddhist doctrines). 
It is conducted in the museum and 

open to any visitors. 

A Model of Yongjoosa Temple Area 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

Buddhist Doctrines Gyonggi.do tangible cultural asset No. 17. a representative 
collection of Yongjoosasa temple which is known to be the stronghold of filial piety. 
Created on a wooden board during the 20th year of King Jeongjo's reign(1796), 
and on a brass board and a copperplate print and lithography during the 2nd year 
of King Sonnjo's reign(1802). Created in Joseon Dynasty(1796) a temple bell of 71 .5 
x Scm in size Temple Bell as per an express statement added to Temple bell of 
National treasure No. 20, it was said to be casted in the 16th year of King Munseong's 
reign (854), but in consideration of its carving methods and magnrricent patterns, it is 
considered to be from Goryeo Dynasty. 

Rubbed Copies 
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le-Young Contemporary Art Museum 
Address 55-1 Youngdeok-dong, Giheung-gu, Yongin-si Tel. 031-213-8223 

Ie-Young Contemporary Art Museum holds the largest 

collection of artworks of the artist, Naego Park Seng

gwang, the painter of the national soul. It is more pleasant 

visiting this museum, for it is in good harmony with its 

affluent nature where visitors feel comfortable as they 

get closer to the museum on the way. Therefore, all the 

visitors are amazed twice, first by experiencing exhibitions 

and culture of various genres from the traditional to the 

contemporary att and then by its sunounding scenery. The 

museum possesses I ,600 pieces of painting and sculptures 

of Park Seng-gwang, Jeon Hyuk-rim, Jeong Sang-hwa, 

and Han Yong-jin, and 100 pieces of photos and video artworks as well as 1,000 pieces of other folk 

artworks. The museum is currently under renovation and will reopen in May 2008. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Exhibition Hall 1, 2 A special exhibition hall which provides various special 

exhibitions. Exhibition Hall 3 A permanent exhibition hall where visitors can 

view artworks of Park Seng-gwang along with those of Jeon Hyuk-rim and Lee 

Jae-sam. Exhibition Hall 4 displays a classical interior from the wooden entrance 

to the ceiling, and is for installation artworks and small-sized artworks of special 

exhibitions. Outdoor Exh ib ition Hall Visitors can view various sculptures with 

beautiful landscape architecture here. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections approx. 1,600 pieces of paintings and sculptures of Park Seng-gwang, 

Jean Hyuk-rim, Jeong Sang-hwa, Han Yong.jin, etc., approx. 100 pieces of photo and video 

artworks, and approx. 1,000 pieces of folk artworks. First Opened Nov. 2001 (currently closed 

for renovation works, scheduled to reopen in May, 2008) Museum Hours 10:00~17:00(winter 

season), 10:00~18:00(summer season) Closed on Monday Admiss ion adult 5,000 

won(group 3,000 won), students(primary/middle/high) 3,000 won Address 55-1 Youngdeok

dong, Giheung.gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031-213-8223 Homepage www. 

icamkorea.org Transportation Public Transportation subway Yangjae station Bus No.1550-1. 

No.5100, alright at Doojin Apt., walk straight 100m to Suwon direction, and then 200m farther 

along a ramp to Taegwang country club on the left; By Car Turn left at Gyeongbu highway 

Suwon IC to Suwon downtown direction, farther 200m at SK gas station, farther 200m along 

a ramp to Taegwang Country Club on the left Nearby Attractions Nam June Paik Art Center, 

Children's Museum, Hakil Village, Korean Folk Village, etc. 

Artworks of Park Seng.gwang 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

NOTE 

Before heading to the museum, 
get familiar with the artist Park 

Seng.gwang and the trend of Korea's 

modern and contemporary art by 
reading (On the way to Suyuri. a 

story of Park Seng.gwang, an artist 
of Korean soul and spirit) the book 
written by Kim te-hwan, the director 
of le-young Contemporary Art 

Museum about the life and works 
of artist Park Seng.gwang. 

Do not miss both exhibition hall 1 and exhibition hall 2, for exhibition hall 1 exhibits 
artworks of Jeong Sang-hwa who is famous for monochrome techniques filling 
the canvas with a single color and Jean Hyuk-rim who delved passionately into 
Korean traits through western techniques of oil painting and abstraction, and 
exhibition hall 2 which exhibits 9 pieces of Park Seng.gwang's artworks such 
as the masterpiece, (The Empress Myungseong). Exhibition hall 4 is for wooden 
tablewares and the garden consists of well groomed trees, various stone figures, 
tiles and extra-large earthenware. 
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Korean Deung-Jan Museum 
Address 55-1 Youngdeok-dong, Giheung-gu, Yongin-si Tel. 031-213-8223 

A private museum which exhibits relics relating to a lamp- "'&:V 

oil container collected by Kim Dong-hwee for 50 years. 

The exterior of the museum looks like a cylinder-shaped ~,. 

lighthouse symbolizing the fortress of Suwon Hwaseong. 

The exhibits consist of 400 rare lamp-oil containers such 

as earthenware containers of Silla Era and those used 

before electricity was available and 700 articles of antique 

household supplies. Besides this, it also exhibits folk 

articles related to a lamp-oil container including a hanger 

of a lamp-oil container made from various materials such 

as brass, iron, bronze and glass and a coaster for a lamp-oil 

container decorated with patterns. 

Korean Deung-Jan MuseuT 
(l) 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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1st Floor Exhibition Hall exhibits a lamp-oil container together with folk articles 
used back then to show how it was used in the daily life of our ancestors with 
the theme of 'the lamp-oil container in daily lite'. 2nd Floor Exhibition Hall lamp
oil containers in history, special exhibitions. Visitors can view and compare lamp
oil containers by era, shape, material and usage. The special exhibition hall 
selects one theme and exhibits relevant documents also Outdoor Exhibition 
Space various stone figures and folk articles such as stone lantern, Yeonjamae(a 
milestone worked by horse or ox), etc. seminars and symposiums. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections a lamp-oil container, folk articles, etc. First Opened Sept. 1997 
Museum Hours 10:00rv18:00(AprilrvSeptember), 10:00rv17:00(0ctober"'March) Closed 
on Monday and Tuesday Admission Adult 4,000 won, Middle, High, University students 
2,500 won, children, the elderly 2,000 won Address 258-9 Neungwon-ri, Mohyun-myun, 
Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi do Telephone 031-334-0797 Homepage www.deungjan. 
or.kr Transportation Public Transportation at Yangjae, take bus No.1500. No.1005-5 
No.500-3, Sadang, Bus No.1500-2, Suwon Bus No.60 .No.660'i!j , Jamsil Bus No.119. 
No.17-1, alright at Neung-gol crossroads, 300m to Suwon direction, cross the bridge at 
the entrance of Jeong Mong-Joo graveyard, 600m farther By Car pass Bundang-dong, 
Taejae ridge, Auto tunnel, at 150m point, drive straight to Neungpyung 2-ri direction, turn 
right at Neung-gol crossroads 300m and again turn left. Take the national road No. 43, 
drive straight to Neungwon-ri direction from Gwangju direction, move along the Museum 
Nearby Attractions Kyung Hee Astronomical Observatory, Everland, Wawoo Temple, 
Cheoin Shrine, Korea Folk village, Hantek Botanical Garden, etc. 

Inside the Exhibition Hall Major Collections 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

Wood Lamp-Oi l Container It is the most commonly used lamp oil container which 
remains in large numbers even today. It has a limited life span compared to !hose 
made from other materials. Therefore, the remains are mostly from the late Joseon 
dynasty. The lantern is a beacon to allow a lamp-oil container to be placed at the 
proper height and is also called 'lantern hanger'. The representative shape of a lantern 
has pillars with 3-4 platforms for a hanger at the broad lower part, allowing a hanger 
is placed and a lamp-oil container is put on it for use. A drip pan is hung underneath a 
lamp-oil container to trap dripping impurities. 
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- Southern Gyeongg· 

Korean Art Museum 
Address 73-1,2 Mabook-dong, Giheung-gu, Yongin-si Tel. 031-283-6418 

The museum had opened in the old Italian embassy 

residence located in Gahwe-dong, Jongno-gu, Seoul in 

1983 and then opened again in the cunent location in 

Spring 1994. Upon its reopening, it set up the Korea Att 

Academy to develop Korea's contemporary art and to 

expand and spread art & culture. The Korea Art Academy 

has been active since it's lst graduation ceremony and the 

following exhibition of members' attworks in December, 

1983 . It offers regular theoretical lectures of Korean art 

history, the Western att history, contemporary art criticism, 

architecture, sculpture, industrial arts, and practical lectures 

such as photography, oil painting. The exhibition hall displays Westem paintings, ceramic art, 

industrial art, sculpture, photo, tapestry, and consists of a small exhibition hall, indoor sculpture 

exhibition hall, outdoor sculpture gallery, etc. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Indoor Exhibition Hall mainly holds collection exhibitions and special exhibitions Indoor 

Sculpture Exhibition Hall exhibits contemporary sculptures most Outdoor Sculpture 
Gallery exhibits sculptures of various themes. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collect ions approx. 140 contemporary artworks by Lee Wo-hwan, Jeon Soo

cheon, Kim Hwan-gi, Gwon Jin-gyu, Rauschenberg , Christopher, etc. First Opened 

1983 Museum Hours 10 : oo~18:00(March~October), 1 0:oo~17:00(November~February) 

Closed on Monday Admission adult 1,000 won(group 700 won), secondary stu

dents 700 won(group 500 won), elementary students 500 won(group 300 won) 

Address 73-1 , 2 Mabook-dong , Giheung-gu , Yongin -s i , Gyeonggi -do 

Tele-phone 031-283-6418 Homepage www.hartm.com Transportation Public Transportation 

Subway Bundang line, alright at Migeum station, Ori station or Bojeong station, Bus No.26, 

from Jamsil No.1001, from Suwon Bus No.2? No.27- 1, from Yongin Bus No.820, make a right 

at Guseong crossroads, take Bus No.26, alright at the museum(the last stop} By Car Take 

Gyeongbu highway, turn right at Suwon IC, turn left at Singal live-way crossing, to Guseong 

crossroads or way up to Hanseong CC, to Calvin University direction; if taking the highway 

between Jookjeon and Yongin administrative town, use Mabuk-dong exit Nearby Attractions 
Kyung Hee Astronomical Observatory, Simgok Auditorium, Everland, Wawoo Temple, Cheoin 

Shrine, Jang Wook-jin Birthplace, Hakil Village, Korea Folk Village, Hantek Botanical Garden, 

Hwangsaewool Tour Farm, Mountain Beopha, etc. 

Artwork by Christopher Artwork by Robert Rauschenberg 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

Culture & Art Academy It runs programs for adults as well as residents interested 
in art, and students can cultivate an appreciative eye for education, culture and 
art. Programs are organized to be applied in real life and social life of residents 
for the long run. Furthermore, the academy also plans to issue a certificate or a 
lecturer license for certain qualifications. 
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Southern Gyeonggi 

Hyupsung University the Biblical 
Archaeology Museum 
Address Hyupsung University, 8-1 Myunsang-ri, Hwaseong-gun Tel. 031-292-7782 

Although common in American or Europe, this Biblical 

Archeology Museum is the first in Asia as well as Korea. 

It collected relics with the help of foreign local experts, 

and currently holds approx. 300 biblical archeological and 

Jewish relics. Archeological relics include earthenware, 

arms, the image of deity, stamps, coins, and all of them 

were made from 300 A.D. to 60 AD. whereas Jewish relics 

are the Five Classics scroll of the 16th-17th century. The 

museum plans to provide an opportunity for Christians and 

residents to see ancient relics through exhibition tours. 

EXHIBITION HALL 

• 

Exhibition Hall 1 Earthenware of Biblical Era; It is commonly found in excavation 
sites but is a must for epochal assumption of biblical archaeology, Exhibition Hall 
2 displays a bronze lamp-oil container from the biblical era, glass perfume bottle, 
stone monument, etc. Although the scale of relics is small, visitors can learn the 
lives of people back then by seeing how they were used. Exhibition Hall 3 
displays a jar of an idol of a deity, articles for religious services and a scroll of 
the Rve Classics. The bible was handed down to the next generation through the 
evolution of characters. 
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INFORMATION 

Major Collections 300 pieces of earthenware, bronze relics of biblical era, idols of a deity 
of Judaism, etc First Opened Aug. 1997 Museum Hours 10:00"-'16:00(during school term), 
10:00"-'14:00(during school vacation) Closed on Weekends, Public Holidays Admission Free 
Address Hyupsung University, 8-1 Myunsang-ri, Hwaseong-gun, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 
031-292-7782 Homepage www.uhs.ac.kr Transportation Public Transportation subway 
Suwon station Bus No.32 No.32-1 No.33. No.16. No.16-1. No.16-2; alright at Hyupseung 
university, By Car take Gwacheon, Euiwang-Bongdam highway from Sadang, turn right to 
Bongdam and Balan direction and drive farther for 2km. turn left under the 2nd overpass 
in Bongdam-eup and drive farther for 500 Nearby Attractions Gungpyung Village, Namyang 
Fortress, Osum Leisure Resort, Yongjoosasa Temple, Yunggeonreung, lpa-do, Jaebu-do, 
Hwaseong Dinosaur Egg Fossil Remains, Chrysanthemum Village, etc 

A Scroll of the Five Classics of Judaism 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

A Scroll of the Five Classics the old testament; recorded stories from the book of 
genesis to Deuteronomy with a reed pen. A scroll of sheep or cow skin patches 
in 60cm high and 90cm wide was used for the Five Classics, and the delicacy 
and fineness are impressive. It is also a great pleasure to look for deleted or 
amended parts of the relics with religious holiness. 
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Ho-Am Art Museum 
Address 204 Gasil- ri, Pogok-eup, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si Tel. 031-320-1801 

Opened in Aprill982 with 1,200 pieces of Korean artworks 

collected for around 30 years by Hoam Lee Byung-cheol, 

Ho-Am Art Museum is located in a beautiful natural 

scenery and consists of a main building of a traditional 

Korean-style house, a traditional Korean-style garden 

named 'Huiwon,' a Bourdelle garden displaying large-scale 

artworks of Bourdelle, a master of French sculpture, the 

waterside square along the lake, and a passage of a stone 

seal. For the comfmt of visitors, there is a resting place on 

the 2nd floor lounge, a cafe in 'Huiwon' and a souvenir 

shop in a parking lot where the products developed by the 

.v 
(j) 

art museum is on display. ln this museum, you can feel the elegance ofKorean traditional culture. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Special Exhibition Hall A special exhibition with collections of Ho-Am Art Museum 
is held twice a year Buddhist Gallery exhibits Buddhist artworks representing 

each period from an image of Buddha in the Three Kingdoms era to Buddhist 

scriptures. Gallery of Paintings and Writings Visitors can view the history of 
Korean painting such as Buddhist painting of Goryeo era, folk painting of Joseon 

era. Gallery of Celadon Porcelain 20 pieces of celadon porcelain with impressive 
pattern and shape including celadon green(blue) porcelain. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections 15,000 pieces of antique artworks such as porcelain, painting, etc. First 

Opened April 1982 Museum Hours 10:00"-'18:00 Closed on Sunday, New Year's Day, 

Lunar New Year's Day, Chuseok Holidays Admission adult 4,000 won(group 3,000 won), 

students 3,000 won(group 2,000 won), age 65 or over. the Disabled, a man of merit; 50% 

off, volunteers accompanying the Disabled, visitors with Everland weekday pass, annual 

membership card holders free admission Address 204 Gasil-ri, Pogok-eup, Cheoin-gu, Yongin

si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031-320- 1801 Homepage www.hoammuseum.org Transportation 

Public Transportation subway Gangbyun station Bus No.1113, No.5800, Sinsa Station Bus No. 

1005-5, Sadang Station Bus No.1500-2, Gangnam Station Bus No.5002, Suwon area Bus 

No.66. No.66-4.No. 10-5 No.6000. No66-1. No.66-3, Bundang Bus No.1005-5, Seongnam 

Bus No.15. alright at Everland; By Car take Gyeongbu highway, at Singal IC take Youngdong 

highway to Wonju, Gangreung direction, at Maseong tollgate, to Everland direction. Nearby 

Attractions Yongjoosa Temple, Yunggeonreung, Everland, Caribbean Bay etc. 

A Painting of a Grass-roofed House 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

Traditional Garden Huiwon opened in 1997 commemorating the year of cultural 

assets and the 15th anniversary of its first opening, Reflected original aesthetic 

spirits of Korean garden from the basics of design and realized it perfectly, Thanks 

to restoration of old topography based on principles of Chagyeong, Huiwon has 

become the lively space with hidden and revealing flexible beauty and elegance 
completed by architectural elements of a traditional garden such as stone platform. 

pavilion, pond, fence, etc. 

~~ --~. 
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- TRAVEL INFORMATION 

. 
/'I 

~~;=~~~~~~~;;~---------------------------r 
Gojeong-ri Dinosaur Egg Fossil Excavatton Stte I 

I 
Gojeong-ri area is the major habitat of dinosaurs I 

I hundred million years ago. Over 20 nests with : 

the length ot so~60cm, and over 130 dinosaur 1 
egg fossils, the size of a fist were discovered : 

here. II is a survey ground that stimulates 1 
children's curiosity. I 

/ 
' / 

Nearby Musueum & Art Museum Yongjoosasa : 
Temple Filial Piety Museum(p. 178) 1 / 

~E~-0~1~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~-------:/ 

L-L---------------------------

I 

*M#fi 
Jebudo is famous for the 'Miracle of Moses.' 
Although it is an island smal ler than Youido, the 
sea opens way to the island twice a day while 
giving a route tor many people to cross. It is fun 
to cross the road between the island and land 
paved with cement. 

I TEL. 031-369-1673 
I / 
!,( _____________________ _ _______ ·. 

• ,/I 

' /I 
/ I 

---------------------------( I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

This is an architecture representing 18th Century II 

Oriental castles. and is a UNESCO World Cultural 
Heritage. 41 structures lined up along the 5.7km 
long castle wall displays unique architectural style. l 
It is good for jogging along the castle walls. 1 

Nearby Musueum & Arl Museum Suwon Arl l 
Center(p. 166) / 

-~E~--0~~~~-~~~~~~w~~~~'_ ________ / 

~-L--------------------------
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

A Chinese style park inside Hyowon Park. It has 
been decorated into a traditional garden in the 
Guangdong area of China. You can feel a unique 
atmosphere around the park because Chinese 
labor workers participated in its construction. 

TEL. 031-228-2412 tour.suwon.ne.kr 

I / !,( ___ _ ________ _ _____________ _ 
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Pyeongtaek Lake Resort 

·---------------------------( 

Traditional Buddhist Temple 
Cuisine Expenence Hall 

In a Buddhist temple. food is also a process of 
ascetic exercises. In the temple, you can learn 
how to cook traditional Buddhist temple food 
from a monk with food materials from the right 
season. It is a hands-on experience for making 
food which makes your body and mind pure. 

A place where you can enjoy the sea and a 
lake at the same time. II is a good place for a 
walk with wooden decks buill around the lake, 
and there are raw fish restaurants lined up on 
the costal route where you can enjoy marine 
products at a cheap price. 

/ TEL. 031-659-4138 pyeongtaek.go.kr 

~----------------------------

I 
' I 

' It 
I I 

~~----------~---------------------------( I 

Doksan Castle & Semadaeji 

A summerhouse at the hig hest location of 
Doksan castle. This is a name originated from 
the story that General Gweonyul threw rice as if 
pouring water on horses at the mountain ridge to 
deceive Japanese generals. It is a point where 
you can have a good view of Osan. 

TEL. 031-372-3433 osan.go_kr 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

---------------------------~ 

. 
/I 

,/I r-r--------------------------
1 I 
I I 
I I 

Bojyeoksa temple 

j : Although it was a Buddhist temple within Doksan 
I I castle established to wish for victory of the 

J : castle, it has gone through many disturbances of 
I I war. In the Yaksajeon(pharmacist hall), which is 
J : a sanctuary, it enshrines the pharmacist Buddha 
I 1 who takes care of treatment of diseases, and 

J ) lengthening of a person's span of life. 

[(~--~E~-0~1~~~~~:3_~~n~g~-~-----------~;;~;;;~~~~~ 
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TRAVEL INFORMATION 

---------------------------( 
Korean Folk Village 

I 
I 
I 

The folk vi llage where you can see the tradit ional : 
Korean customs and culture at a glance. It gives I 
you a halluniciation that you went back in time : 
to Joseon Dynasty on a time machine because it 1 
has restored the vi llage of late Joseon Dynasty : 
as it ori ginally stood in the past including 1 
government offi ces, commoner' s houses, and 1 
blacksmith's shop. I 
Nearby Museum & Art Museum Ho-Am Art : 

/ 
' / 

Museum(p. 188) 1 / 
TEL. 031-288-0000 koreanfolk.co.kr 1 / ___________________________ v . 

,."I 
(--L-------------------------
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

WawooJeongSa Temple 

There are over 3,000 buddha statues from Asian 
nations such as China, India, and Sri Lanka 
enshrined in the Buddhist temple . The Buddhist 
statue in WawooJeongSa Temple that captures the 
eyes of onlookers is an enormous 8m Buddha and 
12m Yeolbanjeon(Nirvana Shrine) lying Buddha. 
Nearby Museum & Ar t Museum Sejung Old Stone 
Museum(p. 162), Gyeonggi Provincial Museum(p. 
146) 

I ' 1 ' TEL. 031-332-2472 wawoo.temple.org 

~---------------------------

--------------------------( 

Minnae Holy Place 

It is a name given because the small kerosene 
lamps lit in every house of believers who were 

/ 
' / 

in hid ing was like the Milky Way during the 
period when the Roman Catholic Church was ' 
persecuted at the end of Joseon Dynasty. It is : 
a sacred ground enshrining Korea's first Catholic 1 
priest, Kim Dae.geon. I 
Nearby Museum & Art Museum Anseong Machum : / 
Museum(p. 172) 1 / 

--------------------------~ 
• ,/I 

L-L--------------------------

Namsadangnori Regular 
Saturday Performances 

Namsadang was Korea's first popular entertainment 
group in the late Joseon Dynasty. 6 madang of 
tightrope dancing, 'Pungmul'(instruments lor Korean 
folk music), somersault called 'Salpan', masque play 
called 'Deotbwaegi ', dish spinning called 'Beona', 
and puppet show called 'Deolmi' heats up the 
outdoor stage of Namsadang Hall. 

; ; namsadangnori or kr 
~----------~~------------------------------------------1 
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Festival alendar -

Hwaseong Port Festiva l 

Location Gungpyeong Port, Seoshin-myeon, Hwaseong 
Inquiries 031-369-2065 

Ansung Juksan International Art Festival 

Location Utnundol, Juksanyongseol, Ansung 
Inquiries 031-675-0661 

~- -------- - ------- - ---------- -- ---- -- - --- - -- -- --- ------ --- --- - -

Pyeongtaek Korea Intangible Cultural Property Festival 

Location Pyeongtaek tchung Fountain Park 
Inquiries 031-659-6002 

Yongin Yonggu Cultural Arts Festival 

Location Yongin Literary Ar t Hall, Yongin Sports Complex 
Inquiries 031-335-2033 ycc50.org 

Ansung Baudeokgi Festival 

Location 238-1, Yangbok-ri, Bogae-myeon, Ansung 
Inquiries 031 - 676-4601 

Suwon Hwaseong Cultu ral Festival 
Location S uwon Hwaseong area including Hwaseong Haenggung Palace, 

Yeonmudae etc. 
Inquiries 031- 228-2622 shfes.suwon.ne.kr 

~--------------------------------------------------------------
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Northern Gyeonggi 



Northern Gyeonggi I which covers Uijeongbu, Paju, and Pocheon, has many tourist attractions, including 
specially-themed museums and art museums where you can experience a genuine taste of Korean 

traditions and culture, including those related to drinking Korean wine and spirits, and the tea 

ceremony. This part of the province also attracts many visitors as a resort town, because the area 

is blessed with naturally created recreational camping sites, arboretum, and valleys. This area is 

only a short distance away from the Seoul metro area. 



Overview of 
Museums and Art Museums 
Northern Gyeonggi 

Bogaesa1 

Soya sa 

Paju-s~ 

G~sa~~ ~ 
Durumea Museum 

Yangju-si 
Neverland Picture Book 

Museum 

Freedom Protection 
Peace Museum 

~ Dongdu 

'--' 
Feelux Lighting 

Museum 

Uijeongbu-si 



Myeongseongsan 

Pocheon-si 

~~~-
'""'"&A~~ NamSongArt 

Cheonggyesan Museum 

~~ Museum of Kor '-W ~ Confectionary 

~gg African Art Museum 

n Traditional 

Gail Art Museum 

031-584-4722 www.gailart.org 

Gimpo Tea Ceremony' Museum 

031-998-1000 www.yemyung.org 

Namsong Art Museum 

031-581-4477 www.husuabimaul.co.kr 

Neverland Picture Book Museum 

031-948-6685 www.heyri.net 

Dukpojin Education Mus eum 

031-989-8580 www.dpjem.com 

Durumea Museum 031-958-6101 www.durumea.org 

Mok-am Museum of Art 

031-969-7686 www.mokam.or.kr 

Baedari Korean Traditional Wine Museum 

031-967-8052 www.baedari.co.kr 

African Art Museum 

031-543-3600 www.africaculturalcenter.com 

Youngjip Bows & Arrows Museum 

031-944- 6800 www.arrow.or.kr 

Securities Museum 

031-900-7070 www.stockmuseum.or.kr 

Feelux Lighting Museum 

031-820-8001~2 www.lighting-museum.com 

HAU Aerospace Museum 

02-300-0466 www.aerospacemuseum.or.kr 

Museum of Korean Traditional Confectionary 

031-533-8121 www.hangaone.com 

H1story & H1storical F1gures 

Freedom Protection Peace Museum 

031-860-2058 www.ddc21.net/_family/free 

iijMillij.i#¥1!.!.fl 
Theme Park ZooZoo 

031-962-4500 www.themezoozoo.or.kr 



Gail Art Museum 
Address 609-6 Samhoi-ri. Cheongpyeong-myeon. Gapyeong-gun 

The Gail Art Museum was designed and built by the 

director, Kang Geon-guk, who has been an interior designer 

and architect for over 30years. He picked the site himself, 

as well. The name Gail is a combination of the word Ga, 

which means Beautiful, and II, which means Day. The 

name represents the architect and the directors'wish for all 

visitors to have a wonderful time at the museum, which is 

the first one ever built in Gapyeong-gun. The museum can 

be found on Route 363 along the bank of Bukhangang, 

which runs from Yangsoo-ri toward Cheongpyeong 

Lake. Conveniently located for any visitors in the area, 

Museum 
. ~~~ 

the museum hosts mostly contemporary Korean art exhibitions, but the museum is always open to 

broader art experiences by hosting art from other countries. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Exhibition Galleries The museum is a duplex totaling 180 pyeong, with the first floor 
housing the number 1, and 2 exhibition galleries. Conference Room Located on the 
first underground level, this conference hall is used tor workshops or educational 
programs. The Academic Research Center is located on the 2nd floor, where 
studies and research on art are carried out. Art Hall and Outdoor Performance 
Space The museum hosts concerts or performances once every month, as well as 
various experience-oriented educational programs in these two venues. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Artworks by Kim Joon, Kwak Duk-joon, Moon Shin, Yang Dae

won, Yoon Yeong-ja and other contemporary artists. First Opened May 2003 Museum 

Hours 10:00-18:00, Closed Every Monday Admission 2,000 won for adults, 1,500 
won for children(The admission for special exhibitions may be different) Address 609-6 

Samhoi-ri, Cheongpyeong-myun, Gapyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031-584-4722 
Homepage www.gailart.org Transportation Public Transportation leaves once every hour 

from Cheongryang-ri station to Cheongpyeong station. By Car Take Route 363 and drive 

from Misa-ri, past Paldang Bridge, to Yangsu-ri. From Yangsu-ri, make a right turn toward 

Seojong-myeon and drive straight until you arrive at the museum. Nearby Attractions Mt. 

Gadeoksan, Pine-nut Vi llage, National Recreation Forest, Guimokbong Peak, Noksu Valley, 

Mt. National Tourist Park in Daesung-ri, Myungji Valley, Mt. Myungjisan National Park, The 

Garden of Morning Calm, Yongchoo Natural Recreation Forest, Mt. Yoomyungsan, 

Nature Star Observatory, Cheongpyung, Hyundeungsa Temple, and many others 

(Untitlted) by Moon Shin (Untitled) by Yun Yeong-ia 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Concert A concert or performance 

is hosted once every month at Gail 

Art Hall, which can seat 150. With 
the beautiful view of Bukhansan 

Mountain in the back-ground, the 
concerts that cover diverse genres 
of music, such as Jazz, pop, and 
classical, as well as performances 
such as mime or a one person 
play, can be an experience 
to remember. The outdoor 
performance space that can seat 
400 people is also a venue for 
various performances from late 

spring to autumn. 

Kwak Duck.Jun's 'lnsignificance97' Kwak Duck.Jun(1937~) is a 2nd generation 
Kcrean.Japanese artist, whose paintings always have traces of his two identities, both 

of which mark him as an outsider either in Kcrea or in Japan. He expresses the 
relationship between society and individuals, and the difference between information 
and recognition in his w arks using diverse media and objects. His series titled 

'Insignificance' resembles either the artist himself, who seems to be repeatedly 

whispering to himself that the world is insignificant, or us, our own selves. 
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Northern Gyeonggi 

Gimpo Tea Ceremony Museum 
Address 832 Gaegok-ri, Wolgot-myeon, Gimpo-si Tel . 031-998-1000 

This three-story museum, which specializes in the 

traditional tea ceremony, can be found in Wolgot-myeon, 

Gimpo-si, Gyeonggi-do. It also offers diverse cultural and 

art experiences in its spacious exhibition galleries, sculpture 

park, ceramic studio, natural dye experience center, Tuho(a 

traditional stick-throwing game) playground, and other 

facilities. Backed by a thickly wooded mountain, the entire 

museum area creates a spectacular picturesque scene. 

Visitors can see various tea ceremony-related articles and 

old books inside the exhibition galleries, all of which the 

museum director Son Min-young has collected over twenty 

years. A few examples of the displayed articles include caldrons, tea bowls, and fire pots. There are 

many historical relics from the Goryeo and Chosun periods that are rarely seen these days. Visitors 

can also compare the Korean traditional tea ceremony accessories with those from Japan and China 

in this museum. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Exhibition Galleries Currently, earthenware and tea wares 

are on display. Various special exhibitions are offered 

year round. Sculpture Park Visitors can enjoy wonderful 
sculptures in this meticulously maintained park. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Over three thousand articles, including ceramics(White Celadon, Pale 

Green Celadon, Earthenware), metal wares(fire pot, cooking stove), paintings(landscapes, 

flowers and plants on screen dividers, and seal engraving), wooden wares(tea tables 

for ladies and scholars, eight angled table), embroidered linens, various types of chests, 

wooden seal engravings and over 500 old books about traditional tea etiquette. First 

Opened May, 2001 Museum Hours 10:00-18:00(Mar. to Oct.), 10:00- 17:00(Nov. to Feb.) 

Museum is closed on every Mon. Tues. Wed, and Thursdays(Group visits and field trips 

are available upon reservation) Admission Free Adults: 3,000 won(groups: 2,000 won 

each member), students and soldiers: 2,000 won(Groups: 1,000 won each member), 

Individual and group field trips require a reservation Address 832 Gaegok-ri, Wolgot

myeon, Gimpo.si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031-998-1000 Homepage www.yemyung.org 

Transportation Public Transportation Take a Ganghwado-bound bus, get off at Gunha-ri. 

Five minutes by Taxi from there. By Car Take Route 48 in the direction of Gwanghwa-do, 

pass Tongjin, until you come to the intersection at Aegi-bong, Gunha-ri. The museum is 

about five minutes from there. Nearby Attractions Gimpo Sculpture Park, Gimpo Hyanggyo, 

Deokpojin, Hanjedang, and many others 

Blue & White Porcelain Jar and Tea Set for 5 

Cheongjayangisugujuja 
(Celadon Teakettle) 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

White Porcelain 'Big' Myeongbal 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

College of Museum Culture The 
museum offers the college of muse
um culture program once every 
week. The first of the two hour 

programs is held in May. Those 
who register for this program can 
learn about traditional ceremonial 

etiquettes, including wedding, 
funeral , and others, international 
etiquettes, and the tea ceremony 

etiquettes of Korea, China, and 
Japan. The courses are available 

for different age groups or genera

tions, so that individuals can pick 

the most suitable course for them. 

Galmatolite Fire Pot Among the more than 3,000 articles on display, are highlights 

such as a galmatolite fire pot, and Petal-Shaped Cealdon Tea Cup which were 
made during the Goryeo period. A few a galmatolite fire pot from Joseon period 
are still found today, but the one from the Goryeo period is very rare and hard 
to find. The fire pot on display in this museum is believed to have been used by 

commoners, possibly until the end of the Joseon period. The Petal-Shaped Cealdon 

Tea Cup is considered extremely valuable both in historic and artistic terms. 
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- Northe · Gyeongg1 

Namsong Art Museum 
Address 198-9 Baekdoon-ri, Buk-myeon, Gapyeong-gun Tel. 031-581-4477 

Built both in traditional Korean housing style and 

contemporary architecture style, this museum is indeed 

where traditional rural scenery creates harmony with 

modem, contemporary art. The name Nam Song came 

from the name of the museum director, Namgung Won. 

Nam Song is his pen name, and the nickname of his 

daughter, who passed away at a young age before realizing 

her dream to become a concert pianist. Located at the 

bottom of Mt. Myun!tiisan, the museum offers diverse 

special exhibitions throughout the year. Aiming to expose 

the cultural and artistic heritage of the northeastern part of 

Namsong Art Museum 

ee,1~_, Gimpo-si 

Gyeonggi-do to the world and more audiences, the museum offers various art programs in addition 

to its exhibitions, and always welcomes anybody who is interested in art. The museum also hosts 

international art fairs, and exchanges art with other institutions in France and New York. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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1" Floor Gallery For special exhibitions of young Korean contemporary artists 2"' 
Floor Gallery For permanent display of museum collections. Sometimes used for 

special exhibitions as well. Learning Center Ceramics and pottery making class 
is available for visitors. Outdoor Ext}ibition This is built in the traditional pavilion 

style. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Contemporary paintings, sculptures, and other art utilizing unique ob

jects First Opened November 2005 Museum Hours 10:00 - 18:00(Mar. to Oct.), 10:00 

-17:00(November to Feb.) Museum is closed every Monday Admission Adults: 2,000 

won(group: 1,000 won each member), Students and Soldiers: 1,000 won, Over 65 and 

Address 198-9 Baekdoon-ri, Buk-myeon, Gapyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031-

581-4477 Homepage www.husuabimaul.co.kr Transportation Public Transportation Take 
a Gyeongchun Line train at Cheongryangri Station, and get off at Gapyeong Station By 
Bus Take the Gapyeong-bound bus at the East Seoul Inter-City Bus Teminal, and get off at 

Gapyeong. Transfer to at the bus terminal at Baekdoon-ri Haenggun(four buses a day, 35 

mins. to the museum) and get off at Baekdoon-ri By Car Take the Route to Gyoengchoon. 

From the Mokdong intersection at Book-myeon, turn in the direction of Jeokmok-ri, and 

drive straight on Route 75 until you reach the bridge at the entrance to Baekdoon-ri. Make 

a left turn, and the museum is about 3km from there. 

(Flower) by Charle Belle 

(Mother and Son) by Yoo Young-gyo (Transmigration Centre) by Namgoong Hwan 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

Nostalgia for Home in Scare-Crow The scarecrows that the museum director 

Namgung Won has been drawing for almost 15 years represent his nostalgia for 
his home, childhood, and the days back in the 1960s when he lived in farming 

country. His series of scarecrows over the years reveal how his interpretation of 

the figures has changed with the passage of time. His affection for scarecrows has 
resulted in a 'scarecrow village', where he hosts diverse programs for visitors to 
participate in drawing and making scarecrows. The museum also hosts a national 

nude photo contest and drawing festival for children, among many others. 
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The first books most people received after they are born 

tend to be picture books. They are books but at the same 

time, they are also art. Neverland Picture Book Museum in 

Heyri Art Town is a place where everyone is welcomed to 

enjoy the art of illustrated picture books. In this museum, 

diverse special exhibitions of editors or illustrators that 

everyone including young readers can enjoy, are offered 

throughout the year, in addition to various programs where 

young visitors are encouraged to participate and personally 

experience the art in books. The museum has a space 

where children can play or read picture books. At the Kids 

Book Lounge, there are over 4,000 picture books available for young visitors. This is a museum 

that displays original illustrations that have appeared in picture books from around the world, and 

visitors can meet Korean illustrators and authors through the "meet the artist" events. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Exhibition Gallery The museum hosts about 5 special 

or themed exhibitions a year in the galleries. Kids Book 
Lounge This is a small library within the museum. designed 

especially for young readers. Books and toys are available 
for little visitors to the museum. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Illustrated Story Books, Original and Translated versions First Opened 

Dec. 2006 Museum Hours 11:00-20:00 Closed Every Monday Admission Adu lts: 

4,000 won, Children 3,000 won Address Heyri Artinus, 1st Basement Fl. 1652-143 

Beopheunng-ri, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031-948-6685 Homepage www.heyri.net 

Transportation Public Transportation Take the No.2 line subway at Hapjeong Station or the 

No.200 line bus, and get off at Gate 4 at Heyri. From Daehwa Station, it takes 20 min. 

by Taxi. By Car Take the Jayoo-ro, go to the Intersection at Seong-dong. Drive straight 

until the intersection at Hooseong-dong, make a left turn and continue until you arrive at 

Gate 4 at Heyri Arts Village Nearby Attractions Mt. Dorasan Obserbatory, Mt. Gamaksan, 

Bangujeong and a Portrait Hall of Prime Minister Hwang Hee, Botanical Garden of BCJ, 

Bogwangsa Temple, Mt. Odusan Unification Observatory, Woongye Fall, lmjingak, Jayooro 

Aqualand, The Third Tunnel, Unification Park, Panmunjeom, Etc. 

Neverland Picture Book Museum 

NOTE 

Alice and Cinderella Neverland Picture Book Museum has a large collection of the 
world's most famous illustrated children's books, both in the original and translated 
versions, including Alice in Wonderland, Cinderella and The Red Hat. Visitors can 
view illustrated children's books that were printed in Europe and Korea in the 19th 
century, along with related documentaries. These book displays are arranged for 
easy access by young visitors, and are organized according to special themes. 

Exhibition Galleries 
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Dukpojin Education Museum 
Address 232-1 Shinan-ri, Daegot-myeon, Gimpo-si Tel_ 031-989-8580 

Deokpojin Education Museum was built by Kim Dong-

sean, a former elementary school teacher, for his wife, Lee • H "-
X 

({) 
In-soak, also a teacher, after she lost her eyesight due to an t!'2!21 

accident. He built the museum to cheer her up, as she was <gDJ<!j 

in despair at the prospect of not being able to teach children 
tlli!~ 

anymore. Even before the accident, he had dreamed of :i!-~J..I. -

.q~~ . building a learning center, where children can come and W.PJT8;J;I 

play, while learning through practical experience. The 

museum, which he built in 1996 and filled with learning 
~~-5: 

~~~ 
materials he had been collecting, started to offer music A •.!;.AJB ¢"'~ <!~~ 

classes by his wife Lee In-soak, and experience-to-learn 

classes by Kim Dong-sean himself When the news about this museum got around, an increasing 

number of students and families started visiting the museum. It is now a quintessential education 

resource, which is perfectly qualified as a living educational center. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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lnseong Education Center Education-related articles and scenes from ancient 
schools are displayed. At the Entrance to the Education Center there is a replica 
of the ancient Seodang (Confucian Village Academy). Here, you can learn a lot 
about the history of Korean education. Agricultural Center Various farming tools 

that our ancestors used are on display. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Educational articles. and other daily living wares First Opened 1996 

Museum Hours 10:00-18:00 Museum is open year-round. Admission Adults: 2,500 

won(Group: 2,000 won each member), Adolescents: 2,000 won(Group: 1,500 won each 

member), Elementary Students: 1,500 won(group: 1,200 won each member). Kindergarteners: 

1,000 won(Group: 800 won) Address 232-1 Shinan-ri, Daegot-myeon, Gimpo-si, Gyeonggi

do Telephone 031-989-8580 Homepage www.dpjem.com Transportation Public 

Transportation Take No.631 bus at Gwanghwamoon or City Hall, or No.7 bus at the 

Yeongdeungpo Station. Past Dangsan Station, Songjeong Station, Gimpo and Yanggok, get 

off at the Daemyeong elementary school. The museum is about 10 min. away on foot in 

the direction of Dukpojin. By Car Take Route 48 to go to Gimpo, pass Yanggok, and exit 

to Route 352. Pass Daegot, and make a right turn before entering Choji Bridge_ Nearby 

Attraction Daemyung Inlet, Gimpo Sculpture Park, Gimpo Confucian Village School. Dukpojin. 

Moonsoo Mountain Fortress. Sooan Mountain Fortress. Aegibong Peak, Jangreung, Jinsan 

Fish Farm, Taesan Family Park, Etc. 

Restored Typical Grandfather's Room 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

When Mom and Dad were Students The first exhibition gallery has a space 
where a classroom is re-enacted. Titled 'When Mom and Dad Were Students' this 
space shows the wood coal stove at the center of the classroom, with a lid on 
top of which lies tin lunch boxes. Next to the teacher's table is a small organ that 
teachers used to play during music class in the past. This place is designed to 
be a learning by experience center, but middle aged visitors will find this a great 

place to take photos with the scene of days past as a background. 

Textbooks on Display 
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Durumea Museum 
Address 139-5 Beopwon-ri, Beopwon-eup, Paju-si Tel. 031-958-6101 

This museum is located at Chori-gol, Beopwon-eup, Paju

si, in an environmentally clean belt with a healthy eco

system. Traditional living wares are currently on display in 

this museum. These were collected by the novelist couple 

Kang Wi-soo and Kim Ae-young for over thirty years. 

Inside the exhibition gallery are house wares, ceramics, 

farming tools, jars, and other crafts that had been used from 

original three kingdom to Goryeo, Joseon, and modem 

times in Korea. In the outside exhibition gallery, the jar 

stand, hay stack, bam, mill, lookout and bier storage are 

on display. These were restored from ancient ones, and 

are rarely seen these days. The museum is surrounded by wildflowers, including Day Lily, Golden

Banded Lily, and Wild Chrysanthemum, which recall days of old and life in the country. The 

museum also offers experience programs, so that visitors can satisfy their nostalgia for the past. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Ceramics Exhibition Gallery various ceramic bowls and wooden furniture including red 
and gray earthen wares, pale green and white celadons, Buncheong, amd brown.glazed 
pottery Special Exhibition Gallery Paintings, stationery, or coins Masks Exhibition 
Gallery Masks from Korea and around the world Modern Daily Households Exhibition 
Gallery Diverse antique household articles including the weaving tools, measuring tools. 
and carpenter tools Analogue Exhibition Gallery Items from analogue days, such as the 
movie projector, type writer, and sewing machines Shingle-roofed House A re-enacted 
ancient tribal residence Funeral Bier Storage A re-enacted hut where pecple used to 
keep their flower -adorned biers in the past. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collection over 1,500 pieces of earthenware, ceramics, and household wares. First 

Opened Nov. 1998 Museum Hours 10:00-18:00 Museum Opens Year Round Admission 

Adults: 3,000 won, Junior and High school students: 2,500 won, Younger chi ldren: 2,000 

won Address 139-5, Beopwon-ri, Beopwon-eup, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031-

958-6101 Homepage www.durumea.org Transportation Public Transportation Take the 

Shinil Bus Service No.300 at the bus terminal at Bulgwang-dong, or No.31 bus to get 

to Euijeongbu. From the bus terminal here, take bus No.32 or 32-1 , and get off at the 

court library. By Train Take the train Gyeongui Line and get off at Paju Station. Take bus 

No.32, 32-1, or 300 and get off at the court library. By Car Take Route 1 and drive in the 

direction of Gupabal, until you arrive at the intersection at Bongilcheon. Take a right from 

the intersection. another right to the court at the Jurawi Intersection, and another at the 

intersection at Beomwon-eup Nearby Attractions Mt. Dorasan Observatory, Mt. Gamaksan, 

Bangoojeong and Portrailt Hall of Prime Minister Hwang Hee, Botanical Garden of BCJ, 

Bogwangsa Temple, Mt. Odusan Unification Observatory, Woongye, lmjingak, The Third 

Tunnel, Unification Park, Panmunjeom. Heyri Art Village 

Mounted Cup from Silla Period 

NOTE 

Sanggam Cheongja 
(Inlaid Seladon) 

Three-legged Earthenware 
from Baeije Period 

About Durumea Village Durumea is the name of the village where the museum director Kang Wi-soo 

was born. Located in Jusan-dong, Dongjang-ri, Jangdan.myeon, Gyeonggi.do, the village Duremea fell 

on the north Korean side of the demilitarized zone since the Korean War, and is not accessible. Now 
the grounds of the village are packed with mines instead of grain seeds, and even the traces of people 

who once lived there and farmed are no longer there. The museum director Kang Wi-soo was so heart
broken about his lost hometown that he built a museum at a place that was closest to his old hometown 

Durumea. Until the two Koreas unify, the museum will be his 2nd home to him. 
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Mok-am Museum of Art 
Address 30-3 Byeokje-dong, Deokyang.gu, Goyang-si Tel. 031-969-7686 

This museum specializes in sculpture and installations. 

It was built by the late Kim Chan-sik, former dean 

of the school of arts at Hongik University, to help the 

advancement of Korean contemporary sculpture. His 

son, Kim Seong-rae, is the curator of the museum. The 

museum has gallery spaces both inside and outside the 

building. Indoor galleries are primarily used for exhibitions 

of sculpture and installation art, as well as art-related 

documents and records. The museum's indoor spaces are 

used for various seminars and art education programs.In 

addition to the art collections, the museum has over 300 

1 .. 
"!'<! Goyang-si 

~0~-am 
Mu~um of Art 

e otJ.JOfi!.W.§.I! 

historical books on art, printed in and outside of the country; over 5,000 color slides, and more than 

2,000 booklets, academic research papers, and periodicals, all about art. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Indoor Gallery Permanent and special exhibitions of modern 

sculptures are scheduled throughout the year. Outdoor 
Sculpture Gallery Sculptures are displayed in a beautiful 

natural setting_ 



INFORMATION 

Major Col lections 146 pieces of sculpture, crafts, paintings, wood block prints. and 

other genres of art. First Opened April 1994 Museum Hours 10:00-17:00 Closed 

Every Monday and National Holidays. Admission Adults: 2,000 won(Group 1,500 

won each member) Students, Adolescents: 1,500 won(free for special exhibitions or 

educational exhibitions) Address 30-3 Byeokje-dong, Deokyang-gu, Goyang-si, Gyeonggi

do Telephone 031-969-7686 Homepage www.mokam.or.kr Transportation Public 

Transportation Take Bus No.703 or No.85 and get off at the concourse in Goyang-dong_ 

Then take the bus that goes to the Mokam-ri Military Apartment. By Car From Byukje IC, 

take the Route 39 towards Jangheung, Euijeongbu, until Arriving at Mokam-dong Nearby 

Attractions Royal Tomb of Goryeo King Gongyang, Goyang Village School, Byukje Gwanji, 

Bukhan Mountain Fortress, Seosamreung, Seooreung, Astronomical Observatory for 

Chi ldren, Wondang Stud Farm, Kinder Land, Taegosa, Theme Zoo Zoo, Haengju Fortress 

Wall, Haengju Lacture Hall, Hosoo Park, Heungguksa Temple, Etc. 

(Evolution) by Kim Si-ja (Evolution) by Kim Si-ia 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

Ki!ll Chan-sik, as a Sculpture Artist Sculptures by Kim Chan-sik, the founder of Mok 
Am Art Museum, are arranged in chronological order in this permanent display. 
Considered to be a first generation sculpture artist in the contemporary Korean 
art world, his works speak volumes about the history of contemporary Korean 
sculpture-how it started and advanced-and how his artworks have changed over 
the years from the 50s to today, The main motif of his works is the human body 
and the energy of life. 
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Baedari Korean Traditional 
Wine Museum 
Address 470-1 Seongsa-1-dong, Goyang-si Tel. 031-967-8052 

Baedari Korean Traditional Wine Museum was built by 

Park Gwan-won, whose family has operated a brewery 

business in Goyang for four generations. In this museum

which took ten years for him to complete-visitors can 

see tools, devices, and accessories that are related to the 

drinking culture of Korea. The displayed articles and the 

permanent collections of the museum that span thousands 

of years relate the history of Korean wines and spirits, how 

they were an inseparable part of our ancestors' lives for 

thousand years, both in times of sadness and happiness. 

Visitors can also learn how different traditional wines and 

spirits have been brewed and distilled. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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1st Exhibition Gallery Visitors can learn about the his-tory of Korean wines and 
spirits in this gallery. The devices and tools, as well as storage systems for 
all different type of traditional wines and spirits beginning from as early as the 
United Shilla Period are on display. 2st Exhibition Gallery This is where visitors 
can see how our ancestors made alcohol, especially during the later part of the 
Joseonperiod. The entire process from brewing to aging and distributing spirits is 

detailed in miniature life-like displays. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Tools and devices and other relics that are related to Korean brewing 
traditions. First Opened July 2004 Museum Hours 10:00- 18:00(weekdays), 10:00-

19:00(weekends) Closed on Monday. Admiss ion Free Address 470-1 Seongsa-1-
dong, Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031-967-8052 Homepage www.baedari . 
co.kr Transportation Public Transportation Take the No.3 subway at the Exit No.6 of 
Wondang Station. Five minutes on foot to Byukje, Euijeongbu Take the bus that runs 
between Wondang and Moonbal-ri at Goyang-si, and get off at the Wondang Station. 
Five minutes on foot towards Byukje Or take bus No.706 or 707, or local bus No.7733 
and get off at the Wondang Station By Car From the Wondang Station, drive about 1km 
towards Euijeongbu Nearby Attractions Royal Tomb of Goryeo King Gongyang, Goyang 
Village School, Chestnut Thorm Thatcher-roofed House, Byukje Gwanji, Bukhann Mountain 
Fotress, Seosamreung, Seooreung, Astronomical Observatory for Children, Wondang Stud 
Farm, Kinder Land, Taegosa, Themed Zoo Zoo, Hangju Fortress Wall, Haengju Lacture 
Hall, Hosoo Park, Heungguksa Temple, etc. 

Inside the Museum Restored Scene of Brewing 

Clear Strained Rice Wine Val Distilled Liquor Loop 

NOTE 

Baedari Traditional Korean Wines Museum The director of the museum, Park Gwan-won, is a direct 
descendant of Park Seung-eon, who founded the brewing company lngeunsanghoi, here in 1915. As a 
fourth generation descendent, Park Gwan-won took over the family business, holding the position of CEO 
of Goyang Coarse Liquor Joint Brewery since 1972 when it was renamed from the former Neunggok 
Brewery He is indeed, the living history of Korean wines and spirits. Makgeolli, which is brewed by his 
company. stands out from others, because it is not pasteurized and is released affer only five days of 
aging. This un-pasteurized alcohol has seven distinct tastes, including tannic, sweet, fruity, and acidic. 
Rumor has it that the secret of his outstanding Makgeolli has been passed down for hundreds of years 
from his great, great, grandfather who built the first brewery in this region in 1915. 
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African Art Museum 
Address 41 Murim-ri, Soheul-eup, Pocheon-si Tel. 031-543-3600 

The African Art is where visitors can access the arts and 

culture of Africa, a country so far from Korea that Koreans 

rarely have an opportunity to experience them otherwise. 

Among the thousands of collections are various sculptures, 

art, crafts, household items, and mounted African animals. 

The museum also has an outdoor sculpture park, African 

traditional dance performance stage, Africa Experience 

Center, and a nature trail for walking that passes 

through a thickly wooded forest. The entire site is truly 

a comprehensive African themed park. An increasingly 

popular tourist attraction with Gwangreung National 

Arboretum only a short distance away, the museum is soon to open the stuffed and mounted African 

animals exhibition hall. In the near future, the museum will also add other facilities including 

African cuisine restaurants, and a tropical plant garden. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Main Exhibition Hall The mega.sized wood sculpture at the entrance of the main 
exhibition hall is called Maconde sculpture, created with ebony wood, for which 

Kenya and Tanzania in Africa are particularly famous. The 1st Exhibition Hall Cultural 
and traditional articles associated with the African rite of passage ceremony, kings, 
tribal chiefs, childbirth, musical instruments, as well as the suffering during colonial 
days, Tunga tribe's drums, and pigmy tribe's boat and ore are on display. The 2nd 
Exhibition Hall Household items, and articles that the Africans used for such ceremonies 
as wedding and funeral and occasions such as hunting and war are on display. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Over 2,000 pieces of African artwork Museum Hours 10:00- 18:00 

Closed Every Monday Admission Adults(including college students): 5,000 won. Youths: 

4,000 won, Elementary and kindergarteners: 3,000 won. Under 5: Free Address 41 

Murim-ri. Soheul-eup, Pocheon-si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031-543-3600 Homepage 

www.africaculturalcenter.com Transportation By Car Take Route 43 from Euijeongbu 

towards Pocheon, and make a right turn at the Chookseok Check Point (Chock Seok 

Rest Area). Drive about 2km towards Gwangreung National Arboretum, and the museum is 

on your right. Nearby Attractions African Traditional Dance Performance. Outdoor Sculpture 

Park, Walk Path, Experience-to-learn Center, Lake, Bumper Car Playground Gwangreung 

National Arboretum, Bears Town, Gwangreung Potted Plants Park 

African Modern Handicraftswork Gallery Art Shop Mask Exhibition Room 

King Bamun Exhibition Gallery The Front View of the Performance Hall 

NOTE 

Africa is where you will find tribal dances that are unlike any others in the world. Numerous tribes on 

the African continent have their own unique dancing tradition, which is associated with their cultural and 

social environment and religion as well. Dancing plays an important role in preserving the solidarity of the 

tribes, and to project their community. Dance is also an important part of their everyday life. In all major 
ceremonies and festivals, such as hunting, gathering, birth, passage, wedding, sickness and treatment, as 

well as death, they performed dances through which they expressed their feelings and prayers. 
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Youngjip Bows & Arrows Museum 
Address 242- 5 Beopheung-2-ri , Tanhyeon-myeon, Paju-si Te l_ 031-944-6800 

Specializing in arrows and bows, Youngjip Museum has a 

large collection made by Yoo Young-gi, the fifth generation 

of a family that has been making bows and arrows for 

hundreds of years. Important pieces in these collections 

made by the national intangible culture asset Yoo Young

gi include Hyosi, which is a soundmaking arrow, Hwajeon, 

which is a fire arrow, Singijeon, revolving arrows, and 

various other types of arrows called Cheonja, Jija, and 

Hyunja. The musewn also has about 300 additional pieces 

including tools that were used to make bows and arrows. 

Highlights of the collections include Seokgoong, a stone 

bow that requires at least three to four fully grown men to operate, and ancient arrows that have 

been restored only recently. Visitors can also see how arrows are actually made. Before the Korean 

War, arrows in Korea were mostly made with bamboo, and arrowhead mostly with iron. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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Indoor Gallery Various types of arrows, bows, catapults, tools, as well as 

documents and historical resources from both Korea and overseas are on display_ 

Outdoor Space: Visitors can shoot arrows using either a regular bow or catapult 
in this outdoor space of the museum. A rest place for visitors is also provided 

here. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections over 300 articles including catapults, arrows, bows, and Goongsi. First 

Opened May 2001 Museum Hours 1Q:00 - 18:00(Apr. -Sept.), 10:00-17:00(0ct-Mar.) 

Closed on Mondays Admission Adults: 2,000 won, Junior and High School Students: 1,500 
won, Kindergarten and elementary students: 1,000 won Address 242-5 Beopheung-2-

ri, Tanhyeon-myeon, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031-944-6800 Homepage www. 

arrow.or.kr Transportation Public Transportation Take 9709 at Gwanghwamoon, or 773 

at llsan, or 150 or 900 at Daehwa Station. Or take No.92 at the Jeokseong Terminal. or 
No.90 at the Madu Station, and get off at Geumchon. Transfer to No.900 bus, and get off 

at the museum. Take No.200 at the Baekseok station and get off at Heyri. By Car Drive 
straight towards Jayooro, Moonsan, and enter the Unification Park. Drive straight, pass 
Seongdong Intersecting, Heyri Intersection, and Concourse at Tongil-chon. Make a left turn 

at Beopheung and drive about 700m Nearby Attractions Mt. Dorasan Observatory, Mt. 
Gamaksan, Bangoojeong and Portrait Hall of Prime Minister Hwang Hee, Botanical Garden 
of BCJ, Mt.Odoosan Unification Observatory, Woongye Fall, lmjingak, Jayooro Aqualand, 

The Third Tunnel, Unificatin Park, Panmunjeom, Heyri Art Village, etc 

r 
Joseon arrow Paulownia Quiver Improver Bow 

NOTE 

Korean Bows The bow most representative of those made in Korea is Gakgung, which tends to be shorter 
than others, and is made with different materials giving it a unique flexibility, Other noteworthy Korean 

bows include the Jukjeon, which is made of bamboo, Cheolmokgoong, which is made of both iron and 
wood, and Cheolgoong, which is made of iron. Bows were usually made out of materials that were readily 
available in local regions. In the past, arrows were made with bamboo especially in the southern part of 
the country, and were called Jukjeon. In other areas, people made arrows either with bush clover or the 
weeping willow, and called them Moksi. But arrows made of bush clover were very scarce. 
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Freedom Protection Peace Museum 
Address 36 Soyosan-gil, Dongdoocheon-si Tel. 031-860- 2058 

This museum makes visitors reflect on the freedom; the 

value of freedom, and the price we have to pay to achieve 

it. The museum was built as a memorial to the Korean 

War, in tribute to the soldiers of the UN allied forces, who 

sacrificed their lives to bring peace and freedom to the 

Korean Peninsula. Located at the entrance to Mt. Soyosan, 

the museum has a large collection of memorabilia, 

installations and sculptures that are related to the Korean 

War, and has a wide range of information and data about 

the UN allied forces that fought in this area during the 

Korean War. There is a special exhibition gallery with in 

the museum dedicated to the history of Dongdoocheon-si, and a visual room where visitors can see 

documentary films about the war. The museum is a place where visitors can learn about the cruelty 

of war, while at the same time, realizing the importance of the freedom that we enjoy today. 

EXHIBITION HALL 
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1st Floor Gallery Celadon vases on which important historical events between the 
Liberation and the end of the Korean War are engraved. A separate small space 
for special exhibitions 2st Floor Gallery A graphic panel and 3D diorama which 
details everything about the UN allied forces-the size, composition, major battles, 
and casualties 3rd Floor Gallery A space where the history of Dongdoocheon
si-from the 60s to today.can be viewed in documentary films. Other war-related 
documentaries are also played regularly in this space. Outdoor Exhibition Space 
Large-scale warfare arms, including 11 fighter jets that were used during the war, 
and a memorial tower. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Korean War related documents, photos, resources, relics, and historical 
documents about Dongdoocheon-si First Opened May 2002 Museum Hours 10:00 -
18:00(Mar. to Oct), 10:00-17:00(Nov. - Feb.) Museum is Closed on Mondays, New Year's 
Day, Lunar New Year's Day, Full Moon Harvest Day Admission Adults: 1,000 won(Group: 
800 won each member, Dongdoocheon Residents: 500 won), Adolescents and soldiers: 
500 won(Group: 400 won each member) Address 36 Soyosan-gil, Dongdoocheon
si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031-860-2058 Home page www.ddc21.net/ _family/free 
Transportation Public Transportation Take the No.1subway, get off at the Bukbu station in 
Euijeongbu, before gett-ing on a bus. Take bus No.36, 37, 39, or 136-5 Get off at the bus 
terminai(Mt.Soyosan) By Car Take the Route 3 at Euijeongbu, pass Dongdoocheon, until 
you arrive at Mt. Soyosan Nearby Attractions Mt.Soyosan. Jaejaeam Rock, Bosan-dong 
Designated Tourist Street, Mt.Eodungsan Reports Park, Mt. Machasan, Mt.Wangbangsan, 
Soimok Valley, Banyabaramildasimgyeongyakso, Etc. 

UN Forces Log of Battles 

Inside the Museum 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

Jipyeong.ri Battle It was a four-day battle that took place in February 1951 between 
lhe UN allied forces and the invading Chinese communist forces. Having a natural 
environment that is ideal as a defense fortress, Jipyeong-ri was used by the allied 
troops of the U.S. and French army as a fortress as they defeated the Chinese 
troops in the four-day intensive battle. This battle is considered to have changed 
the course of the Korean War. Important historical documents, articles, and relics 
of the battle are on permanent display in this museum, and the battle itself is re. 
enacted in miniatures in the gallery. 

Outside the Museum 
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- Northern Gyeonggi 

Latin American Cultural Center 
Address 302-1 Goyang-dong, Deokyang-gu, Goyang-si Tel. 031-962-7171 

This quintessential center for Latin Culture has over 2,000 

articles from Mayan and Inca civilization, in addition to 

a large selection of earthenware found in Latin countries, 

especially Mexico. Highlights of the display include, 

earthenware from Costa Rica and Panama, Metate from 

Nicoya Peninsula, and Olmeca and Colima from Veracruz 

region. Other interesting artifacts on display include stone 

sculptures from the Tolteca dynasty in Mexico, stone 

sculptures in the shape of tribesmen from Caribbean 

nations, jade necklace from Mexico, grain miller from 

Costa Rica, and many other unique and creative artifacts 

found in various parts of Latin American countries. On the 

aisles of the center, visitors can see many religious paintings from Latin American countries which 

clearly show the influence of the Catholic faith and their own ingenious religions. The center also 

hosts various performances, plays, and concerts, and many educational programs. 
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Museum This is where visitors can see the heritage, 

history, and the life of people in the ancient Latin regions. 
Art Gallery Paintings, sculptures, and other artworks by 

modern and contemporary Latin artists are on display in this 
art gallery_ The center hosts special themed exhib~ions from 

time to time. Sculpture Park Sculptures by artists from 12 Latin 
countries are on display in this outdoor exhibition space. 



INFORMATION 

Major Col lections paintings, sculptures and historical relics from Latin America First 

Opened 1997 Museum Hours 10:00 - 18:00(Apr.-Oct), 1Q:00-17:00(Nov.-Mar.) The 

Center is Open Year Round. Admission Adults: 4,500 won, Soldiers and Students: 3,500 

won, Children: 3,000 won(Group of over 40: 20% discount) Latin American Cultural Center 
Address 302-1 Goyang-dong, Deokyang-gu, Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031-962-

7171 Homepage www.latina.or.kr Transportation Public Transportation Take bus No.7731, 

703, or 33 at the Exit No.1 at the Gupabal Station of Subway No.3 line,or take the Kimpo 

Airport bound bus at Euijeongbu(No.2 government building, bus terminal, or Gyungmin 

University) and get off at Goyang-dong Market. Cross the street, and the center is in 10 

min. on foot, next to Family Mart(or take the local bus No.8 at Family Mart and get off at 

the culture center). By Car Take the Route 39 at Haengju Bridge, enter the right street 

right before Byukje Highway. Take the Route 1, make a left turn, drive 1km, make a right 

turn at the traffic light in front of the Philippines War Memorial Park. The center is 3km 

away on Route 65, to the left. Nearby Attractions Royal Tomb of Goryeo King Gongyang, 

Goyang Village School, Chestnut Thorm Thatcher-roofed House, Bukhan Mountain Fortress, 

Seosamreung, Seooreung, Astronomical Observatory for Children, Taegosa, Haengju 
Mountain Fotress Wall, Haengju Hall, Hosoo Park, Etc. 

Art Museum 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Hands-on Learning Center The 
center offers diverse learning ex
periences for young visitors, so that 
they can learn more about Latin 

culture. The programs for young 
visitors are available on weekdays, 
or weekends and vaca-tions. You 
can call the Center for detailed 
information and a schedule of the 
programs. 

Masks of Mexico Indians have made various types of masks throughout history. 
The Totonac Indians from the East coast of Mexico thought they could liberate 
their soul by covering their faces with masks, and also believed that their true 

identity could be found when they wore masks. For them, the masked self had 
its own ego, and its own soul. They made masks with wood, animal skin, fabric, 
iron, steel, or clay, and painted them in many different colors. before using them in 
major rituals and ceremonies, such as weddings and funerals. Their masks reflect 
their beliefs about death, angels, and the totems of animals, including butterflies. 
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Northe n Gyeongg 

Securities Museum 
Address 1328 Baekseok-2-dong, Dong-gu, llsan, Goyang-si Tel . 031-goo-7070 

This Securities Museum was founded by Korea Securities 

Depository as a part of their contribution to society. It is in 

fact the only museum in Korea that specializes in securities 

and bonds. Anticipating the emergence of e-stock and an 

e-securities era, where paper stocks and bonds will no 

longer be in use, the museum is trying to find ways to save 

the history of paper bonds and securities. The securities, 

two major forms of which are stocks and bonds, reflect the 

economic situation at the time of issue. Visitors can gain 

insight on what life and culture were like at the time the 

securities in this museum were issued. The museum has the 

world's first issued commercial stocks on display as well. I 
All museum collections are displayed according to themes and regions. The museum also has checks 

from the Chosun period, and stocks issued by the North Korean government. 
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On display in this exhibition gallery on the history of capital market in modern 
society are various kinds of stocks and securities, including those issued by the 
East India Company of the Netherlands, the world's first company to issue stocks, 
and bonds autographed by Edison and Charlie Chaplin. Old Korean bills, such 
as a check from the Joseon period, and important bonds and securities issued 
in modern times are also on display. Stock Management and Deposit and 
Payment This is where visitors can learn about the role and function of the Korea 
Securities Depository. Visitors can also see the printer for proof reading that were 
used to print stocks 30years ago, and how to tell fakes from real stocks. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Stocks, Securities and other stock-related articles First Opened May 

2004 Museum Hours 10:00- 17:00 Museum is Closed Every Sunday, National Holidays, 

and Labor Day. Admission Free Securities Museum Address 1328 Baekseok-2-dong, 

Dong-gu, llsan, Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031-900-7070 Hompage www. 

stockmuseum.or.kr Transportation Public Transportation Walk straight for 200m from the 

Exit No.2 of the Baekseok Station of Subway No.3 line. Two minutes from Goyang Central 

Collection and Distribution Post Office Take bus No.76, 83, 9700, 9702, 77-2, 88, 707, or 

7727 and get off at the Baekseok Station. By Car Take the Woigak Circle Road, make 

a left turn at the intersection near the Baekseok Station in llsan IC, make a U-turn at 

the concourse near Goyang Central Collection and Distribution Post Office, and make a 

right turn at the alley near Goyang Central Collection and Distribution Post Office. Take 

Jayooro, make a right turn at the Janghang lntersectin at Janghang IC, make a left turn at 

the concourse near Goyang Central Collection and Distribution Post Office, make a right 

turn at the alley near the Goyang Central Collection and Distribution Post Office. Nearby 

Attractions Royal Tomb of Goryeo King Gongyang, Goyang Village School, Chestnut Thorm 

Thatcher-roofed House, Byukje Gwanji, Bukhansan Mountain Fotress Wall, Seosamreung, 

Seooreung, Astronomical Observatory for Children, Kinderland, Taegosa, Haengju Mountain 

Fotress Wall, Haengju Lacture Hall, Hosoo Park, etc. 

Checks from the Joseon Period 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Economy Education Programs The 

museum offers many educational 
programs on finance and economy 

that cater to different age groups. 
Groups of over 25 can ask for 
special economy lecture packages, 
which come with various visual 

media presentations. 

North Korean Bonds and Securities There are only two kinds of commercial bonds 
issued by the North Korean government since the Liberation from existence as a 
Japanese Colony: the People's Economic Development Bond that was issued in 1950 
and People's Life Public bond that was issued in 2003. All these are on display in 
this museum of bonds and securities. One of the two bonds issued by North Korea 
is the Lottery Bond, which is a type of government bond in which some randomly 
selected bonds within the issue are redeemed at a higher value than the face value 

of the bond. 
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Feelux Lighting Museum 
Address 624-8 Seokwoo-ri, Gwangjeok-myeon, Yangju-si Tel. 031-820-8001~2 

This is a museum about lighting-mostly about the history 

of man-made lighting. It was founded by the lighting 

specialist company Feelux, which is also known for their 

mood-altering lighting systems. The indoor exhibition 

galleries are used to display various ancient types of 

lighting devices such as earthenware lamps, wooden 

lanterns, ceramic candle holders, as well as more modem 

and contemporary lighting systems such as the Edison

invented incandescence lights, and fluorescent lights. The 

museum also has a display of futuristic mood-altering 

lighting systems. The museum has a space for visitors 

I 

'8 

to have personal and direct experience with lighting systems, and offers lectures about lighting 

technologies and principles. There are also many documentaries for visitors, which show how lighting 

technology has changed over the years, how it has been advanced and what it will be like in the future. 
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Traditional Lighting Exhibition Gallery Traditional lighting devices and systems, 
such as the torch, resin lamp, earthen lamp, brass or ceramic candle holder, 
lamp oil container, kerosene lamp, and gas lamps are on display. Modern & 
Contemporary Lighting Gallery(Edison Room) A gallery where visitors can see 
the process by which incandescence lights were introduced and spread in the 
civilized world. Highlights include a copy of patents for the light bulb invented by 
Thomas Edison. Art of Lighting Gallery An exhibition gallery for lighting systems 
for special occasions 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Over 10,000 pieces of lighting related exhibits, contemporary artwork, 

and lamps. First Opened September 2004 Museum Hours 10:00-17:00 Museum 

is Closed Every Sunday, and National Holidays. Admission Free(except for special 

exhibitions) Address 624-8 Seokwoo-ri, Gwangjeok-myeon, Yangju-si, Gyeonggi-do 

Telephone 031-820-8001 Homepage www.lighting-museum.com Transportation Public 

Transportation Take Bus No.32 or 32-1 at the Joonae Station of Subway No.1 Line. and 

get off at Seommal Waiting Room. Take bus No.133 at the Soyoo Station of Subway No.4 

line, and get off at the last stop. By Car Drive straight 6km from the intersection near 

the Yangju city hall, towards the intersection at Ganam. The center is about 2km towards 

Beopwon-ri from the Ganam Intersection Nearby Attractions Yangju Culture Park, Tomb of 

Hwang Sa-young at Gama-gol, Tomb of General Gwon Yool, Mt. Bulgoksan, Songam Star 

Valley, Songchoo Resort, Shinheung Resort, Yangju Chorokjigi Village, Yangju Mountain 

Fortress Wall, Yangju Village School, Onreung, llyoung Resort, Jangheung Tourist Resort, 

Jangheung Art Park, Hoiam Saji, Etc. 

Lighting Art Center: Wood of Sensibility Sensual Lighting Experience Gallery 

NOTE 

Light Pollution Beginning from a few years ago, we began hearing the sound 
of locusts on summer nights. This was because locusts are confusing days and 

nights due to the lighting that can make nights as bright as days. Today, man
made artificial lights are confusing salmons, herrings, ocean turtles, and a number 
of other creatures, as well as the locusts, consequently disrupting, and even 
destroying, the natural balance of the eco-system. 
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- North Gyeongg1 

Theme Park Zoo Zoo 
Address 290 Gwansan-dong, Deokyang-gu, Goyang-si Tel. 031-962-4500 

This museum is where visitors can interact with zoo 

animals in person. While most zoos separate animals 

and visitors with pens and wires, this museum offers 

opportunities to have direct contact with most of the 

animals, such as Orangutans and native Japanese monkeys. 

The museum is designed to be an eco-friendly learning 

space, and to help young visitors learn about and realize 

the importance of life. Inside the museum, over 500 reptile 

animals of 60 species are on display, in addition to parrots 

and orangutans. On the other side of the museum, there is 

a pine tree forest, where visitors can relax and rest while 

breathing the fresh air of the woods. 
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Repti les Safari Visitors can see the Burmese Pythons, over two meters long 

crocodiles. ocean turtles that swim inside a giant aquarium. and tall palm trees 
in this safari Meet the Birds Exchange verbal greetings with talking parrots in 

this corner. Raised by trainers since they were hatched, these birds are friendly 
enough to take pictures with visitors. Fish Village Come and see the beautiful 
tropical fish, electric eels, and flesh-eating Piranha fish from the Amazon, and 
many other underwater creatures. Meet the Primates You can view primates like 
Orangutans and Japanese monkeys. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections mammals, reptiles, fish, and many other animal species First Opened 

May, 2002 Museum Hours 10:00-19:00(Mar.-0ct.), 10:00-18:00(Nov.-Feb.) Zoo is 

open year round Admission Adults: 7,500 won(Members and Groups, 6,000 won each 
member), Junior and Senior High School Students: 6,000 won(Members and Groups: 

4,800 won, 6,000 won each member), Children: 5,000 won(members and groups: 4,000 

won each member) Address 290 Gwansan-dong, Deokyang-gu, Goyang-si, Gyeonggi
do Telephone 031-962-4500 Homepage www.themezoozoo.or.kr Transportation Publ ic 

Transportation Take a taxi at the exit No.6 at the Wondang Station of Subway No.3 line. 

Take bus No.82,85, or 85-1 at the Hwajeong Station of Subway No.3 line, or bus No.82 

at the bus stop across from Sinsegye Dept. Store in Yeongdeungpo, or bus No.85 at 

the Songjeong Stalin of the Subway No.5 line, or bus No.05 at the Jooyeop station of 

Subway No.3 line, and get off at Nambook Farm. By Car From Baekma Station, drive 

past the city hall, towards the city council building. Make a left turn to Euijeongbu at the 

Joogyo Intersection. The center is about 4.5km away_ Nearby Attractions Royal Tomb of 

Goryeo King Gongyang, Goyang Village School, Chestnut Thorm Thatche-roofed House, 

Byukje Gwanji, Bukhansan Mountain Fotress Wall, Seosamreung, Seooreung, Astronomical 
Observatory for Children, Wondang Stud Farm, Kinderland, Taegosa, Haengju Lacture Hall, 

Hosoo Park, Heungguksa Temple, etc. 

Animal Festival 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

365 Days of Animals Experience Visitors can have more direct experience with 
animals, such as the Orangutan, Japanese native monkeys, parrots, and Burmese 
pythons, if they come to visit the museum at the scheduled time. Feed the 
Animals This program is arranged so that visitors have a chance to feed animals 
and fish in person. Animals for this program are mostly herbivores. 

Monkey Talent Show 
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- Gy ongg1 

HAU Aerospace Museum 
Address 200-1 Hwajeon-dong, Deokyang-gu, Goyang-si Tel. 02-300-0466 

The Aerospace Museum ofHankook Aerospace University 

was founded and is run by an educational institute 

dedicated to space science. This museum has an extensive 

collection of historical aerospace resources both from 

inside and outside of Korea, all of which are on display 

either inside or on the grounds. This museum has the most 

detailed and systematic resources on air and space in Korea. 

The average person would have little chance to see actual 

or miniature models of spaceships, but this museum has 

many models - both miniature and actual - of spaceships so 

that the general public can experience space adventure. The 

museum also offers various learning and hands-on opportunities for young and old, many of which 

encourage visitors to participate and enjoy a more personal and direct experience of space traveL 
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Aerospace History Zone On display in this space include the history of aerospace 
exploration, and the images of spaceships under different conditions, in addition to 
related documentaries. Don't forget to take pictures inside a presidential airplane 
as a souvenir. Aerospace Experience Zone Learn about the principle of Airfoil 
that causes lift, the power that operates airplanes, and the operation board of a 
plane in this corner. Virtuai_Reality Experience Zone Experience a large-scale 
3D virtual reality in this corner, which was made possible by the latest virtual, 
aerospace, and communication technologies. Multimedia Visuai_Room A small 
scale replica of the interior of an airplane. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Actual or miniature airplanes, space ships, and other air and space 

related articles First Opened August 2004 Museum Hours 10:00- 17:00 Museum is 

Closed Every Monday, National Holiday, and School Inauguration Day(June 16) Admission 

Adult: 2,500 won(Group: 2,000 won each member), Adolescents Under 19:2,000 won 

(Group: 1,500 won each member), Fees for the issue of a spaceman certificate, and 

rides in Cyber Space are extra. Address 200-1 Hwajeon-dong, Deokyang-gu, Goyang

si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 02-300-0466 Homepage www.aerospacemuseum.or.kr 

Transportation Public Transportation Bus No.9708(Shinchon, Susaek Subway Station, 

Neunggok Station, llsan County Bldg.), Bus No.9706(Seoul Station, Gwanghwamoon, 

Yonsei Univ. Front Gate, Soosaek Subway Station, Baekseok Station, E-Mart), Bus 

No.9713(Gwanghwamoon, Seoul Station, Soosaek Subway Station, Neunggok Station, 

Hwajeong Subway Station) Take bus No.7726, 7727, 7728, or 7730 and get off at HAU. By 

Car Drive past Gayang Bridge towards Soosaek. At the SK gas station at the end of the 

bridge, make a left turn towards Goyang direction. Drive straight 1.5km and make a left 

turn at the intersection near the Oil Bank gas station. Nearby Attractions Royal Tomb of 

Goryeo King Gongyang, Goyang Village School, Chestnut Thorm Thatcher-roofed House, 

Byukje Gwanji, Bukhansan Mountain Fotress Wall, Seosamreung, Seooreung, Astronomical 
Observatory for Children, Wondang Stud Farm, Kinderland, Taegosa, Haengju Mountain 
Fotress Wall, Haengju Lecture Hall, Hosoo Park, Heungguksa Temple, Etc. 

FA 200 VIP Seat inside a Presidential Airplane. 1970 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

Future of the Universe The theme of the 2nd floor exhibition gallery is space science 

and technology. In the Rocket Corner, visitors can learn about the structure and 
principles of rockets, and the history of rocket development in advanced countries such 

as America and Russia. A highlight of the exhibition is the actual model of a hybrid 

rocket that is on display. Past the Rocket Corner, visitors can see a miniature model of 
Korea's first practical satellite Arirang No.1 on the ceiling. It is scaled down to 1/3 of its 

original size. At the center of the exhibition space, various space-travel related articles, 
including a space suit, space food, and memorabilia patches are on display. 
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- Northern Gyeongg· 

Museum of Korean Traditiona 
Confectionary 
Address 520 Sanjeong-ri, Yeongbuk-myeon. Pocheon-si Tel. 031- 533-8121 

Hangwawon is Korea's first museum of traditional Korean 

confectionary, where visitors can Jearn about the history 

and origin of popular Korean sweet treats and teatime 

snacks. In this museum, various tools, wares, and all relics 

associated with Korean traditional confectionary are on 

display along with detailed explanations. 

Visitors are encouraged to learn about theories of Korean 

confectionary cooking first, and then try to make their own 

in person at the education center in the museum. 
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On the First Floor dedicated to the confectionary making process. required 
ingredients. history, and different kinds of Korean snacks and sweet treats such as 
Yakgwa. Yoogwa. Yoomilgwa. Jeonggwa, Dashik, Gangjeong. Basic information about 
holiday specials and daily sweet treats. along with those that were available only 
for kings, are also on display in the first floor. On the Second Floor dedicated to 
the seasonal treats. traditional tea and teatime snacks, confectionary from Korea and 
from other countries. confectionary making tools and wares. master confectionary 
chef program and master chefs. the national survey of regional specialties. and 
information about what makes Korean confectionary so special and popular. 



INFORMATION 

Major Collections Over 300 Korean traditional confectionary related articles Museum 

Hours 10:00~18:00 Admission General; 2,000 won, Group: 1,200 won, Students 1,500 

won, Group 800 won, Over age 65 800 won, Group 500 ·won, Group of over 20 needs 

to make reservation at least three days in advance Address Sanjeong-ri, Yeongbuk

myeon, Pocheon-si, Gyeonggi-do Telephone 031-533-8121 Homepage www.hangaone. 

com Transportation By Car From Kimpo Airport, Haejoo Bridge, Kimpo Bridge, lncheon: 

Jayooro (Paju direction)-Jeongok-Wooncheon-Learning Center of the Museum of Korean 

Traditional Confectionary/From Guri, Namyangjoo, Gangdong, Songpa, Hanam: Guri

Toegyewon-lldong-Sanjeong Lake(Myeongseong Camp)-Sanjeong Lake(Hanhwa Resort)

Leaqrning Centr of the Museum of Korean Traditional Confectionary 

Tea Tables by Four Seasons Relics on Display 

Tools for Handling Grains Shaping Tools 

CURATOR'S CHOICE 

In order to train and produce Korean traditional confectionary experts. the museum has 
been offering Korean confectionary making classes twice every week since May 2008 
for students from nearby Yeongbuk High School. The museum has been also training 
those who wish to be in Korean confectionary business. A part of the projects by The 
Ministry for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, this 150 hour training course takes 40 

students at a time. The museum also hosts an annual Korean confectionary festival. 
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Jeonggokri Prehistoric Relic Site 

This site became known when a US soldier 

discove red 4 stone tools in 1978. There are 

viewing facilities like rel ic hall and historical 

data, and outdoor scu lpture showing the life 

during the Old Slone Age. 

TEL. 031-839-2566 
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When you take a walk along the promenade, the 

fain! sweet smell of herbs will clear your miind .. 

The octagonal pavilion is the point where you can 

have a good view of Herb Island at a glance. It 

is a good outing course for lovers and families. 

TEL. 031-535-6494 herbisland.co.kr 
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Yongchugugok Valley 

It is called Yongchugugok from a legend that a 

dragon embroidered the picture-like view of nine turns 

as it disappeared into the sky. Nine magnificient views 

which include Waryon9chu, Musongam, Takryeongnoe, 

Gosiltan and so on unfolds before your very eyes 
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TEL. 031- 580-4669 1 / 
starting from Yongchu waterfalls. 
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The Garden of Morning Calm 

This is an arboretum located on the outskirts 

of MI. Chungnyuong. It is divided up into Herb 

garden, Drooping Tree garden, Bonsai garden, 

Sunken garden, and Wild Flower Green garden 

I I for convenient viewing. 
I I 
: ) TEL. 1544-6703 morningcalm.co.kr 
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Hwaeamsa Temple Site 

The site where Hwaeamsa Temple(presumed 
to be the largest Buddhist Temple in Korea) 
used to be up to the early Joseon Dynasty, 
Al though the current Hwaeamsa Temple site is 
under excavation, cultural properties such as 

Muhak daesa budo, Tomb of King Seongak, and 
Ssangsajaseokbi is a must-see. 
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Yangjubyeol Sandaenori Madang 

Yangjubyeol Sandaenori is a traditional masque 

satirizing rea lity whi le depraved monks, ruined 

nobleman, and female shaman each wears 

different masks. This place holds performances 

on only Saturday and Sunday of every week 

from May to end of October. 

// TEL. 031-840-9986 sandae.com 
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Haengju Sanseong Fortress 

It is the well-known place as the battlefield of 

Haengjudaecheop where Ge neral Gwon Yul 
defeated the Japanese army during the Japanese 
Invasion of Korea in 1592. It was named so 
because women and girls carried rocks on their 
Haengjuchima(apron). When you reach the top, you 
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llsan Lake Park 

An artificial lake created as llsan New Town was 

developed. It is so large that it takes 3~4 hours 

to go around the lake. Since a rose garden and 

medicinal herb island runs along the esplanade, 

it is perfect lor a leisurely walk. 

/ TEL. 031-961-2663 lake-park.com 
/ 
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Daemyeong Port 

It is the only port on the opposite side of 

Ganghwado with the Straits of Ganghwa in 

between. Although the port is small, you can feel 

the life of a busy port. You can buy live fishes at a 

cheap price from nearby sliced-raw-fish restaurants. 
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A key military location that used lo protect the Han 

River in the old days. It is great for a stroll in the 

woods since trees are planted around the fortress. 

Because you walk along the Ganghwado sea, you 

can smell the nice and salty sea breeze. 

Nearby Museums & Art Museums 

,.. Deokpojin Education Museum(p, 206) 

/ TEL 031-980-2741 li _____ · ______________________ _ 

--------------------------( 

lmjingak Tourist Resort 

A lthough lmj ingak was o rigi nally built by 
displaced people from North Korea in 1972, right 

now it is more famous as a tourist altraction. If 

you submit an application at the lmjingak ticket 

office. you can view lmjingak tourist resort, Dora 

Observatory, and even the third Tunnel .. 

/ 
' / 

Nearby Museum & Art Museum 
1 

Neverland Picture Book Museum(p. 204) 1 / 
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Wangbang Falls 

This is a waterfa l l at Tapdong val ley ca lled 

Mujugucheon-dong in Dongducheon city, and 

is popular as a summer resort with its beautiful 

surrounding views. 

TEL. 031-860-2066 

~---------------------------
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Festival alendar -

Pocheon, Baekun Valley, General Winter Festiva l 

You can enjoy viewing ice sculptures in the clean and beautiful nature, and 

also enjoy winter to the fullest with snow sledding, rabbit hunting, and a 

cup of traditional Oriental herb tea. 

Location Baekun Valley area, Pocheon-si 

Inquiries 031-533-7040 dongjangkun.co.kr 

Theme 1st Street of Win ter Romance, Va ll ey Snow Sledding , 

Making Kites, and Traditiona l Food(roasted sweet potatoes, 

Dongjipatjuk(red-bean gruel taken on the winter solstice) 

Paju, lmjin River Folk Festival 

Location Pyeonghwa-nuri, lmjingak, Paju-si 

Inquiries 031-940-8522 

Gimpo, Daemyeong Big Catch Festival 

Location Daemyeong-ri , Daegok-myeon, Gimpo-si 

Inquiries 031-980-2742 

Goyang Flower Exhibition 

Location Goyang KINTEX 

Inquiries flower. or.kr 

Gimpo Citizen's Day Sports Contest (Biannual) 

Location Gimpo area 

Inquiries 031-980-2580 

Yangju Traditional Culture Festival 

You can enjoy performances by intangible cultural properties such as Yangjubyeol 

Sandaenori and Salpuli, and experience the traditional fine arts exhibition hall. 

Location Yuyang.dong, Yangju-si ! Inquiries 031-820-2101~4 

Paju Mt. Simhak Dolgoti Flower Village Festival 

A flower festival with the flower, books, and the nature as its main lheme. 

Location Mt.Simhak area, Gyoha-eup, Paju 

Inquiries 031 - 940-4634 tour.pajuro.net 

Yeoncheon Jeongokri Old Stone Age Festival 

Location Jeongok-ri area, Yeoncheon-gu 

Inquiries 031-839-2561~3 goosukgi.org 

L--------------------------------------------------------------
Pocheon Myeongseongsan Eoksae Flower Festival 

Location Sanjeong Lake, Mt. Myeongseong, Pocheon 

Inquiries 031-538-2067 pcs21.net 

Yangju Culture Festival 

Location Yangju city Culture & Arts Center Square 

Inquiries 031 -820-2102 

L--- -------------- -- ---- -- -- -- -- --- ---- -- -- ----- --- --- -- --- -- --
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